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32

HELD TO COURT Police to Launch Drive

FATHER
'i

Stephan recited an

Chief Is Given Orders by

Board After Hearing

ed the board to take some kind of

Charge Zeeland Bachelor Notice to youthful automobile
drivers who persist In unnecessaryEntered Bedroom With
ly blowing their automobile horns!
The Holland police department,
Loaded Gun

His Wife
Zeeland' Aug. 8

-

Charged with

assault with intent td murder his

Arraigned Monday noon before
Justice Jarret N. Clark. Carlton
waived examinationand his case
was certified to circuit dourt. Urtable to provide $1,500 bond. Carlton was taken to the Grand Haven iail Monday afternoon.
The alleged murder attempt occurred Sunday between 1 and 1:30
a.m. at the family home. East
where Carlton
lived with his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Percy Carlton. For the past
two .years, the elder Mr. Carlton
has been chief engineer at the
Zeeland municipal power plant.
Fred Bosma, Zeeland chief of
police, said Tuesday that he was
told the younger Carlton entered
the bedroom of his parents with
a loaded 12-guage double barreled

Washington

shotgun. /
His mother was awakened by his
intrusionand when she asked him
what he was doing he said he was
going to shoot his father. Bosma.
who was called to the home following the incident to arrest
Carlton, said Vernon Carlton was
under the influence of liquor.
Percy Carlton jumped from his
bM and grappled with his son for
possession of the shotgun. The
father was able to discharge both
barrels, the load from the two
shells enteringthe floor of the
bedroom.No one was injured.
Bosma said he was informed
that family trouble has prevailed
between the father and son for
,

some

time.

The Carlton family

moved to Zeeland from Hart about
four years ago. Percy Carlton
formerly was superintendentat
the Hart electric plant for several
years.

Chief Bosma said Vernon Carlton had nothing to say when ques-

and fire commissioners at its regular meeting Monday at 5 p.m. in
the office of City Clerk Oscar
Peterson, will launch a drive
against horn tooters.
The board agreed this was the
only action that could be taken
after listeningto complaints from
Mayor Henry Geerlings and E. P.
Stephan, secretary-manager of the

TO MEET HEINZ
Fourteen Businessmen

of

Form Reception
Committee

As plans went forward today
for the banquet next Wednesday
noon in the Warm Friend tavern
in honor of Howard Heinz, president of the H. J. Heinz Co. of
Pittsburgh, Pa., 14 Holland bus-

T' 2^.1

The committee, as announced
by Secretary-Manager
E. P. Stephan, includes Mayor Henry Geerlings, Theodore P. Cheff, H. S,
Coveil, Charles Kirchen, C. A.
French, C. J. McLean, Dick
Boter, R. C. Bosch, Henry Ketel,
William J. Brouwer, Joseph H.
Geerds, C. E. Becker, Jelle Hekman and Willis Diekema.
Mr. Stephan said return postal
cards are being mailed to Chamber of Commerce members to determine the number who will attend the banquet. Cards mast be

returnedby Tuesday, Aug.

13.

The banquet committee of
which Henry Maentz is chairman
is working out the details of the
banquet program.
Mr. Stephan said Mr. Heinz
will be able to give first hand information on issues of the day.

Neil

Kammeraad Aiks
Permit to Build

Recommendation of Board

Hint Youth Believed to

Receives Approval at

Hove Been Carried Out

night, it was pointed out.

caused by trucks travelingCentral
Ave. and then turning onto Eighth
St.

In this connection, the board instructed the chief of police to turn
off traffic lights at 10 p.m. and to
use the flicker system in order
t.,at trucks will not have to stop
becaase of the traffic light. Van
Hoff contendedthere "is a lot of
truth in Stephan's statements”
but said the departmentwas handi-

capped by the lack of

COLLECnON OF
TAXES LARGER

Council Meet

officers,

stating that only two. one on patrol and the other in a cruiser,
were on duty Sunday night.
Mayor Geerlings contended serioas disturbances result Sunday
night from motorists who speed up
their cars to beat traffic lights
and then have to apply brakes with

Twenty Three Thousand

Up

Undertow

at Regular Session

Ceeit Guardimen Renew
Drafting After Hunt

of Officials

Since Toeidajr

recommendation from the
board of park and cemetery commissioners that the contract for
the paving of certain drives in the

Working In ihlfti, members of
the Holland coast guard station
continuedtheir search today for
the body of Richard Calcutt, 14-

new cemetery be awarded

year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. J* A.

A

to the

Michigan Colprovia Co. of Grand
Rapids was approved by common
council Wednesday night.
The board said a bid also was
obtained from the West Shore
Construction Co. but the Oolprovia company submitteda low bid
of 55 cents per square yard for
ever 5,000 square yards. In this
proposal, the company agrees to
“true-up" the jurfaee of the
existing gravel, lay a two-inch,
oil aggregate pavement.
Council at a recent meeting
agreed to lend the park and cemetery board $3,000 from the street
fund to carry out this work. It
was pointed out last night that

"screaming" effects when the
lights change. He said he patroled
Eighth St. from College to River
Aves. Sunday night for about an
Is Near
the board anticipatesto spend not
hour and made this discovery.
more than $4,000 as it has $1,000
In other business considered by in Its budget for this sort Of
An increase of $23,40652 in collectionof summer taxes for 1940 the board, a petition,signed by work and, with the preliminary
over the same period in 1939 property owners and employes in expense for surface draining and
was reported here by City Trea- the vicinity of Fourth St. and a small amount for supervision
River Ave., requesting the placing and inspection,it Is expectedthe
surer Henry J. Becksfort.
Collectionsto date, he reported, of a trafficofficerat that inter- cast will total about $3,600.
amount to $130,456.19 while tax sectionfrom noon until 1 p.m., was
Several building permit applipayments for the same period placed on file. The petitionpoint- cation. with exception of one
ed out that about 300 persons are filed by Martin Van Hekken for
last year totaled $107,049.67
Deadlinefor paying 1940 sum- employed in surrounding plants construction of a duplex home at
mer taxes is Aug. 15, Mr. Becks- and that trouble is experienced in 24th St. and Central Ave.. were
fort said. The total tax roll this driving off Fourth St. onto River approved.Van Hekken’s applicaAve. due to the heavy traffic.
year is $376,844.81.
tion was referred to the appeal
The amount collected this year
Van Hoff informed the board board after the city clerk had
represents 50 per cent of the tax that he had not man available for advised council jhat the zoning
bills which were sent out some- such work. Commissioner William ordinance provides 5,000 square
time ago. Collection of summer Deur suggestedthat a man from feet for each family in "A resitaxes began July 1. Mr. Becksfort one of the plants be deputized to dence” districtbut that the lot
expressedbelief that the larger handle the traffic at the intersec- in "A" districtunon which the
tax bills would be paid at later tion.
home Is to be built Is only 6,138
dates.
Board members felt that similar square feet.
Reporting for the ways and
traffic conditions existed at other
intersectioas,thus if one request means committee,Aid. Ben Stefwas granted others would follow fens recommended that logs, now
In the discussions,it was pointed in possession of the park and
out that employes of factorieson cemeteryboard, be used at Kolleu
the east side of River Ave. could park instead of sheet piling and
use Central Ave. in reaching the that the surroundingground l*
filled in with dirt and cement
dowTifown area.
blocks. Aid. CorneliasKalkman,
Sr., seconded his motion which
was adopted.
Edward Rycenga Removed
The building committee upon
in Rivalry for Post
recommendation of Aid Herman
Wool, was given power to act in
of Sheriff

Gain Shown, Deadline

HOLLAND MAN

NAMED DEPUTY

CHURCHES

arranging for -the painting of city
hall officesof the city cl^rk and
city treasurer.His committee also

Grand Haven, Aug. 8 (Special)
—Dismissal of Edward Rycenga
was given power to have two
as undersheriff and the appointrooms in the Dornbas home. 14th
Letters from seven Holland
ment of E. A. (Bert) Stegink, 36
St. and River Ave.. papered at a
West 17th St., Holland, as a churches endorsing the recent cast of $20 A third recommendadeputy sheriff was announced appeal of the Holland Ministerial tion that the eommitteo he given
hy Sheriff Frank Van Etta Monassociation that common council power to act in repairing a
day.
leaky boiler at the city hall at a
According to information. Ry- use its influence to eliminate the cast of approximately $90 was
cenga was notified Saturday at two Sundays from the Tulip Time approved Mooi said the ro>t of
5 p.m. when he reported for duty festival— were filed Wednesday repair would amount to $77, plus
that he was to be dismissed and night with council.
an additional cost of taking the
when he reportedfor duty SunWith no discussion. Mayor boiler to Grand Rapids for weldday at 5 p.m. was advised that Henry Geerlings ordered the let- ing as the work could not Ik* done
Charles Salisbury would take ters referred to a special com- in Holland.
over his duties Sunday night.
mittee which is investigatingthe
In connection wifh a communiSheriff Van Etta said he was matter. Aid. Ben Steffens, chair- cation from the board of police
not promising to reinstate Ry- man of the committee, reported and fire commissioners, requesting
cenga after the September pri- that the committee composed of council to ask the board of public
ion "bu
wou ^ "reserve Aid. Henry Ketel, John Menken works to obtain informationon
un, M
and himself will submit a report a new fire alarm siren, council
In Holland, Deputy Sheriff Wil- at council’snext meeting on Aug. referred the matter to the works
liam Van Etta, son of the sheriff, 21.
board with a request that it subsaid Rycenga had been given a
The letters were submitted by mit a report on the cast of the
temporary leave of absence to Central Avenue Christian Reform- siren.
offer him opportunity to conduct e- church. Bethel Reformed
City Attorney Clarence A L<>khis campaign for the Reunblican church. Immanuel church. Third ker, who said a new siren nny
nomination of sheriff. Sheriff Van Reformed church. Fourth Reform- cost $1,000. propased that 'he
Etta and Rycenga are both Re- ed church, Fourteenth Street board report as to its cost. City
publican candidates.
ChristianReformed church and Clerk Oscar Peterson said he had
Deputy Van Etta said Stegink's SixteenthStreet ChristianRe- been informed the cost would be
appointment to replace Rycenga, formed church.
less than this amount since it was
although the Holland man was
Contentsof the letters submit- proposed to purchase an electrigiven a rating of deputy sheriff*
ted by the three Christian Re- cal ly-opera ted siren.
instead of undersheriff,would be
Aid. Frank Smith was of the
formed churches were identical.
only temporary and the Holland
Although the three letters com- opinion the new siren would soon
deputy indicated that Rycenga
pay for itself as the works board
would resume his duties with the mend "those who have worked so Is now burning about $18 worth
diligently to make possible our
sheriffs department after the priof coal daily to keep sufficient
beautiful, carnival-free, annual
mary election.
steam at the old Fifth St. plant
> Mr. Rycenga declaredin Hol- event," they expressed"grief by to operate the "mocking hord”
land he had told Sheriff Van Etta the present official desecration of whistle. Fred Kamferbeek, chairtwo weeks ago that he would re- the two sabbathsinvolved in our man of the police and fire board,
present Tulip Time."
sign Aug. 10 to devote his full time
mot with the works board MonThe letters urged a six-day festo the campaign for the sheriff’s
day night and it was reported
tival to begin on Monday and end
office.
the latter board requested authoror. Saturday. The communications
ity from council to act in the
from the other churches also fav- matter.

Calcutt of Flint who appamtly
was drowned late Tuesday while
swimming in the heavy sea of
Lake Michigan off Holland State
park.

Coast guardsmen were caUad
about 6:45 p.m. Tuesday and
dragged the lake until 10 PJB.
They resumed their search
5 a.m. Wednesday, and continued
it

At part of tha preparation!for training at Camp McCoy, Sparta,
Wla., membera of Company D, Holland’! national guard unit,
underwent a atriaa of inoculatlona and vacclnatlonaMonday
night in Holland armory. Dr. William Waatrata (left) la giving
one of the guardimena ahot In the arm. Tha “victim" appear* to
be iteadylng hlmaelf by closing his eyaa and smoking a cigarette.
CapL Austin Lucas (right) looks on.

TEACHER HURT|
I

JACKSON TERM
TO EMBEZZLER

to

Man Given Three

Ten Years; Rejects
Probation Offer

Grand Haven, Aug. 8 (Special)
- After rejecting a probation offer
from Judge Fred T. Miles In circuit court. Albert L. Cahill, 47,
former treasurer of school district
No. 4 in Tallmadge township, was

sentenced Saturday to from
three to ten years in Southern
Michigan prison near Jackson on
an embezzlementcharge.
The court offered to place Cahill, who resided on route 5.
Grand Rapids, on probation if he
would pay $25 per month on the
$1,500 he was accused of embezzling from the school district while
treasurer from Jan. 1, 1939, to
June 1, 1940.
But Cahill replied he wouldn't
be able to do so although he told
Judge Miles he received $71 per
month as a pension from the government for the loss of his right
arm while serving in the Phillipine Islands.

Cahill informed the court he
thought the amount he embezzled
was from $1,100 to $1,200. He
said he didn t know what he did
with the money nor did he have
any of it now.
Cahill entered a plea of guilty
on his arraignment July 6.

RESIDENT DIES

INGRAAFSCHAP

'

G.R. Recruiting Station Rena Bylitna

Grand Rapids, Aug. 8 — In response to the call of men to national defense and the forming of
marine corps defense battalions,
composed of men from Michigan,
Sgt. Lloyd C. Beattie, U. S. Marine
corps, has been ordered to open
a new marine corps recruitingsta-

1$

Struck by

Truck That Craibei

Her Lawn

,

According to reports, Mr. and
Mrs. Calcutt and their three children were visitingMr. and Mrs.
Maurice F. Falrbrother, in Grand
Rapids and the group went to the
state park for an outing Tueadsy.
Young Calcutt want swimming
with his brother and sister and
returned to the camp tor the
evening meal Later Calcutt returned to the lake. When lift
seen, he was standing In about
three feet of water.
Members of the
went to the lake and
some children whether'
seen Calcutt They said they

Struck by an small truck which seen him walking toward
jumped the curbing and ran across shore.
a yard she was ’sprinkling,Miss The parents thought the
tha
Rena Bylsma, 55, Holland Junior might have returned to tha

or

bdlhlm
high school teacher, is confined in but investigation revealed
Holland hospital suffering of two
tion in Room 605, Gilbert buildCapt. Charles Bontekoe expra*
broken vertebrae and other Injuring. Grand Rapids. Sergeant Beated belief that the boy might have
ies.
tie will interview prospective apThe accident occurred about 9 become caught in tha undertow
plicants daily between 8 a.m. and
led into deep water.
p.m. Monday at her home, 593 and carried
4:30 p.m.
Washington Ave., after Marinus Captain Bontekoe,
Dombos, 45, 340 Pine Ave., suffer charge of the coal t
ed an attack to which he is sub- dragged the lake
a surfboat.First
ject while driving the truck north
Machinist Mate
on Washington Ave.
and Surfraa
Dornboa also was taken to Holcarried, out
land hospitjU but was released
tea skiff until
after treatment. Acting Chief Jam
wnen tray were
ob Van Hoff said recommendation!
men John W.
will be made to the secretary of
rest H. Flaugher.
state's office that Dornbos' driving
James Jones and
Raymond Hopes to Submit licensebe suspended.
Boer, two lifeguards
Police said Dornbas’truck conReport at Meeting in
State park, also operated a
tinued over the yard for a distance
from a
»
Two Weeks
of 120 feet before striking Miss
Approximately100 persons,said
Bylsma. The force of the Impact to Include Mr. and Mrs. Calcutt,
At the request of Aid, Bruce threw her against the side of the stood along the beach and in the
pavilion to watch the search.
Raymond, common council met as house.
The truck then crashed Into the
The search Tuesday night was
a committee of the whole followfront porch of the home and tore made by Captain Bontekoe,Fosing Wednesday night's meeting to it loose. Police said Dornbos’ truck
ter and Second Class Motor
consider new boundary lines for almost struck Evelyn Paris and Machinist Mate Edwin Feddlck.
the city's six wards.
her three-ycar-oldbrother, Jerry, Flaugher donned his diving suit
No action was taken, however, route 5, Holland. They were riding but was soon called from the
althoughRaymond said he might a bicycle with the younger rfiild lake due to the undertow that i
submit a report for council action on the handle bars.
was so strong it spun the power ,
Aug. 21
Miss Bylsma was removed to surfboat around in circles.
Raymond said he desired to Holland haspital by Guy Smeenge
Captain Bontekoe reported hf '4
discass the rezoning of the wards and Henry Derksen.
was shorthandedin the search as j
in order that the changes could
Earl Mortensen.44. reported to four coast guardsmen had to go
be prepared in written form by police his car had been damaged yesterdayto Camp Graylingfor

SOLONS STUDY

WARD CHANGES

;

skiff.

:

City Attorney Clarence A. Lokker and himself for subsequent
council adoption the proposed
charter amendment would have
to be sent to Lansing for approval by the governor before it
could be submittedto the voters
at the fall election Tuesday, Nov.
5.

John Lambors, 79. died early this
miming in his home a half mile
north of Graafschap. He had been
in ill health for some time but was
serious 1> ill for only a week.
Mr. Laml>ers was born on the
same farm where he died. He wis
a mem tier of the Laketown township board many years. He resigned a few years ago.
Survivingare four sons, John
Lambers of Holland, Herman of
Graafschap. Hairy of Holland and
Marvin of Holland, route 1; four
daughters, Mrs. ClarenceMulder

MISHAP HERE

Marine Corpi Opens

the "Michigan's 1,500.’" the three

Ottawa

IN

today.

<

Raymond Is chairman of

a

special committee, apjxnnted to
investigatethe matter, after council had given consideration to a
story appearing previously in The
Sentinel which pointed out that
protestswere being made over

in an accident on 32nd St. road,
one-fourthmile west of Graafschap, about 7:30 p.m. Monday. He
said another car was coming In
the oppa^ite directionand that Its
driver suddenly applied the brakes,
causing the vehicle to skid in the
loase gravel. His car is reported
to have struck a guard rail. The
other car did not stop.
Automobiles driven by Jack
Steigen. 132 West 17th St., and
Rene Rozema, route 1, Hudsonville, were involved in a minor
collision Monday on Eighth St. in
front of the Automotive Replacement parts, 107 East Eighth St

They are Horace E. 2
Searcy, Roy N. Wood, John A. f
Brocket t and Edwin FeddidL A
fifth man, Glennon J. Godfrey
has gone to Baltimore, Md, to
attend a radio school.
De Boer, one of the state park
lifeguards,suffered injuries to his $
right hand yesterday when It 1
was cut by a grappling hook. The
lifeguard received medical treatment at the park.
rifle training.

;

’

HEART

AHACK

inequalityof representationin
council in that the wards with a
small population had as great a Steigen reportedboth cars were
vote as the wards with larger being driven west on Eighth St.
and when he stopped for another
populations.
Raymond had several city maps car the Rozema vehicle crashed inwhich outlined the propased to his *car.
Mrs. Anson A. Paris, 66, of J
changes for the six wards of the
Laketown township, <died of a 3
heart attack this morning In her
and Mrs. Jerry Schrotenboerof city. However, the fourth ward, Record Size Trout It
whose voters now vote in Washhome on route 6. She was bom in
Graafschap. Miss Hattie at home
ington school, offered no logical
Caught by Holland Man Ingham county July 7, 1874, the |
and Mrs. George Brower of Hamplace for a polling place under
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Chester J
ilton; three sisters, Harriett and
the rearrangement.Raymond Leonard Eilander, '27 Blast 20th Irish.
Mrs. J. Riddenng of Grand Rapplans to look into this matter St., has not only returned with a
Survivors include the husband, t
ids and Mrs. Herman Rigterink of
before preparing his report al- story of catching a 31J pound lake retiredmail carrier; one daughter, ^
Kalamazoo; and 20 grandchildren.
though it was suggested that ar- trout but has also brought back Mrs. John StraotAma of Holland; i
Funeral services will be held
rangements might be made with the proof— the fish itself.
six sons, Prescott and Anson, Jr* ^
Saturday at 130 pm. from the a church in the proposed new
Eilander. in company with Peter of Holland, Curtis of Grand Haven, 3
home and at 2 p.m. from Graaf- fourth ward to ase its basement
ored a six-day festival.
Kolean. Loren Wenzel and a Lyle of Belding, and Foster and
Clerk Peterson presented a cony schap Christian Reformed church.
or one of the rooms for a {wiling Grand Haven resident,left Friday Glenn of Los Angeles, Calif.; her
of the report of the annual audit, The Rev. Harry Blystra will offiplace.
night on a fishing trip to North- mother, Mrs. Frances Irish of Lot
recently completed hv Maihofer, ciate. Burial will be in Graafschap
K1EFT DISCHARGE IS
port. Saturday he was back in Hol- Angeles;a sister, Mrs. Florence ^
Moore, DeLong and Kragt, certicemeteryland and was proudly displaying Stevenson of Los Angeles; and
fied public accountants, and the
TAKEN TO
his large fish.
two brothers, Cleon Irish of Los
clerk advised aldermen that typed
The fish. 45 inches long, was Angeles, and Clarence Irilh of J
Grand Haven, Aug. 8 (Special) copies of this report are on file Child, Crossing Street,
caught while Eilander was trolling Washington state.
—William Kieft, who was dis- in his office. Mayor Geerlings reRuns Into Side oi Car
at Northport. It required approxiFuneral services win be held
charged as dog warden by Sheriff ferred it to the ways and means
mately 45 minutes for him to land Monday at 2:30 p.m. In the WesFrank Van Etta sometime ago, committee.
Winona Keizer, five-year-old
City Clerk Oscar Peterson rethe large fish.
leyan Methodistchurch,
went to Lansing Wednesday in
daughter of a Grand Rapids minported
bonds
and
interest
coupons
He reported it is the largest lake Rev. G. Visser officiating.
possession of affidavitssigned by
ister, suffered minor injuries
himself, his wife and an officer amounting to $26,542.50were due.
The Rev. Gerrlt J. Hekhuis, 80. trout to be caught there this year. wUl be In Riverside
Saugatuck. The body
from the south end of the county He was authorized to make pay- about 12:45 p.m. Wednesday retired pastor, died today at 1:20
when she ran into a car driven pm at his home, 41 East 14th St.
the Langeland funeral
that charged Sheriff Van Etta ment.
The monthly report of City In- by John Den Blyker, 25, 34 East after a long illness. He was . a Mexican Is Released
Monday noon. It wiB lie in
is obstructing enforcementof the
spector Ben Wlersma was ac- 20th St., on 20th St. about 200
dog quarantine.
on Paying Fine, Costs in the church from 1 pan. until
minister of the Refoimed Church
time of the service.
These affidavitswere turned cepted as follows: Inspection of feet west of Van Raalte Ave. The in America for many years. His
Keizer family was visiting the
over to Kingsbury Scott, former milk plants, 29; milk and cream
last charge was In Grandvilie.
Rosalio Banalez, 45, of SL Louis,
Grand Haven newspaperman, . in samples taken to laboratory for Joseph Dozema family at 313
Mo., was released Wednesday aft- Pheaunb Are
test, 26; water samples tested, West 20th St.
the absence of Governor DickinTO DIRECT CHOIRS
ernoon after he had paid a fine
five; producers inspected,33;.
Automobiles driven by Miss
by Two Holland
son.
The consistoryof Third Reform- and costs of $14.40 assessedagainst
slaughterhouse?, five; meat mar- Mary Jane Miles, 19, route 1,
(In Lansing, United Press said
kets, 11; grocery scores, nine; Holland,and Mrs. John Ster-n- ed. church has announced that him by Municipal Judge Raymoi
’J
Kieft declared he resignedbe- restaurants, lunchrooms,12; bakThe HoUead ,Fl«h
berg, Jr., >29. route 5, Holland, James H. Mearns of Loraine, O.. L. Smith on a charge of bell
cause Van Etta Interfered with eries, four; public restrooms, were involved in a crash at 17th Will be the organistand will direct drunk and disorderly.He was ar- dub and the Holland Pointer
impartialenforcement of the quar- nine; complaints and investigaSt. and Central Ave. about 5:30 the Junior choir and Robert Cav- rested early Wednesday at Forest Setter club have
antine. Kieft did not petition for tions, 31.
of placing 100
pm Wednesday. Mrs. Stercnbcrg anaugh of Milwaukee will direct Grove.
removal of the sheriff, it was statMilbourne De Haan of Grand pheasants to southern
The oath of office ot Harry whose car hit the Miles’ vehicle the adult choir. These two mi
ed, and Judge Emerson R. Boyles ___
u_ yia,ve been secured for the music apids paid a fine and costs of $5 county. T'le work
Koop as a member U4
of the
play- informed police she did not see have
said there would be no executiveground commission w\s accepted it until her car entered the inter- work at Hope college for the com- on a charge of speeding Wednes- under supervision of
I
land filed.
. >>• y «|
ing year. .
•ectkm.

PROVES FATAL
.

'

Home Runaway Team

Upsets

30-Year-Old Windmill

Neil Kammeraad filed application for a building permit with
The excitementof a good oldCity Clerk Oscar Peterson Mon- fashioned runaway marked the anday to erect a new home at 254 nual threshing bee at the home of
West 25th St. at a cost of $2,200. Henry Boeve on route 5 WednesThe home will be 24 by 30 feet, day when Ted GrotenhuisUeam of
one and one-half atories,...frame horses, taking advantage of their
construction and asphalt roofing. owner’s search for a lost fork, deTwo other applicationsfor per- cided to make a bee-linefor their
mits were filed Monday as follow: home stable.
Ted Bos, 28 East 17th St, remodel They covered the eighth of a
barn into two-stall garage, 20 by mile distance between the Boeve
20 feet 125; John Klinge, 422 and Grotenhuis farm at top speed,
Washington Ave., tear down old the wagon rounding the comer
bam and rebuildInto garage, 12 by on two. wheels and the rig, be18 feet, frame construction and coming entangled in the steel legs
asphalt roofing, $40.!'
of a windmill as the horses turned
sharply into' the farmyard,upset
|

PAYS VISIT HERE
A. W. Wrieden, former
dent of the Holland Chamber, of
Commerce,was at the Chamber
of Commerce headquartersthis
morning for a visit with SecretaryManager E. P. Stephan. Mr. Wrie-

BOYS BODY

bjr

Other Business Taken

W ^
^ ^

,, a reception committee for Mr.
Heinz.

AT STATE PARK
Ftffi

roundings because of the horn
blowing.Stephan also protested
the unnecessaryamount of noise

ENDORSE MOVE

SELECT GROUP

SEARCH!

FOR CEMETERY

an

CITY

tioned.

City

Chief Van Hoff was instructed
place officersalong Eighth St
and to make arrests in an attempt
to eliminate the noise.
Stephan recited
incident
which occurred Sunday and Mon-

in compliance with instructions day in which a patron of the
given Acting Police Chief Jacob Warm Friend tavern threatened to
Van Hoff by thd board of police leave the hotel for quieter sur-

father. Vernon Carlton, 32. a
bachelor and an employe of the
Sligh- Lowry Furniture Co. here, is
being held in the Ottawa county
Holland Chamber of Commerce
jail in Grand Haven pending disThe moat serious disturbance ocposition of his case in Ottawa curs on Saturday and Sunday
circuit court.

LAKE

action.

Two Complaints

When Awakened hy

Arm Prepare Guardsmen for Camp

incident

to curb such disturbances and urg-

*

Parent Tuiile* With Son

Shots in

EIGHT PAGES — PRICE FIVE

Against ‘Horn looters’ ROAD CONTRACT

ON ATTEMPT TO
KILL HIS

G1 FIRM GIVEN

8, 1940

the structure which has done
faithful duty for the past 30 years.

With the upper part of the windmill resting on the bam roof,
the excited horses, loose from the

‘

wagon, found refuge in their home
stable. •
;,>t
den, well known in Holland,'was
The threshers, following in the
employed by the Holland Furnace wake of the runaway, were servi
Co. before he moved to Syracuse. a luncheon before returningto
N. Y,
• their work on the Boeve farm. -
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at her home. 139 East 14th St.
Mr. and Mrs. Buis spent two weeks

Low; Home Total at

in Denver, Colo., the accident occurring the day before they were
to return to Holland.

mits were filed
Their value also was le.ss than
for the same month of the past
two years. The past month s
value wa* $8,865 less than the
$21 045 for July 1939, and $62,965
less’ than the $75 1 45 for July

union was held Saturday when
Dr and Mrs. W. J. Potts and
their children,Edward and Judith,
of Oak Park. 111., were here.

Mrs. J Geerlings,Miss Beatrice
Goerlings,and Mr. and Mrs. B. F.
Dalman spent Tuesday In Kala,
Despite July's slump, value of mazoo with the Da brums’ son-inthe building permits for the first! law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
seven months of 1940 remained H. Cook and children.Miss Edna
ahead of the figuresfor the past Dalman, who has been spending
two year*. With the past month s the past week there returned
figure, added to the total of the; home with them. Paul and Elinor
other six month*, their
aij,0 ^tumed with them to

1938.

,

|

FOR BOOK FAIR

i

aggregate

gpond several days with their
value Is $278,257.
Thi* is $71,374 more thsn the grandparent*.
1939 figure of $806,883 and $76,(From Tuesday’* Bentlnel)
311 more than the 1938 figure of
The Rev. and Mrs. H. M. Veenchoten. Reformed church mis$201,946.
Of the 22 applicationsfiled for sionariesto China, and their two
July, two of them call for con- daughters, Joan and Ellen, are exstruction of new homes at a cost pected to arrive In Holland today.
of $5,800. The two applications They will ipend a few days with
also provide for construction of Mrs. Veenschoten'smother, Mrs.
new garages at a cost of $300.
Frank Girard, 125 East Ninth

seven months.
The largest number of applications during July provided for interior repairsto homes. Ten applications with a total value of $1,245 were filed during the month.
Two applicationscalled for constructionof new garages at a cost
of $400, two applicationsprovided
for Interior remodelling of buildings at s cost of $800 and two
others called for new fronts on
buildings at a cost of $1,580.
There was one application for
each of the following classifications: New fence, $100; repair fire
damage, $280; addition to building, $1,500; bln for storage of
gravel, $175.

move Into the missionaryhome at 174
West 15th St. Rev. and Mrs. Veenschoten, who are on furlough from
their mission, will return to the
mission field in the fall of 1941.
Their son. Girard Veenschoten.
is a Hope collegestudent.
Earl R. Knutson, Jr., of Grand
Rapids, is spending this week with

skuh oamwud

Thi mu wo*
fon 2,000 Yews n m omtum,

*•***,

A JUfttfAWWT Ntt OfttMlD
GtoM tATTtmi.ti.jne cnorroa

0*4 July I*,**,

manst
WAS AUTHOAOiO *> WH OMf-TWW OP HU
*20-A *Xt* iAUWUHTILTHtJUDttmiT
was stmvto, whk* ww. me looo
vims fam oatwow «*rr ppimvrr !!

..

(DtfrfawtryMUr&t

WWJS*rri«*

ing points

YACHT CLUB TO
SERVE AS HOST

his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Ar-

days.

Vtomi CAU6WT PfflCH PffOfn A WATER
MVPMMT W TH* Ht/m OP MOQWfi.H't,
OM MARCH 30, tOti

The Bieve-Uke meih oied to itralo water coming out of ane *f the city reservoir*broke down and lei
the fish through. Some of the perch mearared tea Inche*.
The theory U that Intelligentpeople are trying ao hard to considertoo many potalble Answer*. The child
or the moron does little thinking, consider*only what he fee*.

St., after which they will

thur Van Duren. 24 East 14th St.,
and other relative*.
Elmer and Gerald Van Dyke,
sons of Mr. and Mrs. John Van
Dyke of 26 East 20th St., left
this morning on a trip to New
York city and Washington, DC.
They will be gone a week or ten

rain, the attendance has averaged ing their vacation here
Among the guests were Mr. and
Grand Haven, Aug. 8 (Special) 800 or better tor the season, It
Mr*.
Henry
enry H. M.
M. Vande Bunte
—Mrs. Dena Van Zylen, 56, prom- wa* Indicatedby Leon Moody,
and children, Frank Howard, Ruth
director
of
the
project.
inent Grand Haven resident;died
With emphasis placed especially and Iris, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
of heart attack Tuesday at 7:15
on the entertainmentof younger Van Dam, Mr. and Mrs. John Ynp.m. while working In the kitchen children, hand work and game* tema. Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Yntema,
of her home, 615 Washington,St. were arranged for younpter* Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Haan and
The wife of Peter Van Zylen, from three to 12. The older daughter, Bonnie Lee. Miss Henleading businessman,former ma- children were interestedchiefly in rietta Yntema, Mis* Theresa Heldyor and alderman and ex-preal- •ports. An average of three con- er and Jim Heuvelhorst.
dent of the Chamber of Com- tests a week were held, with
Various game* were played and
merce, she lived here all her life. much interest shown in soft ball, a pleasant evening wa* spent. The
In her fraternal work, she had a Jacks and tennis.
honored guest* left Saturday for
wide acquaintanceship
in MichiThe garden project,an innova- their home In Pittaburgh, Pa.
gan.
tion under the. directionof James
Her death was attributed to Bennett,has been particularly
overstrain during the opast guard luecesiful.Of the 560 who enterfete last week-end. She planned ed the project, 450 young garmeals for and fed more than 1,- dener* have carried out the en400 persons at three different terprise successfully.Thl* work
dinners and suppers Saturdayand, will be continued during the next
to fill a vacancy in the Lady tew weeks. Because of the illness
Maccabee drill team in the par- of Mr. Bennett, who w*a to unade, left her work long enough to dergo an operation at Holland
march.
hospital today, Mr. Moody will suAllegan, Aug. 8 — - Designed to
She was born in Grand Haven pervise the conclusion of the acquaint residents with the value
Feb. 22, 1884, the daughter of the project.
of book* and reading, an Allegan
late Capt. and Mr*. Henry Faae.
The extensive program of base- county book fair will be held
She attended local school* and ball and softball games will con- here Monday, Sept. 30, to Friday.
was married to Mr. Van Zylen tinue until August 19. There are Oct. 4, in Griswold Memorial
July 7, 1904, shortly after he en- 22 soft ball teams and 19 baseball building under sponsorahlp of the
tered the lumber business.
teams In two different league* W. K. Kellogg foundation.
She was a member of Second which have tangled in teven
The fair Is an outgrowth of the
Reformed church, former presi- games three nights a week and New-For-Old Book week held in
dent of the Ladies Bible class, five games on two nights each the county last spring during
Ladles Aid society and a leader in week during the summer. This is which 35,000 old book* were turnother church work, past com- in addition to ball game* for ed over to the county book commander of the Lady Maccabees, younger boys which have been mittee to be exchanged for new
keeper of record and seals the played six days a week since the books at the rate of five-for-one.
past 17 or 18 years, president of first of July, Mr. Moody stated.
Between 4,000 and 5,000 books
the Ottawa County Maccabee
The program has been carried will be displayed during the book
association,organizer and drill out at Washington, Longfellow, fair. There will be regular evening
master of the state champion Van Raalte and Lincoln school meetings throughoutthe week for
Grand Haven Lady Maccabee drill playgrounds.
parent*, teacher*, llbrariap* and
team, most excellentThief of the
all Interestedin books. Nationally
Pythian Sisters,president of the
known speaker* will be brought
Muskegon-Ottawa Past Chief* Brinks Reunion
to Allegan through the coopera-

A1UGAN PLANS

!

Total number of homes for
which applicationhas been made
since Jan. 1, 1940, Is now 47 or
an increase of seven over last
year's total of 40 for the first

Races In Fonr Classes
Include Nat’l Ones

For Pint Time
The Macatawa Bay Yacht
will this week be

ho*

club
t to what is

for the first three

places.

Two 50-yard free style events
were held last Saturdaywith Jim
Carey taking first. Byron Sher,
second and Carl Van Raalte, third
in the division for boys 13 yean of
age or under and Stuart Bowerman, first. Walt by Warner, second and Townsend Hertel, third
in the divisionfor boys 14 through
17 yearS of age.
Finals in the men * single*tournament, unfinished because of
Joe Mullen's trip to SL Louis,
have not yet been played and
will probablyhold off completion
of the club's fint open tennis
foumament for a few weeks. Mullen, seeded number three in the
drawing beat Bill Arendshorst,
seeded number two, in five sets
in the semi-finals and will meet
Paul Stagg, seeded number one,
who defeated Clark in the semifinals in three straight sets at

RESORTERS EYE

MAJOR EVENTS

association,and

member of the
United Spanish War Veterans Held at Park
auxiliary of which she was president several times.
Funeral services will be held
To Be Held This
Friday at 2.30 p.m. from Second
Week-End
Reformed church, following private services in the home at 2
Already all eyes and conversa- p.m. Burial will be In Lake Forest
tion at Waukazoo has turned to cemetery.
Besides the husband, she Is surthe two big week-ends just ahead.
On the 10th, the ninth annual vived by three children. James
Waukazoo Inn horse show will be Cornelia and Marjorie of Grand
held and on the 17th, the Wauka- Haven: and one sister, Mrs. Edzoo style show in conjunction with ward Kieft of (irand Haven.
local shops. These are the major
resort events at Waukazoo.

Ninth Annual Horse

Show

Mr. and Mrs. Eric Erickson will probably the largest Western
celebrate the 25th anniversary of Michigan regatta ever held. Boats
their wedding by holding open from eight clubs including Muskehouse Wednesday from 2 to
gon, Spring Lake, White Lake.
p.m. and from 7 to 10 p.m. In Pentwater, Torch Lake, Crystal
their home at 280 West 14th St. Lake, Grand Rapids and MdcataHenry Costing of Central park wa will participate.
was a guest at the Culver SumRaces for the three-day event
Several Chicago models will
* (From WetoMdajr'sSentinel)
mer school in Culver, Ind., over begin this Friday when a sailor's
take
part In the style show.
the
week-end
at
the
annual
• Ben Brower, 104 East 25th St.,
ball will also be held at the club- 6-2 each.
Events last .week-end Included
filed application today with Dty Father*' Week. This was the house. The annual commodore’s
Mrs. Paul Stagg was also seed- the annual yacht club dance last
Zeeland. Aug. 8 — The state
Clerk Oecar Petersonfor a per- third of the Fathers' Week ball honoring all the commodore*
ed number one, but she lost to Saturday. The colorfuldecorations banking department has given Its
mit to build a amall addition In the gatherings at Culver this sum- of the clubs present will be held
Mrs. W. H. Arnold, seeded num- aided by the music of Gitchell’s
approval to Peter Brondyk. liquidrear of hi* home for a kitchenette mer. Costing's non, Gordon H.f is Saturdaynight.
ber three, 6-3, 6-1.
Bubbelaars made this evening a ator for the segregated assets of
and bedroom, 9 by 16 feet, $300. attending the summer sessions at
National one design boats are
Further investigationshows gay one.
the HudsonvilleState bank, for
Mis* Ida Wagner of Harrisburg, Culver,
being included in the regatta for that the number three men's
TTie first pjng pong tournament the payment of another 10 per
Miss
Iris
Vande
Sunte
and
MLss
m., and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
tiie first time and will race at doubles team of Stagg and MulKeeling of Chicago, were week- Ruth Roelofs are resorting hi 10:05 a m. Saturday and Sunday. len won over the team seeded of the season is now under way cent dividend to holders of certifiand also the first horse shoe cates of participation.
end guests of their uncle and aunt. Centra] park this week as guests About 20 national ones including
number one of Arendshorst and
The distribution is to be payMr. and Mi*. Charles Fogerty. A of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Yntema nine from Muskegon and ten De Groot. Score* of this gruelling tournament. Finals will have been
able Aug. 15.
picnic dinner *t Ottawa beach was and daughter, Sheryl Vaughn.
from HoUand are expected to en- match were 3-# 6-3, 4-6, 6-2, 6-1. reached by next week.
At a meeting of the Waukazoo
Mrs. Herman Vanden Brink had ter
The present liquidator, Peter
arranged for their pleasureon SunDick Unverzagt defeated Dick cottagersassociation,which has
Brondyk. was formerly receiver of
day, with a number of local rela- as their guests over the week-end
Cresents, C and E boats will Needham, seeded one and two reMrs. Alva Nibbelink and Mrs. race on all three days. Alxiut 20
done some fine constructive work, the People's State bank of Mu*tive* participating.
spectivelyin boys' singles, for the
Word has been received here Sue Miller of Miami and Jackson crescents are also expected and championshipthere and Josephine It wa* planned to add new table kegon, which was terminatedon
that the Rev. Lambert Olgers. ville, Fla., and Mr. and Mrs. M. they will begin racing at 10 a m. Watt, seeded number two in the umbrellasand play equipment to March 25. 1939. He Is also liquidathe beach in front of the Inn.
tor for the State Commercial Depastor of
Cam be rt on, New Gates of Humboldt, Tenn.
About 30 C boats will begin their
The Rev. and Mr*. Elliott Moses races at noon and about 20 E junior girl*’ tournament defeated
Mrs. Thomas Hogan. Jr., of Cin- positors corporation of Zeeland
Brunswick, Presbyterianchurch
Gladys
Dyke
for the junior girls’
and Dr. and Mrs. Thomas O. Wal boats at 2:30 pm.
cinnati won the weekly bridge and for the trustees of the segreha* accepted a call to the Presbychampionship after lala Vander
ton, of Kalamazoo were week-end
tournament last Thursday.
gated assets of the Zeeland State
Under C. D. R. Mulder of Musterian church in Sault Ste. Marie
guests of Dr. and Mrs Arnold kegon. president of the Western Heuvel, seeded number one. had
Mrs. Howard Lockwood and her bank. His main office is In the
Ontario, Canada. Rev. Olgers and
defaulted.
Mulder at their cottage. "Carcas- Michigan association are Wallace
mother Mrs. Irene Noonan enter- Zeeland State bank.
fsimjly are planning to move to the
Don Vander Baan defaulted to
sonne." at Maple beach.
Hook of Grand Rapids, chairman Dick Steketee In the Junior men * tained more than 50 guests at The
new location the last week in Aug
The Rev. Victor Blekkink, D. D of the regatta. Jack De Fraga,
Corners last Thursday.The group
uat Rev. Olgers is a native of
tournament finals. He had been
pastor of the First Reformed race committeechairman, and
went to the Inn for the Thursday of Joliet, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. CaHolland and well known here.
playing two or three matches a
vins of Aurora and Mr. and Mrs.
The Rev. and Mrs. Theodore church of Cohoes. N. Y , is visit- Hollis Baker Jr , publicity chair- day for several day* at Grand evening buffet supper
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Norwood of Geofge Lackner of Cincinnati.
Schaap and son. Ronald Cordell ing with his parents, Dr. and Mrs man. .
Rapids and was all worn out.
E. J Blekkink on College Ave. He
South Bend are spending the week
Mulder and Hook met with
The schedule for the horse show
of Grand Rapids and the Rev. and
with Mrs. George Mueller in Bob- event Saturday begins at 2 p.m.
Mr*. Raymond Schaap and sons plans to he here for two weeks Commodore Hollis Baker, ViceRev. Blekkink will be the guest commodore O.
o-link cottage
Lowry and Bill
There are twelve differentclasses
Clinton and Alvin, of De Motte
preacher
in Third Reformed church Merriam last week to lay out the
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Streit and a trophy and a ribbon In first
Ind., are visiting their parents,Mr.
have taken Onole cottage. Their place and nbbons in second and
course and make final arrangeand Mrs. C. Schaap, in Holland Sunday
children Stewart and Nancy are third places are to be awarded in
Misses
Norma
Becksfort.
67
ments.
Three
judges
were
selected
and other relative* here and in
Two defendants arraigned before with them.
each class. The trophies are now
Hamilton. Later the Theodore West 18th St., and Lilith Brouw- for each race mak.ng a list of
William Skelley. assistant man- on display at the Inn.
Municipal Judge Raymond L.
Schaaps will go to Iowa to visit er, 49 West 12th St., left Monday about 14 or 15.
This regatta may be better seen
ager of the Hollenden hotel in
relatives.Both families plan to by boat for Chicago where they
Tuesday
traffic
from the yacht club because of
Cleveland spent a week at the Inn.
attend the Winona Lake Bible con- will he guests of Junella Vander
the two bouys which Bill Jesiek v'°*a,'on barges, entered pirns
Linden.
Mrs. Helen W. St rouse and
ference In Indiana.
Mrs. Chester Boltwoodof Grand following instructions from the of not guilty and their trials were daughter Susan have taken East
Miss Sarah D. Koeman, daughter
race committeehas placed in Bet for Saturday at 10 a.m.
Wind cottage for August.
of Andrew Koeman, and Sandrena Rapids who has been confined in
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hogan,
Mae Rooks underwent tonsillect- Holland hospital the past week Lake Macatawa— one off DinkPeter
Neff, 53, 102 West
man's dock and the other off
Jr., of Cincinnatiare back in
with
illness
was
removed
to
her
.omies Friday In Holland hospital.
Seventh St., charged with leaving White Pine for August. Their
Murphy's dock.
Both have returned home and are home Monday night. She Is the
the scene of an accident, is allegLatest
series
race
totals
show
daughterMiss Harriet Hogan and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Improving.
that Chuck Sligh is leading the ed to have been the driver of the their sons are with them.
H.
McBride.
280
College
Ave
Dr. and Mrs. Simon Blocker, 36
car which struck two posts and the
Among the guests at the hotel
for
Women's Relief Corps will meet crescent class with 68 points foiWest 12th St., are visiting at Ashls' ednesday at 2.30 p.m. in the cit>
lowed by Peter Van Domelen's65 car of Arthur De Witt, 228 Ot- who have just arrived are Mr. and
bury Park, N. J.
The rest of the result* are: Bmd tawa St.. Zeeland, with hi* car Mrs. W. J. Wells and Mr. and Mrs.
General Primary Election
There will be a party in First hall.
Mart indale 48. Bob Sligh, 38. Bob as he drove out of the alley on C. J. Dister of St. Louis, Misses
Indies
Auxiliary
of
Eagle*
will
to be held on Tuesday,
Methodist church Thursday at 2.30
Den Uyl 37, Ann Lowry 28. Lew College Ave. between 'Eighth and Helen and Sue Robinson of
p.m. for all ladies of the church ! havp a Pirnic at Kollen Park WedWit hey. 27, and Frank Fulks, 24. Ninth St. He was released on his Louisville, Ky„ Mr. and Mrs. Clem
Sept. 10,
whose last names begin with the , nr5da-v a' 6 pm. In case of rain
Chuck Mart indale and Loi* own recognizance.
Otterbeln
of Cincinnati, Mr. and
letters "h" through "m". This wilH,h'' affair Wl11
held ln
NOTICE la hereby given that
Arie Versendaal, 18. route 3 Hol- Mrs. Edwin P. Daly and Sonny, and
Jesiek are making a strong bid
be the second of a senes of parties had
I,
the undersigned City Clerk,
land,
is
facing
a
charge
of
passing
for first place in the Saturday
Mrs. W. D. Burnett of Marshall, will receive for registrationat
given by the church in the inter- . The Federal Boosterette* will
and Sunday series races for na- on the right. He is at liberty >n IU., Mrs. S. L. Stelfenson and Miss
any time during regular office
e*ti of the new Woman's SocietyI have a
tonl8ht at tional ones. Chuck heads the Sun- his own recognizance. The charge
M. Steffenson of Chicago, Dr. and
of Christian
I Ottawa beach. Cars will leave the
day series with 26 but Lois' 24 i* results from an automobileacci- Mrs. B. J. Moses and daughter hour*, the name of any legal
voter In the City of Holland
The Zion Walther League of the , *ch(*>1 at 6 P m
waiting to sail into the lead. They dent which occurred July 30 on Jean of Cincinnati,Mrs. Carl ConLutheran church will have a treasare tied with 13 points each in 16th St. near Central Ave. between key and P. A. Diggs of Evansville, NOT ALREADY REGISTERED.
tire hunt and beach party tonight.
the Saturday series.
cars driven by himself and James Ind., MLss Alma Strautman and
Further notice I* given to
Member* will leave the church
Other national one totals find Boes of Holland.
have
her mother Mrs. Henry Straut- those elector*
ENTIRE
comer at 7 p.m. Dorothy Overway
Jim Brook* and Seymore Padnos
The following persons have en- man of Cincinnati,Mr. and Mrs.
changed their residence and
1* chairman.
tied for third place with 12 point* tered guilty pleas and assessed
are required to have their regSamuel Garratt of Massillon, O.,
Fennville, Aug 8 (Special)
Mr, and Mr*. Marinus Ten Hoeve
followed by Dick Walker with fines for various traffic violations: Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Humphrey and
istration*tnnrtered from one
And Mr. and Mr*. William Zahn Mrs. Henry Schulz is proudly dis- nine and Loui* Brook* with six in John Koning, route 4, Holland,
voting precinct to another votion
of
Middletown,
O., W. H.
of Paterson, N. J„ are spending the playing some Jonathan apples the Sunday series. Saturday’s reJohn Boersma, West 17th St., Howell of New York city, C. G. ing precinct within the City.
which
*he
has
kept
in
the
baseweek with Mr. and Mrs. William
sults find Jim Brooks with ten, Laura Schurman, Holland,Myra
McAndrews and son Cy^ from
Applicationfor registration
Sikkel, 256 West 16th St. Mrs. ment of her home north of Fenn- Loui* Brooks with five and PadEaster, route 1. Holland,Henry Evahaton, 111., Mr. and Mrs' Charmust be made personally by
ville
in
ordinary
fruit
crate*
just
Ten Hoeve 1* a niece of Mrs. Sikno* with two.
Kramer, Holland, Illegal parking, les Otterman of Cincinnati, Mrs.
applicant. Saturday, August
as they were stored last fall, withv kel.
Results of last Sunday’s races
SI each: Gerald Slikkers, route Virginia Dickinson of Tyler, Tex.,
24, 1940, 1* tho (art day for
are a* follows: crescents— Brud 2, Hamilton, backfiring of engine,
The Holland Christian Endeav- out any artificial refrigeration.
Pauline Lenz, Eleanor, Baker and
receiving Registrations for
The fruit Is of excellentappear- Martindale, first. Peter Van Dom- or union will have a beach party
$3; La vina Velthuis, route 1. Mr*. Mary Anderson of Chicago,
aald Election, on which day
Friday night at Lake town park in ance, without wrinkle* or blem- elen, second, Chuck Sligh, third,
Zeeland, running red light. S3; Mrs. H. W. Fuller of Scarsdale,
my offlca will remain opan
the form of a wiener roast Mem- ishes, and Mrs. Schulz is using ex- Lew Withey, fourth, Bob Sligh.
Frank Adams, Austin, Tex., Louis N. Y., Mr. and Mrs. George Appleuntil 8 o'clock P.M.
bers will meet at the various tra care in preserving a plateful fifth, Bob Den Uyl, sixth and Mulder, 348 Lincoln Ave., Tom
gate and son* of Cincinnati, Mr.
dturcbe*.
which she hopes to exhibit,just Frank Fulke, seventh; national
Efting, route 1, Holland,speed- and Mrs. J. R. Struzingof ChiPETERSON,
Dr. Wlffiam A. Tappan, dty one year later, at the Fennville one*— Lois Jesiek, first, Chuck ing, $5 each.
cago, Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Koenig
City Clark.
Martindale, second, Jim Brooks,
health officer is a till confined to Fruit show, Oct. 10-11.
and Mr. and Mr*. George Downey
third, Louis Brook*, fourth and
Blodgetthospital in East Grand
Seymore Padno*, fifth, 22 square JameitowB Is Planninf
Rapid* where hi* condition conOfficers Are Elected
meters— Bob , Herrmann, firat,
tinue* to *how gradual improve-

Personals

HUDSONVILLE BANK
WILL PAY DIVIDEND

*

W

NOT GUILTY PLEAS
ARE ENTERED HERE

on

|

Registration

De

—

—

|

supper aerved.
Officers elected for next year
are Mr. Stoepker, president; John
Week.
Kroll of Holland vlce-preildent; , It Is hoped that schools and 5Mr*. Bill Boerama of North Blenbrariea can be assistedIn selection
don, secretary; Mr*. Alice Pyle of
of the books to which the county
Zeeland, treasurer. The program is entitled a* the result of Its
committee Is composed of Mr. and drive for old books last spring.
Mr*. Frank Dlepenhorst of Holand

and Mr. and Mr*. John Prlns of
More than 3,600,000 trepMiers
East Saugatuck. On the sports were removed from train* or
committee are Mr. and Mr*. ejected from railroadproperty and
Frank Meyer of Zeeland and Mr. right-of-way during J939.
and Mm. Harry Hulst of Grand
Rapids.

DYKSTRA

in Central Park

21 Kart »th

farewell party was held recently in the form of a wiener
roast at th* home of Mr. and Mr*.

lor Annual Homecoming
Hollis Baker,- second, Walker,
third, Herk Van Tongeren, fourth,
and Mr*. C H. Rowe of CanNewly elected officers ,for the Ferguson anjl Merriam, fifth, Orr,
Jamestown, Aug. 8
Spring
i recent guests of Mr. Brummel family reunion which
sixth,
Jack
Daape,
seventh
and
Grove
will
be
the
scene
of
the
Mrs. R. L Schlecht, 182 West was held July 21 at Johnson park
George Arbaugh, eighth.
36th anrtual Jameatown Homein Grandvllle are A. De Borst of
Jamec A. Bennett, 675 State St, Grand Rapids, president; Richard There may.be some protest* to coming celebrationof Old Settlers
consider in the meter race.
which will be held Saturday.
Instructor In Holland Junior High Brummel of Jamestown,vice-pres•Aool who underwent a major ident; Mr*. Harry Vredeveld of ‘ Bill De Groot as*i*ted by George S. A. Farrington, superintendent
Copeland and Roy Wood,' a coast of the Wyoming Park school,will
In Holland hospital Sat- of Zeeland, secretary,
guard acting aa Judge, directed speak. Sports events are planned
is reported to be Havedink of East
the season’s first swimming faces and a concert will be given by the
treasurer.Next year’s .
at the club Saturday at 4 p.m. It Byrpo Center band.
. Oerrit Bui*, who suffered
su
be held in Hudsonville.
1* the plan of the committee* to
*rl*t while on a vaca
have swimming race* after the
Oil wells of Burma produce 300
last week, U convalescing TRY THE NEWS CLASSIFIEDS
sailing races each Saturday offer- mil lion gallons a year.

ment
Mr

at

Brummel Reunion

—

LOAN
j

r*

a r\r

Phone IMS

Gilbert Vander Water, Mgr.

THEATRES
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Cnotlnuou* Performsnc*d*lly—HollandA C«nt*r rtsrtlng«t2:00
Colonial starting at 2:30

HOLLAND THEATREFriday and Saturday — August 9 and 10

THEY DRIVE BY NIGHT
GIOROK RAFT «nd ANN IHIRIDAN
ADDED— NKWt, UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONSand MUSICAL
with

Monday thru W«dn«»day — August 12-14
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE
GREER GAR8DN

with

and

ADDED —

Thursday thru

LAURENCE OLIVIER

NEWS

Saturday

STRANGE CARGO —

— August 15-17

Clark Gabla— Joan Crawford

ADDED-NEWE

CENTER

THEATRE-

Friday and Saturday—August 9 and

1(

WHEN THE DALTONS RODE
with

KAY PRANCII and RANDOLPH SCOTT
ADDED— NEWi and COMEDY

Monday and Tuatday— August 12 and

MANHATTAN HEARTBEAT
VIRGINIA GILMORE and ROBT. STERLING
ADDED— NEWS, CARTOON and COMEDIES

with

Wednesday and Thursday, Aug. 14 and

_

who

OSCAR

8t

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

A

l)each

—

AMBULANCE SERVICE

Farewell Party Held

^

HOPES TO PRESERVE
APPLES
YEAR

tion of the foundation to lead the
discussionat these meetings.
Consultant*in children's reading problem* will be on hand thruout the week to talk to parents,
teachers and librarian*, as well as
the general public. Many of these
persons will be available to lecture at meetings of club* and
other organizationsthroughout
the county during Book Fair

Seventy relative* attended the
seventh annual reunion of the
Brink* famllie* last Thureday at
Johnson park In Grandvllle. Mr.
and Mr*. Don Stoepkerof Grand
Rapids were In charge of sport*. A
program was held and a basket

NOTICE

Sendee.

1

Picnic* and bike* were arranged
Stanley Yyntema and daughter,
by the four dty play center* FriSheryl Vaughn In Central park.
Mrs. Peter Van Zjrlen Dies day, bringing to a close a five- •Die honored gueat* were Mr. and
week schedule which was conMr*. Charles A. Jonei and chilAfter Heart Attack in
sldered ona of the batt in several
yean in point of attendanceand dren, Robert and Shirley, of PittsHer Home
interest. With no days off for burgh, Pa., who have been spend-

H

The aggregate value of the 22
application*filed in Jul\ amounted to only $12,180 In July. 1939,
29 application*for building per-

«

WOMAN PASSES Are Brought to Close

Mr. and Mrs. B. Block of River
Forest, 111., are spending • few
days at the home of Mrs. Tlllle
Ford and Miss Florence Ford on
Columbia Ave.
Guests this week at the home
of Mr*.
Potts. 69 East 13th
St., are her son-in-law and
daughter,the Rev. and Mrs. R.
D. Meengs, and their children,
Robert and Jean, of Sioux Center,
la , and her daughter, Miss Jane
Potts, of Detroit. A family re-

Bulldlnf activities In Holland
ilumpad during July. The value
of the building permits proved
to be the lowest of the current
year, an unofficialtabulation of
the application* filed with City
Clerk Oscar Peterson reveals.

wr

PROMINENT GJL Playground Activities

July Permits in HoUand
Forty-Seven

WB*PipPP^

8, 1940

Construction Abreast of
Past Years Despite

upiji.u

-

Doubla Fssture Program

RIVERS END with Dennis Morgan-Elisabeth Earl
MAN WHO TALKED TOO MUCH
with GKO.

iMiMtemi

1

BRENT and VIRGINIA BRUCE
ADDED— NEWl
—oop

............... sooiooeoo—oet—

1

COLONIAL THEATRE-

—

Friday and Saturday*—August 9 and 10
- Double Pasture Program

RIDERS OF THE PASCO BASIN
with

JOHNNY. MACK BROWN and BOB BAKKR

THREE CHEERS FOR THE IRISH
with PRISCILLA LANK
'

Added— ’Episode No. 8 of Sorlal "PHANTOM CREEP*"

Monday and Tuasday— August

-

12

and 13

Doubla Poature Program

CASTLE ON THE HUDSON
JOHN GARPIKLD and ANN SHERIDAN
ITS A WONDERFUL WORLD
with CLAUDETTE COLBERT and JAMKI STEWART
with

-

Wadnasday and Thursday—- Aufuat 14 and 15

ch as.

Doubl# Pasture Program

v

S'

McCarthy detective

EDGAR BERGEN and CHARLIE MCCARTHY
VIRGINIA CITY with Errol Flyita-Markm Hopkins
with

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS THURSDAY, AUGUST

Min Coast Guard, Court and Birthday Cake

NEW THRILLS
BOOKED FOR

8, 1940

RAl AWARDED

Olive Center School to

Have Reunion August 17

TO BOY SCOUTS

•
i

.

IONIA FAIR

FOR LIFESAVING

Annual Event Aug. 12-17

Red Crou Work

Promises Best Show

-

Carried

Summer Camp
Near Newaygo

Out

In Its History
exhibits,more entertain-

Thirty-three scouts have com-

ment and more thrills are promised for the 26th annual Ionia
Free Fair, scheduledfor August
12 to 17, inclusive.Howard C.
Lawrence, fair association president .says that the 1940 program
will be more spectacular than any

pleted requirements for the Junior

Headlining the entertainment

on Wings." produced by
M. H. Barnes of Chicago, well
known to Ionia fair-goersfor his
1'Music

|

!

One

I

J

Yachtsmen Gather For
Tenth Annual Regatta

Hollywood Band
"Music on Wings" will consist
of a series of elaborately staged
performancesincluding Milt BritAlready about 30 ooats have
ton and his orchestra, Harald &
arrived
at Holland harbor and
Lola with their shivery dance
routine, Six Melody Men, fast many more were expected today
stepping Twelve Precisionistsand
for the tenth annual three-day
Vernon Ames girls, Aero-Ray girls Western Michigan regatta for
who perform on trapezes suspend- which the Macatawa Bay Yacht
ed from spinning aeroplanes,singclub will be host beginning tomorers Ann Ashley and Frank Blake,
|

and, of course. Cervone's band.
Acts featured both afternoon
and evening are: Mandel brothers,
bed-bouncing comedians;Five Albanis, aerialists: Peejay Ringeas,
a high narrow ramp to plunge
the man who rides a bicycle down
into a small tank of water; Walkmirs, acrobatic feats of strength;
Jim Wong troupet tumblers
Is

.

m

,

tawa-AUegan Boy Scout council,
w -vw;near Newaygo, during the past
four weeks, accordingto reports
received from David Oughton,
camp director.
Bob Dunning of troop 99, Otsego, also has completed the
senior life savipg requirements,
and five scouts have now completed the stringent requirements for
the rank of scout lifeguard.The
if.,—.
three to completethis rank during
the past week include Edward
Roberts. Jr., troop 23, Grand Haven; William Ritter, troop 99. OtOlive Center, Aug. 8 (Special)
Since then, however, the numsego: and Burt Lightfoot, troop —Plans are nearly complete for ber of pupils has decreasedand
30 of the Berrien-Cass council.
the first reunion of the Olive the building was changed back to
The 19 scouts completing the Center school to he held on the a one room school The number
Junior Red Cross work during tne school grounds Saturday, Aug 17. of pupils enrolled the past year
The school was built in 1870 was 16.
past two weeks include Bill De
Wilde and Don Jalving, troop 22, across from the present site
The present school Is equipped
Holland: Emil Teska, Joe Ver where it remained fo» about 15 with furnace, electricity, running
Berkmoes, Elmer Westerhoff. years. When spring thaws and water, modern plumbing and
troop 23, Grand Haven; Charles rains came the school yard was playgroundequipment. Several
Shryker.troop 31, Marne; Bern- submerged under water so the years ago, through the efforts of
ard Reish, Don Nichols, Bob Hoi-* building was moved to its present the PTA a piano and a portable
land. Dean McLaughlin,troop 92, location. It was enlarged and stage were purchased.
The activitieson Aug. 17 will
Allegan; Earl Hall, Don Martin, made Into a two- room school in
troop 96 Hopkins; Wayne Van- 1911 to accommodate the 60 begin at 1:30 p.m. with a community sing led by D. H. Vandc
derhoff,Steve Sears. Bob Poppen, pupils then enrolled.
Jack Poppen. William Beck, troop
99 and Steve Crane, troop 95.
Otsego; and Norman Van Syckel.
.

lavish productions of the past.

Monday, August 12,

;

Red Cross lifesavingrank at Camp
Ottawa, summer camp of the Ot-

ever before presented at Ionia.
will be the night grandstand show,

.

at

,

More

^ -v,,

thrill day

at the Ionia Free Fair, with Jim-

mie Lynch and hus Death Dodgers as the star attraction.
Tuesday Circus
As a special feature Tuesday,
the Hoaglan circus troups. who
will also appear at each program,
will present several new acts, including chariot races, horse push
ball, auto polo, horse jumping and
other feats performed on horseback.
Horse racing fans will see one
of the largestfield of entries ever
witnessed at Ionia for the harness
program, Tuesday through Friday.
Two of the races will be for $1000 purses. Saturday again will
be auto racing day
Horse pulling contests, popular
at any fair, will play a prominent part at the 1940 Ionia exposition Tuesday and Wednesday

of the attractive floats in

the parade at the coast guard water fete in Grand Haven last weekend was this one which bore Miss
Coast Guard Joan Robbins (seated
above her court of girls! and the
birthday cake which made the anniversary of the coast guard com-

out for the crescents and na- plete.
tional ones, a six-mile course for
C boats and a mne-nulecourse for
laid

E

boats.

Floyd Harrell. Arthur Sadony,
Bennett Ainsworth, Smitn Taylor
Joseph Sadony. Henry Van Steenwyk, Harry Torson, Richard Cott
Peter Van Domelen, A1 Jacobson, Max Butterfield. C A Crowe.
Howard Baxter, K. C Welch, and
Lloyd Buckley have been named

Crowds Attend
Fest in City

row.
I^rge crowds attended the
Final arrangementsfor the races
afternoonand evening programs
were made by the regatta comof the Christian Reformed church
mittee composed of Wallace Hook
Mission Fest Wednesday in Prosof Grand Rapids, chairman, Jim
pect park It was estimatedthat
Spencer of Spring Lake, Niel judges with Charles Hibbard. Har1.500 were present during the
Mulder of Muskegon and ()
old Beechey and Robert Herrmann afternoon and 5,500 during the
Lowry, Bill Merriam. Jim Boiei as alternates Oscar Tandler will evening
and Peter Van Domelen of Hol- be the official starter.The Rev C M Schoolland, pasland at a meeting last night.
Among the visiting yachtsmen tor of Harderwyk church, was
The committee also inspected will be Mr. and Mrs. Hook and presidentof the day and prethe course which has been extend- Mr. and Mrs. Russell Buck of sided at both programs. An aded with several new markers. Bill Grand Rapids who will lie the dress on Indian missions was
Merriam reported on the printing guests of the O. W. Lowrys. Com- given by the Rev. J Van Brugand distributionof programs and modore and Mrs. Hugh Schaddalee gen, missionary among the Amersaid that the entry list and maps and Mr. and Mrs. George Brown ican Indians, and an address on
would be ready for distributionwill stay on the Brown s yacht and the Sudan Mission was given by
today Jim Boter in his report Mr. and Mrs. Orville Bulman and Dr. J,
Hoogstra. pastor of
said that 25 moorings had been Mr. and Mrs. Bennett Ainsworth Prospect Park Christian Reformed
placed by the Macatawa club for will stay on the Ainsworthboat.
church and a member of the
use by visiting yachtsmen.
Others coming from the Grand American division of the board of
Boats may be entered any time Rapids club are Mr. and Mrs. Rob- the Sudan United Missions,
toda^j or tomorrow but must have ert Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. C. A
Short talks were given by Miss
been entered at least one hour be- Crowe, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mary Lam, missionary'among the
Navajo Indians and by Miss
fore the race. Miss Miller of Mus- White.
kegon Is receiving registrationsat
From the Spring Lake club will Albertha Bratt, evangelization
the clubhouse.
come Commodore and Mrs. James worker in the classls of Holland.

W

T

Huge Machinery Show
•Department heads have nptified President Laurence that
space will be at a premium, with
record number of exhibitors.One
of the largest increases will be
noted in the farm machinery department.
Midway lovers will find an entirely new setup this year with
52 carloads of new rides, shows
and concessions on hand.

Sailors lunches are being served Spencer, Vice commodore Lloyd
daily at the clubhouse where a Buckley, Mr. and Mrs. Smith Taybuffet supper and a dance Friday lor, Richard, Elizabeth and Lucy
night and the Commodores’ball Cott. Frank F. Story, Jr., Mr. and
Saturday night are planned for Mrs. Irving Quimby. Mr. and Mrs
evening entertainment.
C. D. R. Mulder, Mr. and Mrs
National one design boats are Carl Lind, Mr. and Mrs. Russell
being included in the regatta for Canfield,and Mr. and Mrs Hunter
the first time and will race at Robbins and Mr and Mrs. Nathan10:05 am. Saturday and Sunday iel Robbins, who will stay on their
About 20 national ones including boat.
nine from Muskegon and ten
Commodore Clarence Pitkin of
from Holland are expected to en- the Western Michigan Yachting
ter.
associationand his wife and ComCrescents. C and E boats will modore and Mrs. Ronald Fergiuson
ree <days. Alxiut 20 will be here from the White Lake
race on all three
crescents are also expected
expected and club as well as Dr. L. E. Holly
they will begin racing at 10 a m. Mrs. Lida Butterfield.Dick SaltAbout 30 C boats will begin their er and S. Edward Bake.
races at noon and about, 20 E
Others are expect'd from Crysboats at 2:30 p.m.
tal Lake. Muskegon, Pent water
A three-mile course has been and Torch Lake.

_
Guy

Dutch psalms and other hymns
were sung. The children’s hour
was in charge of Mrs. J. Van
Bruggen.
A feature of the evening meet-

ing was the showing of motion
by J. Klingenberg and
William Pott on China, The'
Philippines and the Navajo Indians in the southwest.An address on home missions was given
pictures

by the Rev. H. Baker, missionary*
at-large of the Christian Retormed church, and another address on

evangelism

by Andrew Vander

Veer, superintendent of the North
End Gospel Mission.
The evening program opened

.

.

.

,

Bunte, county school comminlon*
who Is also a former teacher.
A short program will be followed
by a business meeting.

er,

A

professionalphotographer
on the grounds between
4 and 5 p.m. to take group pictures. Friends \vill bring their
own basket supper and a canteen
will be on the grounds. For the
evening program a colored moving
picture will be shown.
All former teachers and pupUf
are Invited, besides every one
living in the district, or anyone
who has ever lived in the distrlet
will be

officers were nominated: PresW *
dent, Peter Elenbaaa; clerk, WIK
Ham D. VanLoo; assessor,A. Van
Koevering; trustee, J. Vanden
Bosch, Chris De Jonge and D.
Dekker, two years, and John Pyl,
day school convention at Coopersone year.
ville on Wednesday.
Overisel— Mr. and Mrs. G. J.
Grace Reformed church was organized at Grand Rapids by a Nykerk of Holland were visiting
friends and relatives here last
committee of Michigan classls on
Saturdayand Sunday.
Thursday evening. Feb. 18. The
Graafschap
Gerrit Neerken
church elected as elders Messrs.
was in New Holland this week in
A. Bouma and J. Kloostcrman, and
the interestsof the creamery
as deacons Messrs. J. Joldersma
there.
and J. Van Zoeren. These brethren
Mrs. Poel of Grand Haven Is viwill be ordained and InstalledIn
siting at Rev. J. Keizer’s.
office next Sunday by the chairThe poles for the Watson teleman of the committee, Rev. H. G.
phone line are on the ground and
Birchby of this city. The newly
will be put up as soon as possible,
organized church has a bright fuThe second annual banquet and
ture before it and starts out with
election of officersof the Michia membership of over forty.
gan Sons of the Revolution was
F. C. Hall spent the week at
held at the Peninsularclub at
Port Huron as delegate to the
Grand Rapids Monday evening. At
high court of foresters.
the banquet Rev. Dr. J. W. BeardRev. and Mrs. Luxen of Kalaslec of this city acted as toutmazoo visited their father H. D.
master. Dr. Bcardslee wu elected
Cook last week and other rela-

In The “Good Old Days

troop 129, Saugatuck.

IntermediateRed Cross swimtests were completed July
27 by Robert Past, troop 12, TrinWill Van Zanten has bought the
ity church, Holland; and John
stock of the Holland Tea Co., forDa\ is. Lloyd Kaechele, James
merly managed by Paul Tanis. and
Fairfield, troop 92, Allegan. Post
will continuethe business at the
also completed Red Cross swimmers tests and is now working same stand, it was reported in the
on Junior life saving. Jack Car- February 20 issue of the Ottawa
County Times published in 1897 by
rol 1 also completed his swimmer
M. G. Manting.His brother,Gertest last week.
Advanced Red Cross swimmer rit Van Zanten will be employed
there though for the present Mr.
tests which include Junior life
saving requirements have been Tanis will be with him.
The Holland Rod and Gun club
completedby Donald Russell and
Bob Kuipers, troop 26, Holland, have through representativeIsaac
Don Van Hoven, troop 21, Zee- Marsllje asked the legislaturefor
land Burt Lightfoot,Edward Rob- the privilegeof exterminating the
erts, Jr. troop 23 .Grand Haven; German carp in Macatawa bay,
and John Klopp troop 96, Hopkins. under the directionor supervision
Numerous advancements were of a deputy game and fish warden.
completed at Camp Ottawa. Fif- They have also asked that It be
teen camper's emblems were not allowed to catch minnows In
awarded for the week ending July creeks in which brook trout have
27. and 38 awards were made for been planted.
Among the locals were; The valthe week ending Aug. 3.
Thase receiving this special ue of fish sold annually in Grand
award included Bob Post, troop Haven amounts to $75,000.
An organ has been purchased
12, Holland; Don Jalving. Bill De
Wilde, troop 22. Holland; Don- by the Holland Christian Reformald Russell, Bob Kuipers,troop ed church at Graafschapfor $670.
A marriage license was issued
26, Holland. Don Van Hoven, troop
Wednesday
to Conrad C. Smith
21, Zeeland; Bernard Reish, Dean
Ferris, Dean McLaughlin,John and Nellie Ver Schure both of this

ming

R

—

i

and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Fairbanks
who are spending the winter in
Tennesseeexpect to be hack here
in about four weeks. Mr. Fairbanks writes that, for about one
week they had two inches of snow
tives

there.

president.

,

North Holland
______

’

A large number of women and
their husbands enjoyed the

annual Ladies Aid picnic held lut
K. Van Dyk and family of Grand
Thursday night. A pot-luck supFrank Brenneker celebrated his Rapids spent Sunday here with per was served at 6:45 pm. The
Fairfield, William Olsen. Dale LuHenry Brusse and family.
Neighborhood Children
refreshmentcommittee consisted
cas, troop 92, Allegan; Norman 45th anniversary of his birth a
Misses Kate and Anna Wage- of Mrs. C- Raak, Mrs. M. Jongfew
evenings
ago
at
his
home
in
Van
Syckel.
troop
129.
Saugatuck.
Produce Circus
naar, of New Holland returned
Wayne Vander Hoff, Ernest the fifth ward. He is secretary of home today from a few days visit krijg and Mrs. P. Siersma. The
Children in the neighborhoodof
the German Lutheranchurch.
program was held later in the
Walters, Russell Walters, William
Among the deputy sheriffsre- with friends here.
chapel.
Beck. Bob Dunning, Bob Sage,
on a circus WcdnosLy afternL
Miss G. Bishop of Grand Rapids
Henry Tinchink, Sr., underwent
Dick
Policy, Steve Sears. Bill Tup- cently appointed in Allegan counand evening at the home of
is visiting Miss Mary Anderson on
ty Is Henry Lugers of Laketown.
an operationfor appendicitis in
Ryzenga
Home
Scene
per,
Robert
Anderson.
Raymond
Smeenge, 130 West 29th St. The,
Vh
Zeeland restaurants during itoe West 11th St.
the Holland hospital last ThursBeery. Don I> Kilder. troop 99
of Bridal Shower
fall and winter must close at 9
Nick Vyn of Cheboygan, this day. He returned home last MonOtsego: Jack Carroll. Paul Kelley,
A miscellaneous shower was held troop 98, Otsego; Earl Hall. Don p m. and in the spring and sum- state, formerly of this city, is vi- day night.
Kolean. Between the acts
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Nienhuis.
Tuesday evening at the home of Martin. John Klopp. troop ^6, mer at 10 p.m.
siting friends here.
Israels played his accordion.
Nearly 100 rural letter carriers
The twenty fifth annual con- Among correspondence items Mr. and Mrs. C. Sas and Carol
with an engraved bill fold and also Mrs. R. Ryzenga.747 State Si , in Hopkins; Steve Crane, troop J5,
and
their
wives
from
the
fifth
second act was the clown and
went to Detroit Saturday to see
honor of Miss Irene Ploeg who will
Otsego; Don Nichols,Robert Hol- vention of the Michigan Young were: Port Sheldon— Our school
pony act by Donald Israels and congressional districtgathered at spoke. Mrs. De Boer who has been
the doubleheader between Detroit
president
of
the
auxiliary
since become the bride of Raymond Ryz- land. Milan Levett, Bernard Men's Christian associationis be- opened this week with Miss Kate
Lawrence
park
in
Zeeland
Monday
Betty Smeenge. A juggling act
and Baston.
ing held In Owasso, closing next
enga
today.
1925
was
presented
with
a
fancy
Connell as teacher.
Reish, John Davis. Dean McLaughwas put on by Doris Kolean and evening honoring Simon Dc Boer
The Rev. John Van Peureem of
Games were played and prizes lin, James Fairfield, troop 92, Al- Sunday.
who is retiring after carrying mail clothes hamper containing a showNoordeloos— Mr. and Mrs. J
Georgia Smeenge
So far contracts for about two Van Duine of Overisel called on Zeeland had charge of the Sunwere
awarded
to Mrs. Nelson Ryz- legan; Krien VerBerkmoes. Joe
er
of
gifts,
with
Mrs.
H.
Laug
of
Duane Lyons, Shirley Lyons and for 34 years.
day evening service here.
A program was presented with Coopersville making the presenta- enga and Mrs. Russell Michmers- Ver Berkmoes, Willard Severance, hundred acres have been signed by the Willink family Friday. MagEleanor Kolean participated in a
Mr. and Mrs. James Himmer
huizen. The bride-elect was pre- Alfred Ver Berkmoes.Emil Te<ka. the farmers for raising pickles for gie Heyboer returnedwith them
tion
speech.
clown and balloon act and Mary Harry Vredeveld of Zeeland, presof Cleveland Is visiting his sister,
the
Heinz
company.
sented
with
many
gifts.
A
twoAmong the honored guests were
and reports an enjoyable stay. She
Ed Roberts.Jr, Elmer WesterSmeenge gave a tap dance. Doris ident of the Ottawa County Rural
The fire loss on the building of was accompanied by Katie Hart- Mrs. H. Karsten.
and Lois Kolean gave a trapeze Carriers, presiding.Kenneth Gane PostmasterJarvis of Grand Rap- course lunch was served.
hoff, Bill Badeau, troop 23, Grand
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Overbeek
R. H. Cook was satisfactorily setInvited guests included Mrs A
gerink who will be her guest for
act and Donald Israels gave a of Grand Rapids led community ids and Mrs. Jarvis; Assistant
Haven.
announce
the birth of a baby ^
tled
yesterday,
the
amount
being
Mellema, Mrs. A. Ver Hoef, Mrs
standing pony act. A baton twirl- singing and Mrs. Sam Plagenhoef
a few days.
Fifty-seven scout advancements
girl, Monday night.
Postmaster John Grevengoed of H. Middlehoek.Mrs.
$214.87 on the building and furniMiddleing act was put on by Eleanor and Mrs. Arthur Vanderbeek of Holland and Mrs. Grevengoed;Mr
New Holland— Miss Gertie and
in rank were completed as folMiss Hattie Rookus of Zeeland
hoek, Mrs. I. Ryzenga. Mrs. Wil- lows: Second class was earned by ture.
Kolean and Shirley Lyons. A dog Holland sang two duets.
Dora Luidens from Grand Rapids who has been ill for some time is
and Mrs. Winfield Armstrong,both
According to the reports of are at present visitingwith their
liam
Schaap.
Mrs.
Jake
Schaap
act was put on by Georgeia
James Fairfield.92. Don Martin.
Maxine Veurink and Gladys Bos past national president and auxilnow recuperating at the home Of
Mrs. Arthur Schaap, Mrs. John 96, Dean McLaughlin,92, Russell state officers.Blendon still con- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob LuiSmeenge and her dog, Fluffy.The of Holland entertained with acher
sister, Mrs. George Brower.
iary president,of Niles, and Mr
tains 6,200 acres of hardwood dens.
Schaap. Mrs. Johanna Schaap
last act was the singing of "Play- cordion music and the Vanden
The Girls League for Service
and Mrs. Thomas Abbs of Berrien Mrs. Gerrit Michmershuizen,Mrs. Walters, 99
lumber. Grand Haven has 2,000
mates" by the entire troupe.
G. Van Dyk, a former resident met in the chapel Monday evenFirst class (radges were won
Bosch sisters of Zeeland sang. The
There were two side shows latters’ young brother gave a county. Other addresses were given Russell Michmershuizen.Mrs. by John Davis. 92, Norman Van acres of hardwood, Robinson 600 of this place, left last Monday ing. Devotions were in charge of
by Bernard Vander Heide and Alwith Mary Smeenge as fortune reading. Miss Ruth Baron of route
Dewey Michmershuizen,Mrs. II Syckel. 129. Donald Van Hoven, 21, acres and Spring Lake 453 acres. with his family for Whidby Island. Leona Veldhecr and Margaret
bert Johnson of Zeeland and HerThe annual meeting of the Hol- Washington.
teller and three of the seven wonStoepker,
Mrs. Gordon Pippel, Robert Kuipers, 26.
3 recited a clever and original
Llevense. Mrs. H. Maasen told
land Rod and Gun club was held
drs of the world exhibitedby poem dedicated to Mr. De Boer man Cook of Holland.
Mrs. Nelson Ryzenga, Mrs Eugene
East Holland- John Zeerip went of her trip from California,- and
Burt Lightfoot. of Marcellas,
Mr.
De
Boer
is
the
second
mail
Monday
evening
at
the
barbershop
Donald Israels. Cold drinks, her former mail carrier.
Wiersma. Mrs. Harold Schaap completed star requirements.
to Allendale last Monday for a the Lievense sisters sang two
carrier to retire from Ottawa
of Arthur Baumgartcl.The offi- weeks visit with Ben Lemmen.
crackerjack, candy and cookies
sacred numbers.
The three scouts who were eleJohn Brinkman in behalf of the couni y this year. Clarence Bond Mrs. Donald Schaap. Mrs. Frank
helped furnish a true circus atMoomey, Mrs. Howard Elferdmk. vated to life scout rank included cers elected are M. G. Manting,
Zeeland— The Republican cauassociationpresented Mr. De Boer of Nunica retired last January.
president;
J.
H.
Thaw,
vice
presimosphere. In charge of the eats
Mrs. Gerrit Elferdink. Mrs. Bert Donald Jalving.William De Wilde,
cus was held Wednesday night in
It Is motive alone that gives
dent; Arthur Baumgartel. secre- the villagehall and the following character to the actions of men.
were June Kolean, Ruth Kruidhof
Arendsen, Mrs. Russell Looman. John Klopp.
tary
and
treasurer;
directers,
J.
and Lillian Israels.Keneth Mul- Reunion Planned at
location more easily available to Mrs. Lewis Dykema, Mrs. L De
Donald Nichols, Troop 92 All»der showed motion pictures at
members.
Waard, Mrs. James Ploeg. Mrs. gan, completed final requirements B. Mulder, H. W. Kiekintveld and
night.
Russcher School
It was also decided to bold an Rekus Ryzenga.Jr., Misses Glads s for his eagle rank, the highest hon- H. R. Doesburg.
At a specialmeeting of the comAfter the circus rides were
Russcher school of district No. archery-golf meet Saturday. Aug. Schaap, Margaret Michmershuiz- or availableto a scout.
given on the main circus permon council Tuesday evening an
1. Fillmore township, will have a 24, at the Hein Vander Heuvel en. Betty Schaap, Mildred Schaap
Scoutmaster Willis Mullen of
ordinancerelative to saloons and
former, the pony. About 75 perfarm northwest of Holland and on and Elta Ploeg.
Hopkins is camping with his troop
an ordinancerelative to skating,
sons attended in the afternoon reunion Wednesday, Aug. 14, at Labor Day to arrange a target
this week, and is acting as scoutand about 100 in the evening. the school grounds. There will be tournamentopen to all local
coasting,etc. were passed. The ormaster of a provisionaltroop comThe circus was called the "Hill- two programs, one at 3 p.m. and archers and resortersin this Bride-t<f-beGiven
dinance on saloons contains a proposed of scouts of troop 19 as we 'I
top" circus.
vision that the city license fee be
the other at 7 p.m. with the sup- vicinity.
Grocery Shower
as his own troop 96.
fixed by the council,but must not
per hour at 6 p.m.
The whole club will shoot every
Scouts of troop 31 of Marne and
Miss Helen Sale, daughter of
be less than $300 or more than
Features of the program will in- Saturday afternoon at the new
Announce Engagement
troop
92
of
Allegan,
comprise
anMr. and Mrs. George Sale, was
$500 per year. A saloon district
clude community singing led by location for the balance of the
guest of honor at a grocery shower other provisionaltroop under lead- has also been established, on
of Mitt Van Alsburg
the Rev. R. Heynen, pastor of Nie- season.
given Wednesday night at the ership of David Oughton as pro- Eighth street from River to Land
The engagement of Miss Esther kerk Christian Reformed church,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Drnek visional scoutmaster.
streets and on River street from
Van Alsburg, daughter of Mr. and recitationsand toasts by teachers.
Troops to attend during the f:>
on Harrison Ave. Assisting Mrs.
G.R.
Man
Facet
Arrest
Sixth to Tenth streets. Outside of
Mrs. J. D. Van Alsburg to Richard Rev. Heynen will talk in the aftDrnek as hostesses were Mrs. al week of camp. Aug. 10-17, in- these districtsno saloon can be
Aaardsma of Alma was announced ernoon. Instrumental music and
SALTS ...................... 5 lbs. 1 3c
After Crash at Zeeland Richard Dirkse. Mrs. Glen Bon- clude troop 105, sponsored by the
opened. This will prevent the
at a party Wednesday evening at motion pictures will be included
American Legion of Plain well; opening of any saloons in the resnette and Miss June Drnek.
50c
CREAM ................ 2*fi
her home, 85 East 21st St.
in the evening.
Zeeland. Aug. 8
Although
The bride-to-be was presented troop 1, sponsored by the Presby- idence portions of the city. AnothThe evening was spent in playThe executive committee is he narrowly escaped serious in- with
terian
church,
Grand
Haven;
and
100
PILLS .......................
a large assortmentof groer provision' of the saloon ordiing games with prizes awarded to composed of William Vanden Belt,
ceries. A two-course lunch was troop 3, sponsoredby the Eagle- nance is that no women are allowthe Misses June Zonnebelt, Dor- chairman;Gerrit Oonk, vice-chair- jury late Wednesday when his car
25c CITRATE
......... ..••i8c^
served, after which Richard Dirkse Ottawa Athlqtic associationof ed in saloons or in rooms run in
thea De Boer, Beatrice Geerlings man; Henry Russcher, secretary; struck a binder on M-21, James
showed
motion
pictures
of his trip Grand Haven.
connectionwith saloons. The orHAZEL ........................ qt 28c
and Alma St^geiiga.
Henry Lemmen, treasurer. The Norris, 60, Grand Rapids, will be
dinance relative to coasting proRefreshmentswere served at a committee is especially anxious arrested for failure to have his through 12 western states.
75c
OIL
Those present were Mrs. Wil- Bethel S.S. Class Has
vides that skating and coasting be
tablp decorated with white taper- that all former arid present stu- car under control, according to
liam Dykstra, Mrs. Glen Bonnet te,
not allowed on Eighth or River
ing candles and cut flowers. Pink dents and teachers attended. Free
$1.00 ESTIVIN
.....
63c
Deputies John Boes and Jack El- Airs. R. Nulsmer, Mrs. M. Nykerk, Picnic in Zeeland
streets and prohibitsthe throwing
and white ribbons reached from coffee will be served during the enbaas.
Mrs.
D.
Mokma,
Mrs.
William
The. annual summer picnic of of snowballs and jumping on
$1.00
........
.61c
the center to each place with the supper hour.
After hitting and wrecking the Topp. Mrs. Bill Topp, Mrs. B.
the Adult Bible class of Bethel sleighs. It also prohibitsball playannouncement Qf the engagebinder which was being towed by Andringa, Mr. and- Mrs. R. Dirkse
Inhalant Comp., 1 os. .
. ....... 49c
Reformed church, Holland,was ing on the streetsor in the parks
ment.
a tractor driven by Albert Vander and daughter.Marilyn.Mr. and held in Zeeland City park Tuesday.
Archery
Range
except
on
such
portions
as
permisGuests included, the Misses Al2Sc
PASTE ............ 19e
Molen, 26, route 2, Zeeland, Nor- Mrs. Geftge Sale, Ruth and La About 36 members attended the
lion has been granted by the marma Stegenga, Dorthea De Boer, located in City
ris’ car struck the car of Mrs. Verne Sale. Mr. and Mrs. Joe
affair which was in the form of
,
i
Gertrude Meengs. Beatrice Geer50e
ANTISEPTIC
At an Archery club meeting, Bernice Halford, Chicago. She and Drnek. Also lnv|U*d were Miss a picnic supper.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
lings, Bernice Zonnebelt, June
neld Tuesday at the home of the her son, Richard, 12, suffered body Gertrude Ten Brink, Mrs. H. Van
250 MILK of
Those in charge included the Kimpton last night a daughter.
Zonnebelt, Frances Jappinga, Isla
secretary, M. L. Howell, several bruises.
Dyke,
Mrs.
J.
Bleeker
and
daughRev.
C.
A.
Stoppels,
pastor
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Eaton
Meppelink and Fenna Bontekoe
20c COLGATE'S
CREAM ...... 2 fc
taportant decisions were made,
ter Anna and Mrs. J. Rotman. j teacher of the class; Harry Jur- were pleasantly surprised Monday
and Mrs. Franklin Van Alsburg of
mcludlrig the moving of the club
Steel production in the U. S. for
ries, president; Henry Sprick, evening by a large number of
10c
............ 4
u!
range from Conservation park to the first six months of 1940 reachPeople pay for more attention vice president; Mrs. Edward Urn.
The wedding will take place school propertyat 23rd St. and
ed 28.678,000 tons, or a gain of 37 to our example than they do to secretary, and Mrs. Heniy Nab*
251
F' ----G. J. Diekema was elected first
September
J.
Washington Ave., to mkke
per cent over a year ago.
our good advice.
erhuis, treasurer. 1
vice president at the Ottawa Sun-
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Honor Simon De Boer
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Junior
The

with a concert by the Hager
ensemble and a song service in
charge of C. J. De Rosier Special music was furnished by the
Maple Avenue Male Octet
An amplifyingsystem was installed for the mission fest.

Davis,

Lloyd

Kaechele. James

city.
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Cut Rate Drugs
SALE

NOW THRU SATURDAY

EPSOM
MOLLE SHAVE
HINKLE
MAGNESIA
WITCH
GOLD MEDAL HAARLEM

—

.twL

......

REMEDY

CAPS

..

1

RINEX
EPHEDRINE
PEPSODENT TOOtH
PEPSODENT
MAGNESIA TABS
DENTAL
SWEETHEART SOAP
AMERICAN FAMILY SOAP
........

Now

shal.

Missouri. ^

28.

<
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THURSDAY, AUGUST

CASE BOUND OVER
TO CIRCUIT COURT

MAN

8,

19*0

WOMAN Annual Baker Furniture
EXPIRES IN GJL Picnic Attracts 900

LOCAL

Following an examinationFriday

PLEADS GUILTY afternoon before MunicipalJudge
Raymond L.

August 11. 1940

Smith. Cleo Arndt, 28.
of Fennville was bound over to Ottawa circuitcourt on a charge of
Miss Dorothy Prince. 29, a Holunlawfullydisposing of property land resident who has been emsubject to contract of purchase.
ployed in Grand Rapid* the past
He furnished $500 bond for his few years, died at 11:30 a.m. Sunappearanceduring the September day in Butterworth hospital, Grand
term on Tuesday, Sept. 3, at 2 Rapids, following a two weeks illp m. It is alleged that on Aug. 15, ness of Bright's disease. She enter19.39,Arndt dispased of a hoist and ed the hospital 17 days ago.
engine, covered by a note given
Survivors are three sisters. Mrs.
Frank Gosling,230 West Eighth John Van Till of Holland and Mrs.
St., amounting to $650 for equip- Willard Nienhuis and Miss Ann
ment purchased by Arndt from Prince of Hudsonville; six brothGosling consistingof a pile driver, ers. Peter. Cornelius.Clarence and
scow. etc. The note was never paid George of Holland and John and
in full, it is alleged.
Dick Prince of Muskegon.
The examinationof Martin Funeral services were held on
Nienhuis, route 5, Holland, facing Wednesday at 1:30 p.m., private,
a statutory charge, which was from the home of a brother, Peter
scheduled for Wednesday. Aug. 7 Prince. 75 West 17th St., and at
has been adjourneduntil Aug. 14. 2 p.m. from the FourteenthStreet
Four motorists pleaded guilty to Christian Reformed church. Burcharges of speeding on arraign- ial was in Pilgrim Home ceme-

AUTO DAMAGES
ENTRANCE SIGN

Despite the rain which earlier In

the day threateneda postpone- Sunday School Class
ment, the annual picnic of the
Phone Pole Broken in Two
Has Beach Party
Baker Furniture Inc. Saturday
A girls’ Sunday school class of
at G.R. Car Crashei
afternoonand evening at Tunnel Fourth Reformed church, taught
in Holland
park ran on schedule and was by Mrs. Robert Klomparens, entermed a great success by the 900 joyed a party on last Thursday
Considerable damage resulted
factory employes and members of at one of the private beaches in
the form of a wiener roast. After at 3:30 a m. Saturday when a car
their families who attended the
the roast, sports were enjoyed and occupied by five Grand Rapids
event.
prizes were awarded to Lucille young men, failed to negotiate the
Activitiesbegan at 1 p.m. with Klomparens, Cherldale Systems curve from M-21 onto Eighth St.
a ball game for the men followed and Abylene De Roos.
at the edge of the city.
by a peanut scramblefor children
Members present were Joan The car was owned by Donald
six years and under and other Mass. Gladys Buurma, Ha Mae Joseph Atchinson. 21, but was drivraces. A clothespin contest was Kiemel, Jane Mary Visscher,Phyl- en by James Whalen, 20. Other ocarranged for children 7 to 10, a lis De Roos. CherldaleSystems, cupants besides Atchinsonand
cripple dog race for boys 10 to 14 Beverly Visscher. Donna Visscher, Whalen were Lester Hoover, 22.
and a ball -throwingcontest for Abylene De Roos. Lucille Klom- Gordon Fox. 21, and Ray Snay, 20.
girls 11 to 14. A bag fight for parens, KatherineOudemolen and
The wooden shoe electric sign
boys 15 to 18 was followed by a Teresa Vander Ble. Others pre- was knocked to the ground and
toothpick contest for girls of the sent were Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Van
hr luble cups of Gods goodness run over?
damaged. Deputy Sheriff William
I'pon advice of his counsel. Ed
same age.
Lente, Mr. and Mrs. Norris Van Van Etta reported. A telephone
He has given man not only food win Bennett. 31, of Cooporsvillc
Other contests Included a blind- Duren and Mr. and Mrs. Robert pole was broken in two and the
to sustain tii' bod> hut beauty to pleaded guilty to a charge of poly- ments before Judge Smith and tery
She was born in October. 1910, fold feeding contest for men and Klomparens.
answer the craving of the human gamy and will be sentenced Fri- each was assessed a fine and costs
upper half was left dangling. 'Hte
women, a balloon race, a bucket
front end of the car was badly
day by Judge Miles. It us alleged of $5. They were Francis P. Col- to Mr. and Mrs. Dick Prince. Her
heart
ach errors or correction!noted The nineteenthpsalm is per- he lived with Florence House lins of Grand Rapids. Fred C. mother died in 1928 and the father brigade for bonsei • and office
damaged after it crashed through
pUlnl, therein. ^ in^uc^ceee^^
crew, egg throwing contest, patch- Muskegon Girl Is
several guy wires.
haps the finest expression
in all whom he married Feb 13. 1937 Lange, of Muskegon.Jack E. Dane, died in 1931.
my error *o nuiru
. uajo
— .....
ing contest and chicken contest
publlihen liability »h«ii
| literature of man s love for beauty
Deputy Van Etta attributed the
while still lawfully married to Beu- route 1 Holland, and Tom Efling.
Feted
at
Shower
nich a proportion of the entire »p*o
for women. The greased pig conroute 1, Holland
accident to excessive speed. The
occupied by the error bears to th- and the answer of God to it There lah Bennett whom he married in
Mrs. J. Firlit entertained at a
test. a highlight of the entire
ZEELAND
arc passage* in the psalms which Grand Haven June 29. 1929
whote space occupiedby such «d\e
driver of the car told the officer
sports program, was won by miscellaneousshower Thursday
are sombre and sad. but the jubiDoan D. Denslow. 18. of New
IN TRUCK-CAR
Aug. 1, in honor of Miss Erm- he was blinded by the lights of anJames Vander Molen.
lant note predominate',and in aygo pleaded guilty to a statutory
other car.
TERMS OF MHStKirTlOS
An interesting feature of the gard Schaefer of Muskegon who
this lesson is a paean of thanks- charge and will lx- sentencedFriThe group said it was en route
One vear
*' -?
will
become
the
bride
of
John
FirDick Ver Hage, 60. 131 South day’s program was the Kangaroo
i montb WMJ.
to Ottawa beach to go swimming
giving
day.
The
alleged
offense
occurred
copy 5c. HubacrlpUonspayable In
Dc William De Kleme of Wash- Elm St.. Zeeland, was treated in court held at about 6 p.m. just lit this month.
People who live in towns and July 20. 1940 in Polkton township
vanoe and will be promptly d'»«0»Games were played and prizes but Van Etta said he found only
ington. DC. was here a few days Holland hospital Sunday for two before the supper hour in which
cities see little of the marvel of against a 14-year-old girl.
one swimming suit among the five
ttnued tf not renewed
visiting his brothefs and sisters. severe cuts on the back of his left various persons were arrested for were awarded.A two-course lunch
Subscriber* will confer
^
the world in the ordinary way; hut
Raymond Parker. 19. route | On Saturday July 27 a group of hand which he suffered when pin- law infringements and brought to was served. Miss Schaefer was young men. No one was hurt alsporting promptly any lnT,lj ,r l>
when they leave the town for the Spring Lake, charged with violathough they were shaken considerIn deliveryWrite or phone 3191
: relativesgathered at the home of
ned in his pickup truck after it trial in a mock justice court. John showered with many gifts.
country, the mountains or the sea. tion of his parole, was released
Among the guests were Mr*. ably.
Mr
and Mrs Dick De Kleine in had been turned over on its side Roseboom presided as the honorTHOSE TRIALS IN FRANCE they are more likely to be im- from custody on Saturday and al- his honor Dick DeKleme and in a truck-auto collisionabout 6 able judge. Peter Herman as cap- Stepoaski, Mrs. J. Zyke, Mrs Nypressed by the grandeur of nature lowed to return home with the
family are now living on the pm Sunday at the intersectionof tain of police and Albert Boyce as sson. Mrs. Mrok, Mrs. HacklanIt is hard to see what the pres- and the stupendouspower maniunderstanding his case will be dis- place which wa.* the home of their
der, Mrs. Israels, Mrs. John Viclieutenant.
US-31 and Lakewood Blvd.
ent French government hopes to fest ed in it than those who live posed of later
President Hollis Baker was ar- tor. Mrs. Vraski, Mrs. W’lodarczyk,
parents, Mr and Mrs. Hilbert De
Ver Hage's truck collidedwith a
gain by the proposed trial of form- in full view of these things everyParker and L>‘e Ho'ler 19 route Kleme. several years ago
(From Saturday'! Sentinel)
car driven by Paul Boyink of rested for getting a mob together Mrs. Perkaski, Mrs. Miller, Mrs
day . In any case, we do not begin 1. Grand Haven, are alleged to
er prime ministers and other leadThe girL* of the 4-11 Pood Grand Haven who is employed at and inciting a true picnic spirit. J Kalman. Mrs. Czerkies,Mrs
The Rev. and Mrs. A E. Dykto see the beauty, wonder and have entered the Holtrop I'ement
Preparation dub entertained with i f-ast|P par|( Deputy Sheriff A. B He pleaded guilty but stated that Kuna, Mrs. Dabrowski, Mrs. Van huizen of Johnstown. N. Y, arers. When a great people has been
power of creation until we look
0f Holland who investi- as far as he was concerned there Dyke. Mrs. S. Victor, Mrs. L. rived Thursday evening to spend
go completely smashed as the at it with our minds and hearts Block factory ai Ferry shurg on a dinner for their mothers recentDriscoll. Stella Stepauski and their vacation.They will spend the
July
17 and took two cases of auto- lv at the school house. After a
French nation has been by Nazi as well as with our eyes. We need
gated was informed that Boyink would be a continuanceof these
mobile oil
sumptous dinner prepared and was driving south on US-31 en mobs in the future, whereupon Mrs. Lepo
first part at a cottage on Lake
power, it is possible that aj^goat microscopes and telescopesto help
Out-of-town guests were Mrs. Michiganand the rest at the home
An order to show cause why a served by the girl* was enjoyed, route to work and Ver Hage was the case was dismissed. John De
is a spiritual necessity. The French
our eyes if we are to begin to temporary injunction should not
a short program was given in driving north and sought to make Wilde, factory manager, was ar- Peel. Stella Ladner and Helen of Mrs. Dykhuizen’sparent*. Mr.
people may be unable to stand up grasp the structure of the infinMadges.
charge of Marian Huizcnga.
and Mrs. J. A. Dogger, of Linunder the burden of defeat and itely small and the infinitely large. issue, restraining Andy Rice Jr
a left turn onto Lakewood Blvd. raigned for staging a not and was
ordered to lead the crowd in singfrom
operating
the
Stuart
Point
The
girls of the Sunday school
coln Avr Marie Dogger returndisgrace without having someone Yet we do not need to study sciBoyink’s car struck the picked to Holland with them aft:r
on whom to blame their plight. ence or philosophy in order to led club at Spring Lake was started in class of Mrs. Della Bowman en- up truck near the rear, tipping ing "Hail. Hail tho Gang's All Koops Family to Have
Here," pronounced by everybody
spending two weeks in the east.
The new rulers may sense this im- the presence of God. A flower in court here and has been adjourn- joy ed their outing last Thursday it over on its side. A group of men
as a "howlin’ success."
ed until Wednesday. Aug 7, at 10 , afternoonThey visited various
Reunion This Week
Miss Kathryn Vander Lind of
pelling need and may be staging the cramed wall is sufficient, proat a nearby barbecue stand rushEntertainment throughout the
am.
, places, includingJohnson Park.
The annual Koops family re- Pontiac is spending a week at the
the trials to help the people over vided we will open our eyes to its
ed to the scene and turned the
day was furnished by the Rowe union will be held at Veurink's home of Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Brou1 John Ball park. City museum, airtheir bad time rather than out of beauty and watch the process of
truck back on its wheels to retrio of Grand Rapids which proport.
At
Ramona
park
they
a de*ire to mete out punishment its development.
grove on the evening of August 8. wer in Holland while her mother,
lease Ver Hage whose hand was
Shower Is Held lor
vided accordion, vocal, cello and
i hoarded the boat there and had
with a basket supper scheduled for Mrs. E. K. Vander Lind, is caring
caught
under
the
top.
for socallcd war guilt.
Thus psalm opens on a note dear
guitar and piano music and tap
i their supper on the boat. On the
Certainly from a politically ob- to the Hebrew, the wonders of God August Bride-Elect
6 p.m. Arrangements for the for Mrs. J. H. Zwiers of North
An unidentifiedwoman with Ver
dancing;by Professor Van Dyke
way home they stopped at Ideal
jective point of view it seems hope- in nature. True, the psalmut did
Mrs. J. R. Brouwer entertainevent are in charge of the execu- Holland who has been ill for some
Hage escaped injuries.
and his band of Grand Rapids,
park.
tive committee. compose^ of time.
less to arrive at just verdicts in not have a scientist's outlook and ed with a surprise miscellaneous
and by Roy Young of Holland
On Wednesday.July 31. the
Special music at the North End
George Koops. president; Ben Van
the trials. The whole atmosphere informationabout the heavens showed last Thursday in honwho gave a magician act
class of girls taught by Mrs. Jen- LOCALS SHUT OUT IN
is wrong for that. Whatever the for he knew nothing of "light or of Miss Ruth De Vries of ZeeDls. vice-president;Mrs. Stanley Gaspel hall Sunday night will be
Refreshmentswere furnished by
nie Zagcrs had their picnic at the
machinery of justice may be that years', solar systems, satellites. land who will become the bride of
Welters, secretary -treasurer.A providedby an iastrumental trio
the company.
CLASH AT
Zagers cottage at Central park,
'of Zeeland. A short message will
is set up. It is of course obvious He had a poet's outlook, which Russell Brouwer this month. Miss
Henry Kronemeyer served as program is being arrangedby Mr. be given by A. Van Der Veer.
also going to Ottawa Beach to
and
Mrs. John Helder. and Mr. and
that the men on trial have already made him glory in the harmony De Vries was presented with many
swim and bathe
The Dykemas in league play at general chairman lor the event Mrs. Bernie Pieper are in charge
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Mersman of
been found guilty in advance and grandeur of what he saw— beautifulgifts.
The children of Thos. A. Ryn- Zeeland Friday night took a 11-0 and Wayne Cams was master of
Detroit announce the birth of a
Games were in charge of Mrs
There is no spirit of impartiality the sun. which came out of its
of
the
sports.
brandt and their families w-ent to drubbing at the hands of the ceremonies. Committees consisted
daughterJuly 31. Mr. Mersman is
such as at least Americans are tent door every morning,crossed H. Elzinga and Misses Katherine
Kalamazoo to Milham park for Zeeland Oils who really won the of the following:recept ion— Alyda
son of Mrs Ben Mersman of
used to expecting in a court of jus- swiftly the arch of the sky. and and Alma Brouwer and prizes were
their annual reunion
game with seven runs in the first De Wilde and Marjorie Vander Schippers-V agteveen
352 Columbia Ave.
tice. The trials are “political" in reaching the limit, returned se- awarded to Mrs Willard Ter Haar.
Mr and Mrs. Neal Leenheer Inning.
Velde eats— Egbert Gerntsen and
The Rev. Theodore G. Tri tentheir very nature.
cretly to its starting point! The Mrs. H. Wieten. Mrs. A Brouwer and daughter returned to their
Gernt Jansen; refreshments— Ed Reunion Is Held
Zeeland
loaded
the
bags
on
bach, pastor of the Mount PleaFor it is easy to imagine what sun may have less mystery for us. and two prizes to Mrs. Norman home in Paterson.N.J . after a
Masher and Emil Stoikc; tickets
A total of 175 persoas were
would happen to these "criminals but it is far more wonderful in Dorgelo. A two-courselunch was vacation with relativeshere. Jus- walks with only one man down — Ben Heetderks;sports— Ben present at the third annual sant Reformed church of Schenin
the
first.
An
error
let
in
the
actady. N. Y.. will conduct sendees
on trial if the unexpectedshould^ 0ur eyes, who know of sunlights served.
Lemmen and Holland Van Dyck; Schippers - Vugteveen reunion
tin Leenheer. son of Mr and Mrs
The guest list included the Mes- John Leenheer accompanied them first run. a walk forced in the entertainment— Jafnes Gibson, July 27 at section C in Johnson in Sixth Reformed church Sunhappen and England should sud- cure jn diseases, its destructive
denly get the upperhand in the work in destroying caiTion, lb dames J H. Zwiers. Fred Dorgelo. to Paterson for a few weeks' va- next, a single scored two more Wayne Caras and Lavern Wier- park, Grandville. The afternoon day. His topics will be "Saint-^
and Dick Blauwkamp's homer
present war. With the liberation life-givingeffect upon seeds and Albert Brouwer William Vander cation.
sma; trausportation -Art Engels- was spent playing ball and in a hood and the New Day" in th*
morning and "Stars for a Crown"
finished the inning.
of France ard the other conquered ail organisms. It is still a witness Lind. (Tiarles Brouwer. Ralph
man and Harold Kammeraad.
social way. Prizes were awarded
Some relatives from Fremont.
The winners scored twice in the
in the evening.
countries in sight, the “criminaLs" to the glory of God. who reveals Brouwer Arnold Brouwer Henry ' Mr and Mrs q Schuitema H.
to winners of various games.
second on two walks, an error and
Mr. and Mrs. I. Kleis. Kenneth
would immediately be transformed his power through the outer Zwiers Harry Zwiers. Peter Wol- Schuitema an(j Kd Schuitema
A basket supper was served at
and Gerald Kleis and Mrs. B. Slagh
into national heroes even in world, exhibitinghis unfailing tors. William Zwiers. Willard Ter , (.al,ed nn Mrs Alice De Weerd a single and twice in the third Wedding Performed
5.30 pm. led in prayer by the
on an error, two walks and a
laws, his provision for beauty and Haar, Henry Elzinga. George , rm>ntiv
president.Herman Meurs and of Holland were recent guests at
France.
in Johnson Home
the Moody Bible Institutein ChiThat fact might conceivably exactness.
Weerstra.Nick Rowan. Herman john Grit passed away at his single.
A
pretty home wedding was closed by Peter Offringa. A mis- cago.
Dykemas
collected three hits,
Wieten
and
Gernt
Lemmen
and
hom(l
early
Wednesday.
July
31.
give the "prosecutors" pause. For
But more wonderful actually
solemnized Friday night when cellaneous program was in charge
Louis Mulder will give several
0f a frw months. fanned six times and did not walk.
of Mrs. Henry Schipper.Group
If the men who were on top until that the sun in the limitlesshea- the Misses Catherine Brouwer. | Hfler
Zeeland
collected four hits, ten Miss Bertha Mae Nichols, daugh- singing was led by Arthur Meurs. chalk drawings at the evening
Alma
Brouwer
Nella
Brouwer
the defeat of France can be found vens is man s eye that beholds it
Arte Tigelaar. Hobart Hall.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. C. Kruithoff
The newly elected officers are sendee of the Immanuel church
guilty and punished, the same and his mind that comprehends it. Josephine Zwiers. Myra Lemmen. Lawrence Lantmg and Harry walks and three strikeouts.
of
Allegan, became the bride of
*>00 000 0 0
Doris
Wieten
and
Screen
BrouwPeter
Offringa. president;J. Harm in the armory Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
thing can be done to the men who There is in man an inner world,
Boersen left Tuesday. July 30 with
722 000 x 11 Warren LeRoy Johnson, son of Ten Brock, vice president; Corme The pastor will preach.
De Hobart Hall as chaffeur lor a
head the government at the pres- in which this creature, made in er. all of Holland. Mrs.
Batteries: Dykcma. Jansen and Mrs. Hattie Johnson. 205 West Krapt. treasurer;Mrs. Menno Van
Miss Angie Van Omen of East
ent moment. It is not inconceiv- the image of God. can share in the Vries and Mrs. Norman Dorgelo of few days of vacation, going to
Westerhof.
D. Blauwkamp, B 14th St. Holland. The ceremony Der Kooi. program committee; 26th St., spent last Sunday with
able that some day the present knowledgeof God s work. The sun Zeeland. Mrs. Gernt Dorgelo ‘>f 1 northernMichigan,coming home
took place at the Johason home
her friends. Mr. and Mrs. John
French exiles and those they re- shines and does not know that it Holly and Mrs E K Vander Lind j)V wav nf ,he Wisconsinside of Blauwkamp.
at 8 pm. the Rev G V is.se r of Harry Pol. sports committee,and Eskes at Ovensel.
Marinus
Vugteveen.
refreshment
and
daughter
Kathryn,
ol
Pontiac
Lake
Michigan.
present in the French state may shines. Man lives, and knows it.
the Wesleyan .Methodist church
Mrs. John Nienhuis and daughcommittee Mrs Herman SchipMisses Fanney Do Kleme Lois
be on the top again. Will the trials can reflect upon it. judge himself.
officiating Vows were spoken
ter. Shirley, 165 East 26th St.,
pers
was
named
permanent
secreDe Kleme. Geneva Nyenhuis and
of men in power in France go on and think Gods thoughts after luncheon Held Ifl
under a roue arbor, agaiaM a
have been spending a few days
Arlene Freeman are in a tia.ler
indefinitely?If Daladier and Re- him So verses seven to eleven
S'
background of feras and large tary
in Kalamazoo.
The
families
have
a
membership
at
Ottawa
beach
for
a
few
days.
»naud are hanged or imprisoned celebrate this inner world where I GogOUfl Cottoge
bouquets of mixed summer blasNicholas Hoffman. Sr., route 4,
of 225.
Mr and Mrs. John A Tigelaar Hamilton. Aug 8 — After be- soms.
this year, will Petain and Laval Gods laws are under-stood,where
Mrs. Elton Gogolin and Mre
Holland, underwent
major
are
the
happy
parents
of
a
baby
His
perfect
law
is
appreciated,
and
be hanged or imprisoned next year
Chester Van Tongeren entertained
Miss Henrietta Riphagen, friend
inf acidized and deepened, two
operation Thursday in the Univergirl.
Mother
and
baby
are
being
or the year after? That would His commandmentsapproved.
a few friends informally Thursday
oil wells near Hamilton have prov- of the bride.^pla>edthe piano Miss Vander Ven to
sity of Michigan hospital, Ann
mean the negation of government Yet even so the tale is not com- August 1 at a luncheon in the cared for by Mrs. John Palmtxis en successfulwith the Nyhuis No. solo, "One Rose." and also the
Arbor. His condition was reportat
her
home
here.
plete. The heavens are glorious. Gogolin cottage at Buchanan
itself in France.
1 in Section 16 producing 100 bar- IvOheogrmwedding march "I Marry August 11
ed today as "good as could be exGod
s
law
I*
recognizable
and
perThe trials of the leaders in
The approaching marriage of pected "
beach. The afternoon was 'pent in
rels daily and the Walters No. 1 Love You Truly." was sung by
France seem the result of much feet, but man unlike the sun that playing bridge, with prizes tor high BED,
in Section 15 delivering 70 bar- Miss Florence Hill, eousin of the Miss Virginia Vander Ven. daughFuneral services for Cornelius
the same kind of spirit that at the warns him. can err can retx*l.can score going to Mrs (' V Miller
groom, preceding the service.
ter of J. H Vander Ven of 33 East De Kam. Sr. 83, who died Frirels pfi day
DESTROYED
BY
FIRE
end of the World war was symbol- disobey He can understand the and Mrs. William Lokkor Then
The bride wore
gown of 13th St., to Robert L. Stewart, day morning at the home of hi*
This new field has caused conized by the cry. "Hang the Kaiser " heavens and approve of God * were V~ guests.
siderableactivity and six more oil white net with a satin slip and son of Mrs. Mina Stewart of daughter,Mrs. James Schoon. in
Hate, and in this case despair laws, but can not understandor
Fire of undeterminedongm. rigs are moving in
corsage of sweet peas. Her only Wyandotte, has been announced. Grand Rapids, will be held Monmust have some outlet. Reason and ma'ler his own heart Hence tne
discovered about 6 p.m. Sunday by
The
field
in
and
surrounding •ornament was a string of pearls, The wedding will take place here day at 2 p.m. at the Holwerda
Man of G.H. Township
a woman passing -the home, dc- section 8 yielded only the discov- gift of the groom. Her maid of Sunday. Aug. 11 at the Vander Funeral home, with intermentat
Justice have very little to do with psalmi'ts prayer that he be
cleansedfrom secret faults and
it.
Has
Festival Guests stroyed a bed. bedclothmg and ery well and one other producer as honor. Miss Genevieve Moose, Ven home. After a wedding trip Rest lawn cemetery. Survivors inpresumptuoussins
burned a hole in the floor of the against six dry holes. Drilling :s wore a gown of blue net with sa- into northern Michigan,the cou- clude the widow, two daughters,
The Bible is our guide to God.
THE CHI'RTH INVITES YOU
bedroom
in the home of Mr and still continuing, however, by H. K. tin slip and a corsage of sweet ple will reside in Wyandotte.
four sons, and a son-in-law,
Grand Haven. Aug 8 Special
It temuid' us that God speaks in
peas.
There is more security in
Mrs.
Fred
Meyer.
608
Lawndale
Mias
Vander
Ven
was
gradu- Levi Kouw of Holland; also 38
Nelson,
who
drilled
in
the
discovGeorge (' Borck. of Grand HaLyle Snyder served as lies t man ated from Holland High school in grandchildren and 14 great grandcorporation than in an individual I universallanguage to all own. preven township, had the followingin,U,t- M,s M,'y,T
*aS ery well. The Pollakker No. 1. in
A reception for 40 guests fol- 1935 and from the Edward W. children.
concern. The secret of 'he success paring them to seek and appreno serious loss
Section 9. proved dry
guests at his home for the coast
lowed the ceremony, with the Sparrow nurses training school in
of a corporation is the training, ciate the truths revealed to those guard water fete J. Gordon RanGernt Jaarda, 611 Lawndale
Betty and Martha Sikkel of
Mesdames Oonk, Fairbanks, Van Lansing in 1939.
of the younger generation and, who will listen further We need kin. of Utica, stale department court, and V. R. Hungerlord,621
Pine Ave. are spending the weekDyke and H. Johason and Miss
placing under this trained genera- the Bible, not because we know commander of the U. S Spanish Lawndale court, rushed into the Seek Whereabouts oi
end in Gand Rapids with rela«
nothing about God without it. but
Lois De Neff serving. Out-oftion the responsibilities o' the eonhome
and
had
the
fire
under
conlives.
War
veterans, and his staff which
Sons
oi
Ben
C.
Davis
town guests were Mr. and Mrs. Couple Is Married in
cern. Death does not wreck such a Itecause we know so much that we consists of Duncan McCall, chief trol by the time firemen armed ,n
C. Kruithoff and children. Mary,
SEEK INTRUDER
business. Ofttimes an individual need more. Wc can know enough of staff, and John Ireland. ad|u- respoase to a silent alarm
Holland
police and Deputy Raymond and Cass. Jr., of Alle- Holland Parsonage
to
make
us
grope
after
God.
Local police were called to th<^
concern goes out of existence beThe Meyer family was not at
tant. of Detroit: Herbert BurnMiss
Arlene
Ter
Meer,
daughSheriff William Van Etta were gan; Miss Ruth Fredericksonof
home of Ted Snyder. 78 East 14t
cause of the death of one man enough to make us aware of trans- house, lieutenant of the Milwau- home at the time, having gone to
endeavoringtoday to locate rela- Manistee,and Albert Nichols of ter of Mr. and Mr*. Ter Meer of
This principle holds good in church , k’ression and sin. but not enough kee fire department;Carl Pishion, Castle park for the evening. They
St., on Monday to Investigate
route
5,
and
Ren
Koopman,
son
to give us a message of lor- captain of the West Allis. Wis. wore advised later of the fire and tives of Bon (\ Davis who died Wellston.
a report that someone was atlife and moral accomplishment'
recently in City hospital. IndianaThe/ couple will be at home at of Mrs. Mary Koopman of 84 East tempting to enter the home
To make the most of the Christ- givcness.
fire department; Joseph Krebs, returned home.
18th
St.
were
united
in
marriage
polis, nd.
24 East Ninth St., after Sept. 1.
ian life it needs to be associated
manager of a fuse company branch
Friday at 2 p.m. in the parson- through the rear door.
According to a letter received

Thf Works »nd the Word of God
Grand Haven, Aug. 8 (S|>ecial)
Psalm 19
-Tony Evink. 28. 204 East 14th
St.. Holland, pleaded guilty to a
By Hrnry Grerllngn
charge of stealing and unlawfully
removing a wheel and tire Irom a
God has made the world a place car upon arraignment Aug 3 beof beauty. He has decorated the fore Judge Fred T. Miles in Otheavens With glitteringstars and tawa circuit court.
Judge Miles indicated he would
the earth with millions of gorgeg*nUnel Prinllnf Co. Offlc, M-MWr.t oils flowers. How has He done pass sentence next Friday. The car
HolUnd. Mt<-hH«n
this' What are the direct uses of belonged to Edwin Redder and the
the peacock, with its glorious incidentoccurred July 17. 1940, in
Enteird •« spcond
*l
thf pout offlcf *t Holland Mich plumage, and the swan with its Holland
under th« act of Cnnirpn March 3. faultless grace, and the kingfisher
Evink told the court that in 1937
1879.
in its jewelled flight' One writer he was sentenced from Pet os key
C A FRENCH Editor end M-msgcr asks why the eyes of the ante- to serve from two to five years at
W. A. BUTLER. Business M-n«g-^ lope should t>o jxdished or the Ionia on a larceny charge and was
releasedfrom prison March 3
Telephone — New* item.
, ramlx.w painted on the cloud.
Advertising «nd ^ubscripi ion*. 3191 VV|iat „ the secret of all this la- 1939 His 18-month parole would
N.tlon.l Advert'elngBepreeentemr ^
,f „ ,s no, ,hal the
expire Sept. 3. 1940.
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with other Christ iaas. Why not ac-

cept the invitationand go
church next Sunday'

Drunk Driving Charge
Ralph Alters, 51 Gunnison, S

W., Grand Rapids, pleaded not
guilty to

a

charge of drunken

driving upon his arraignmenton
lllonday before Municipal Judge
Raymond L. Smith. Date for his
•trialwas set for Tuesday, Aug. 13.
at JO a.m.
.

..Alters was

for Assaulting Hit

John Y'anden Brink

|

Wife

3.3. 251

Beginning to Flow

Washington Blvd. was sentenced
to serve 30 days in the county
jail in Grand Haven on a charge
of assaultand battery after pleading guilty on his arraignmentbefore Municipal Judge Raymond L.
Smith Monday.
Vanden Brink is alleged to have
assaulted his wife, Mrs. Nina Vanden Brink. Saturday night at the
home of her uncle, Tony Vander
Bie. The arrest was made by Hol-

endeavoring to
raise .$200 bond. He was arrested land
Saturday night by local police.
‘

Term

TRY THE NEWS CLASSIFIEDS

to

Motorist of G.R. Denies

;

Given Thirty-Day

in Milwaukee.

Charles Scott, route 2, Holland,
reported to police over the weekend that hi* adopted son, Jerry, 16,
had run away from home July 30.
He described the boy as five
feet, seven inches tall and weigh;
ing 135 pounds. He has light hair.
Mr. Scott, told police he wanted
the youth to return home on his
own accord but felt he should re-,
port hi* disappearance ft> police in
case anything should happen to
him.

police.

Club Has Picnic

Scene of Wedding
The marriage of Miss

Janet

The Past Noble Grand* club of Haasjes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Emtha Rebekah lodge held a John Haasjes, and Carl Van Ingfamily picnic •Friday night at the en, son of Louis Van Ingen, was
borne
Mr. and Mrs. George solemnizedFriday at 7 p.m. in
Vander Hill on North Shore the parsonage of Trinity Reformdrive, with 27 present; Game* ed church with the Rev. H. D.
r:
played, and prizes went to Terkeurstofficiating.The single
. Wolford, Virginia Bender. ring ceremony was used. The
Marie Haight, Mr*. Cora couple was attended by Mr*.
Mrs. Rose Ketchura Barnard Poppema and Cecil WaltEdEiler.
man.

terdam.

One letter said ‘that a letter
had been received from Mrs.

Smith a few days previous and
had been the first word In four
months. Mrs. Smith wrote regularly every week and Is under the
impressionthat the letters she
wrote had* been stolen for the
stamps. One letter asked her to
use plain stamp* because the
mails were raided and letter*
unusually heavy or containing extraordinary stamps were being
Governmenttaxes on tobacco stolen. Mr*. Smith had been using
used for cigaret* amount, to nearly new stamps because her nephew*

Trinity Parsonage

Past Noble Grands

by officials from an Indianapolis
undertaker.Davis, before his Letter Reveals That
death, said he, had four sons reRelatives Are Safe
siding in Holland,but that their
Mr*. Walter Smith, 93 East
first names could not be learned.
Any persoas knowing the 22nd St., who returned Friday
whereabouts of Mr. Davis’ rela- from spendinga week in Mason,
found several letters and cards
tives are asked to contact either
from relativesin The Netherlands
Van Etta or local police.
stating that all were well.
This is the first word Mrs.
Father Reports Adopted
Smith received from her relative*
since May, The letters were dated
Son Has Disappeared May 30 and says that all her
brother* and sister*are in Ams-

«

i£Sa

$1,000 per acre, the tax being $1 a
pound, and an average acre pro-

_
;

SUBSCRIBE TO THE

Mi

NEWS

were stamp

age of Immanuel church. The Rev
C. M. Beorthuis officiatedat the
single ring ceremony.

The couple wa* attended by
John Koopman. brother of the
bridegroom, and Mrs. John Koopman. sister of the bride.
The couple left on a short wedding trip and after their return
will make their home in an upstairs apartment in the Ter Meer
home on route 5.

MmMxae
IT* always lib Oum vhomdmin

us.0

AUGUST

OduonaTlQ*

Shower Compliments

monootr. food 1938.

Miu

Loretta Boss
Mia* Loretta Bos* was

guest
of honor at a miscellaneous show
er Wednesday, July 31, at the

home

oi Mrs. Gerrit Bolt® on
route 2. Games were played and
prize* were awarded to Mrs. John
Cobban, Miss Marion Nath ,.
two-courselunch was served.
Guests included Mrs. Joe Bolte,
Mrs. Henry
Dbban, Mrs. John Houting,Mrs.
John Hindert, Mias Rita Hindert, Mrs. William Nienhuis and
Miss Marion Nash.

Jl-Mlwjudada^dtethe
Union.1821. . 'a
POCK* COO-

“-SSffi?

collectors.

Another letter spoke of the
possibility oi a brother coming to

Baltimore's 1940 population was
set at 854,144, compared with 804,-

AmeriM.

874 in

1930.
‘

.

IS— Hugo Stock. Alabama,
rocnimitod to Supra
j

Court.

1937.

.
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Mandel Brothers

DUTCHMEN WIN

JUSTICE

COURT

8. 1940

A son was bom August 4 to Mr
and Mrs. Jack Siebellnk of East
Saugatuck in Holland hospital

.m

Holland, Zeeland Firms

ARREST Y0U1K

named Jackie

AT

OVER HOOSIERS

y.

BUSY

IS

Wendell.
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Dedcl of 151
East 14th St. left this morning for
New York where they will visit
Approximately500 persons, Inrelativesand • friends for two
eluding employes and their famil- beautiful and useful gifts were
weeks.
ies, attended a joint picnic of the presented. The evening was spent
Miss Martha Barkema has reCharles R. Sligh Co. of Holland in playing games and prizes were
turned to Holland after visiting
and the Sligh-LowryFurniture awarded to Mrs. Albert Vander
friends in New York for a few
Co. of Zeeland last Thursday after- HuLst, Miss Janet Vanden Bosch,
weeks. Her sister, Mrs. Katie
noon and evening at Tunnel park. Mrs. Elizabeth Brewer and Miss
Bowersox of Detroit, accompanied
A sports program was conduct- Ruth Groters. A two-course lunch
her home for a visit with her
ed in the afternoon and all prizes was served.
mother, Mrs. A. Barkema, and her
Those present were Mr. and
with the exception of a fish pond
sister Mrs. H. B. Weller.
for children under 5 years of age Mrs. Jacob Slagh, Mrs. Harold
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Frank of
were in cash. Some picnickers Brondyke, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Chicago spent the week-end with
went swimming. Supper furnished Vander HuLst and Wayne, Mr.
John De Witt at Montello park.
by the company consisted of hot and Mrs. K. J. Vanden Bosch,
James Woldring, son of Mr. and
Jake and John Vanden Bosch
dogs, coffee, ice cream, crackerMrs. George Woldring of East jack and soft drinks.
and the Misses Lavina BranderFifth St., underwent an appendechorst, Lorraine Bazaan, Marie
Featured in the sports program
tomy Saturday night at Holland was the ball game lietween the Babaan. Geneva Renkema, Milhospital.
Zeeland and the Holland plants dred Brewer, ElizabethBrewer,
Dorothy Nienhuis has returned with the former winning by a Ruth Groters, Hazel Kooyers,
Hazel De Ridder and Cornelia
to Detroit after spending three
score of 10 to 9. The pitcher for
Vanden Basch.
weeks with her parents, Mr. and

Join

Here

in Picnic

ON NEW

—

t

BY

10

TO

7

TALLY

Grand Haven. Aug. 8 (Special'
- Robert Randall. 21. and Charles
McLaughlin.25. of Grand Rapids,
pleaded eot guilty and furnished
cash bonds of $25 each Monday for their appearance at a
trial before Justice George V.
Hoffer, Thursday, Aug. 22, at 10

South Bend's Studebakersknotted the count at six-allin the
first of the sixth inning of their
postponed game with the Holland Flying Dutchmen at Riverview park Tuesday before the Hollanders sped ahead in their half

a.m.

They were charged with

creat-

ing a disturbance Saturday night,
July 27. at The Bam.
Joe Cain, 27, route 1, Nunlca,
and Frank Majkol, 22, of Lansing
each paid a fine of $2 and coats of

of the sixth to a 10-7 victory.

The Dutchmen slipped badly in
the first of the sixth when the
Studes loaded the bases twice ami
scored four runs after the locals
had given four walks and commit-

$1 to Justice Hoffer Saturday

Cl

Grand Haven, Aug. 8 (Spedal)
—Lee Hosier, 19, route 1, Grand

7

Haven, whose examination wai set

for

Monday

before

Ji,

Howard W. Erwin of
on a charge of entering wit
breakingon July 17 the cement ]
block factory of John Holtrop In
office of ProsecutorElbern
sons’ this forenoon. Upon
his story the original
and warrant were dismissed and a
new one, signed by Edward Ry- ;j
cenga, charginghim with
ing and entering in the nightime

Cain was charged with failing to
give a signal in making a left turn
was issued.
ors to three hits in his seven inwith his car and Majkol was
Hosier claims the alleged off<
the Zeeland team was James
nings. Lefty Van Witren took over
charged with failing to have his M. P. Nienhuis, Montello park. She
occurredJuly 10. Upon arraignSmeenge and pitchers for the
for the last two rounds and gave
car under control. Majkol’s car is l«; convalescing from a fractured
ment on the latter charge, he
local team were Peter Piersema Twin Boys Honored
one hit and one run. Vandenberg
alleged to have struck the rear of shoulder and will return to work
waived examination and was bound
and Gerald Beyers. The umpire
also walked seven and fanned 11
the Cain car Saturday afternoon, shortly.
at Birthday Party
over to September term
was Gerrit (Whitey) Mulder.
Lefty walked one and struck three
the accident occurring in Nunica
Mrs. F. N Jonkman, 576 State
Delwln and Duane Grlssen, twin under $500 bond which
Kenneth Van Wieren and Don
The Dutch cannoned Bob
Edward Zimmerman,24, Grand St , and her sister. Miss Celia
Northuis won the balloon race for sons of Mr. and Mrs. G. Grlssen, furnished.
Doetsch who went nine innings (or
Haven, was assessed a fine of $1.'9 Schepers of McBain, left this
Charges against Raymond Plrtlboys 6 to 8 and Neiva Tubcrgen celebratedtheir fourth birthday
15 hits. He walked only one
and costs of $1 on charge of fail- morning on a trip to New York
and Elaine Donnelly won the pea- anniversary Friday with a party. or, 19. route 1, Spring Lake,
If there's anything funnier or on the theatricalhorizon. Each
and struck only two.
ing to have his car under control and Washington,D C.
nut carryingcontest for girls 6 Prizes were awarded to David rested with Hosier, were
In the second inning Tuesday more provocative of loud, contin- bounce is a laugh in this act. and upon his arraignment Saturdav
Mr. and Mrs. John
Walls to 8.
Moan and Ronald Bronson and as. according to the story
there are plenty of bounces. The
Holland jumped into a four-run uous laughter than the antics of
afternoon. His car is alleged to and Mr and Mrs. Joseph Sohn all
Parsons by Hosier, Parker
In the balloon-tied-on-belt
con- refreshmentswere served.
Mandels will !« a part of both aflead which it held (or five innmgv the Mandel Brothers in then bounchave struck two light poles and a 0f Bedford, Ind., are visitingMr
Those invited were Henry and asleep in the car when Hosier
test for boys 10 to 12, Kenneth
ternoon
and
evening
grandstand
Then things began to fall to pieces.
tree last Thursday when he fail- and Mrs. John Eaton of WaukaNorthuis and Howard Busscher Billy Vander Bie, Mary Lou alleged to have stolen some aitwing-bed act. it has failed to appear programs at the Ionia Free Fair.
Holland began allowing unearned
ed to negotiate a curve at Waverlj zoo. the group having arrived Friwere declared winners. In the Schipper, David Moran, Ronald mobile oil and knew nothing of
runs to score and it looked like
and Fnant Sts.
day night.
contest for girls 10 to 12, Donna Bronson, Beverly Joan Grissen the crime until the boys kirived J
they were going to end up on the
Thomas 11 Hume, 52. of MuskeA large crowd of local persons Wiersma and Ruth Busscherwere and Sally Van Dyke.
home.
TRANSFERS
BRING
IN
gon paid a $1 fine and casts of attended the summer Bible contail end ol another game
winners.
Gerald
Hossink
and
GerIS
Ken Vanden Berg of! in the
$3.35 for driving a bus on US-31 ference at Maranatha grounds
NEARLY SIX
ald Naber won the three-legged
Instructors to Coach
without license plates. Hume near Muskegon Sunday. Dr. R. A. sack race for boys 12 to 15 and Miss Annis Will
second with a single to right field
Forrest
of
Toccoa
Falls.
Ga„
was
and Bill Vandenberg got on on a
claims
he
was
making
delivery
of
i Grand Haven. Aug R (Special)
Grand
Rapids
Man
Leona Vryhof and Lois Hackett
Sportsmen at Shoot j
third baseman's error Nels Van
Frank Bottje. regusterof deeds the bus and had forgot to place (he speaker for the week Kvan- won the throwing-balls-at-dummy
Mr. and Mrs. James Annis, 338
gelist Clifford Lewis of Cleveland.
Lente and Wenzel (lied out. Vanthe
plates
on
it.
of Ottawa county, reports the folcontest for girls 12 to 15.
Washington Ave., announce the enAnnouncement was made here j
den Berg scoring on one of them
lowing real estate transactions Dan Prentiss,30, of Nunica. paid Trnn.. also spoke. These two
In the cigar smoking contest for gagement of their daughter, Eve- by the Holland Fish and
speakers
and
the
Mason
Bell
before timer Van Wieren clocked
f|np an(^ costs of $3.35 for
men Arend Naher and Otto Van- lyn. to Richard Bird, son of Mr. club that competent Ins
Holland residents got their first which were received in lus office j
another single to right. The !>
for recording lor the two weeks driving his car without an opera- Ringers of Las Angeles. Calif., der Plaats were winners. Mrs. R.
and Mrs. Claude Bird of Grand will be on hand to instruct
taste
of
summer
weather
during
Neff boys each came up with a
ending July 31, 1940 122 deeds 52 I tor's license He was arrested Sai- will continue throughout the com- Zeedyk and Mrs. Vennema won Rapids. The wedding will be an
men as to their shooting at
ing
week.
Capacity
crowds
filled
July
as
the
temperature
soared
to
double scoring three more runs.
mortgages. two liens. 35 dischargesurday in Nunica by state pollc»
the pop drinking contest for wo- event of the near future.
weekly trapshoot Friday it 6
the auditorium Sunday. About 500
Harry De Neff led the win- 9H on July 2.') when the heat wave of mortgages,two sheriff's deeds, and arraigned later that day.
men and Mr. and Mrs. James
p.m. in Conservation park, east of
Edmund
Tedesco, 19, of Chicago, had been staying on the grounds.
ner's batting average with four
Smeenge won the men's and wowas broken by a severe electrical 18 probate papers, six chattel abthe city.
Gordon
H.
Casting
of
route
1.
Son oi Local Couple It
was fined $20 and casts of $3.75
hits in the form of two doubles 'o
stracts.one plat, three
men’s balloon throwing contest.
Sportsmen and hunters
Holland,
has
been
awarded
the
center field and two singlesin five storm.
renewals, 2 land contracts 53 oil f°r driving his car without license
Chairmen of the various comStationed
on
New
Ship
vited
to attend these
Bronze
Tuxls,
the
first
of
a
serThe
heat
record
surpassed
the
plates He had started from Chicatimes at bat. He led off in the
mittees for the event were George
leases, 19 assignments of oil leases
which have been held for
fourth with a double and Ev De ] 1939 heat mark by two degrees. 27 discharges of oil lea>es, two go and drove as far as Grand Hav- ies of three medals eagerly Tubergen, refreshments; Elmer
E B Stover of Atlanta, Ga„ son years in order that sportsmen
Neff sent him in on a long triple The 1939 record ol % degrees was
en on his way to Pentwater when sought after by students in the Northuis. sports; (\ A. Dokter,
right of was, five assignments of
summer schools at the Culver
of Mr. and Mrs. George Stover of train for the fall hunting
also to center field.
arrested.
tickets,ami Herbert Ten Haven,
recorded Sept. 15.
mortgages, 4 part releases of mortAt last Friday’s shoot, the folCentral park, will serve as first
After four South Benders had
Raymond Richardson,25, and Military Academy, Culver, Ind. grounds.
Maximum temperatures for July gages. one ixiwer of attorney. 341
Costing
had
the
distinction
of
belieutenant aboard the U. S. S. lowing high scores were made:'
scored in the sixth, one forced of past years, according to the chattel mortgages,66 discharges Robert Lyttle, 31, of Hesperia,
ing the first Summer Naval
Prairie, the new $25,000,000 ship Sam Althuis, 23; Dr. R. Nykamft
in on a walk. Holland began its monthly weather report of Bert
of chattel mortgages.13 museel- each paid a fine of $10 and costs
which was put into service at 22; G. Huizenga, 21; L SU
winning rally. Harry De Neff and Smith, local weather observer, laneous papers, and one hill of sale, of $4.65 and each sentenced to School midshipman to receive the Bride-Elect Is Feted at
the navy yard at Philadelphia. 20; Dr. H. De Vries, 19; G.
Elmer Van Wieren each got to were as follows: 1939 91 on July the total receipts being $575.50.
serve five days in the county award this year.
Miscellaneous Shower
Ralph
De
Maat,
20
Graves
PI
The
new ship is the mother ship er, 18; E. Woldring,18; J. W(
first on singles and advanced on
jail on charges of creating a dis5; 1938 87 on July H and 7 1937
displayed an unusual bloom of the
Miss Janet Vanden Bosch, of 18 submarine destroyers, is ring, 16; G. Eby, 16.
-1
a pitcher's error. Van Wieren scorturbance
at
a
barbecue
stand
- 91 on July 7. 8 and
. 1936 99
Mias New Zeeland species of daughter of Mr. and Mrs. K. J 600 feet long, has a capacity of
'yJjii
ed on a wild pitch, which sent De
across from the state police post
on July 13.
gladioliat The Sentinel office Vanden Basch, was guest of 20,000 tons and carries 600 offiThe planet Jupiter Is 1,200
Neff to third. He later scored
Saturday morning.
Minimum temperature for the
today. The plant was 60 inches honor at a miscellaneous shower cers and men.
larger than the earth. By con _
when Driscoll flied out.
past month was 45 and was recordhigh with three spikes,eight blos- Friday evening at her home She
son. Mars, is only one-seventh the
Bill Vandenberg socked a long
ed July 2. It compares with past
soms on one of the spikes and 15 will be an August bride. Many Sentinel Went Ad* Bring Reeolta! size of the earth.
double to lead off in the eighth. years as follows:1939—46 on Juh
buds in all. The flower was salNels Van Lente followed him with
16: 1938 — 54 on July 15 and 24.
mon colored. The flowers were
a single and swiped second before
1937 — 46 on July 1 and 27- 19.36
grown in his garden at his home
(From Monday’* Sentinel)
Van Wieren'sthird single scored -46 on July 30.
Two cousins. Herbert Wybenga
Peter C. Sikkel of this city Is
them both.
Fcnnvillo. Aug. 8 (Special' —
The average maximum temperand Harold Knoll, are recovering
attending
the
31st
annual
conAB
H
F.
R
Houth Bend
ature for July was 84 and com- Mrs. Myrtle Luplow, 67, died of a vention of the National Associa- in Holland hospital from appenA 11
2
0
Schwartz. If
........4
pares with past vears of 83 5 in heart attack while seated at the tion of Piano Tuners. Inc., at the dectomies. Knoll, son of Mr. and
0 0 1
Wrobel. 2b
...........
2
1
1939. 81.6 in 1938' 83 6 in 1937 87 breakfast table in her home, one Puntlind Hotel, Grand Rapids this Mrs. Henry Knoll of 174 East
2 0
............5
1
in 1936.
Fourth
St.,
submitted
to
an
operamile north of Eennnville, this week.
..........
3
0 0
Thomas, c
1
Average minimum temperature morning. She had risen and preBilly Ketcham of West !3th tion Friday and young Wybenga,
Kurzmicz. lb ...........5 (l
for last month was 62 and for the
pared the morning meal with no St., returned Saturday night after son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Wy0
Crimmins ss ..........5 0
same month of past years was 61 9 apparentfeeling of discomfort.
spending a week at the White benga of 129 East 16th St., underRupel. rf
........... 3
0 0
in 1939, 63,2 in 19.38, 61 in 1937.
River coast guard station near went an operation Saturday.
She
was
the
former
Myrtle
Kurtz, cf
1
0 0
62 7 in 1936.
Miss Mabelle Du Mez and Miss
Whitehall, where he visited relaGano.
born
Oct.
6.
1872
at
Sodus.
Doetsch. p
1
0
..........5
Thus, the average temperature She was married to Mr. Luplow tives. He also attended the coast lola Nowlin have returned from
Bargo, 2 b
0 0 0
.........
was 73. In past years for July, it
Chicago where they attended the
Sabrow-ki, rf ....... 2 0 1 0 was 72.7 in 1939. 72.4 in 1938. 72 3 Feb. 2, 1904. and they had since guard fete in Grand Haven.
Mrs. W. C. Snow left yesterday Chicago gift show at the Palmer
made their home at the present
1
in 1937 and 74 8 in 1936.
va
location with the exception of one by train for Detroit Lakes. Minn., House.
Totals
37 7 4 5
Precipitationfor the month year. Her husband is a prominent where she will visit her sister,
(From
Friday’*
Sentinel)
AB R H E amounted to 2.17 inches and tell on
Holland
; Tuetday thru Friday
Mrs. B.
Flewell, and family,
fruit grower of this district.
Hazel Bonzelaar, Dorothy Bos.
H. De Neff 2b
5 3 4 3
six days. In 1939. it totaled 71
for a week.
Survivors
beside
the
husband
are
Fanna
Tripp
and
Ruth
Boer
are
0
E. De Neff. 3b ..........5
1
of an inch and fell on six day> For
•)
three daughters. Mrs. George Mr. and Mrs. J. P Garlough spending a week at Ottawa beach
Neifert, lb
()
0
.........4
1938, it was 4 28 inches for nine
* t.2
Meidema and Mrs Russell Sova of and daughters, Janet and Patnria, oval.
Drcscoll. rf
........5
0 0
IfcV/ •, • • \
days; 1937. 2.13 inches for ti\e
of Ricky River, O, former Hol2
it
Holland
and
Mr>.
Vera
Mankin
of
J
Tonight will be held the last
0
Vanden Berg, ss .......... 5
i'r.-yvr
days and 1936, .33 of an inch for
land residents, have arrived at Bible class conducted by Dr.
Eennville; two sons, Charles and
Vandenberg,p
........ 4
five days.
Macatawa
Park.
Mrs.
Garlough
Dean Luplow of Fennville;one sisE. Pietch at the City Mission
0
Van Lente, cf
..... 4
1
1
During July there were 21 clear
and the children will be here until Sept. 20
ter, Mrs, Audrey Pinkham of Sod0 1) 0
Wenzel, c
..... 4
until Sept. 1. Mr. Garlough will
days, nine partly cloudy days and
VvTXnV-.
D. J. Te Roller has returned
us: and nine grandchildren
3 0
If ........ 4
stay two weeks
nne cloudy day. In 1939, there were
from nearly a three months' trip
Mrs. Luplow was a member of
21 clear eight partly cloudy and
Mrs. F. E. DeWeese and daughto the Pacific coast. He visited
the order of Eastern Slar of Fenn40 10 15 7
Totals
ter, Mary Ann, and the former'*
two cloudy days; 1938. 18 clear. 12
South Bend
001 014 001 7 partly cloudy and one cloudy das’. ville and was affiliatedwith the mother and aunt, Mrs. Clara No- relatives in Los Angeles. Palo
Alto, Calif , .Seattle and Oak HarBaptist church.
040
20x 10
Holland
ble and Miss Allie Engle of Alle1937, 22 clear, seven partly cloudy
bor on Whidby Island. Wash
Batteries:Doetsch and Thomas,
gan.
spent
Thursday
and
Friday
and two cloudy da\s; 1936, 25
where his brother, the late Hein
Vandenberg. Van Wieren and Wenin Flint.
clear, five partly cloudy and one
Te Roller,helped settling Hollandzel.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Van
Eck
cloudy day.
ers years ago. Other places of
iTTTTHTmi
were in Lansing Friday to visit interest he visited were Boulder
The prevailing wind last month
their
children,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilwas
from
the
xmthwest
and
was
DEFENSE IS
Dam. Grand Canyon, Carlsbad
Mr and Mrs.
lard Westveer,later going to Ann
from the same direction in 1939
Caverns, and Coulee dam.
imo
a
ot7
t
imn
.
familv.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Albert
LlAT RALLY 1938 and 1937. In 193b. it \va.->
Arbor to see their son. Edward
,
Benjamin HuLst returned to his
zmga and fami v and Mr and Van Eck, who has been taking
the northwest.
home Wednesday morning from
Mrs B. J Vruggink attended the
nr
Grand Haven. Aug. 8 (Special)
graduate work at the University Holland hospitalwhere he underfuneral at Allegan Saturday for
— At the annual seventh district
of Michigan during the summer went an appendectomy.
•
•
Philip Le Hu is, son ol Rev. and
Numerous Reservations
rally of Veterans of Foreign Wars
session. The latter has returned to
The Mission orchestra will preHlUriout bouncing-bed comtdisns
Mrs. J La Hills who was accidenhere Saturday and Sunday, senti- Made at Tunnel Park
his work with the Alabama Slate sent its monthly sacred concert
tally drowned at Dumont lake
ment for a strong national deHealth department,but will take Sunday at 7 15 pm. in the City
CHAMPION JUMPING HORSES
.
Numerous reservations
The Rev. H Van Dyke of Holfense program and unrelenting atadvantageof another leave of ab- Mission A brief message will he
family reunions and miscellaneousland who occupied the pulpit of
Mervtlt ol balancing end ecrobstic tl(ill
tack of fifth column activities was
sence to return to the university given by SuperintendentGeorge
picnics at Tunnel park this week the local church Sunday was a
expressedby State Department
again in the fall. He is working Trotter
The De Feyter family made a dinner guest of Mr. vand Mrs.
»
Commander Otto Silver of Detroit. reservation for a reunion Sunday
on his doctorate in bactenologv
Tile Rev C A. Stoppels of
Henry Klamer.
A
lest
end
furious
game
of
spills
end
thrills
More than 200 from posts in with 75 present. Reservations for
Charleen McCormick. 210 West Bethel Reformed church will
Mr. and Mrs.
Newenhouse
western Michigan,including Hol- Tuesday included the Den Uyl reimjAvf •
and children of Zeeland and Mr. 20th St., is visiting in Chicago this preach in Unity Reformed church,
•
land, Grand Haven, Muskegon, union for 100, the Maple Avenue and Mrs. John Newenhouse visit- week.
1 RINOCNt'
Miuskegon.Sunday.
DAREDEVIL
Ludingtonand Muskegon Heights, school circle lor 60 and the West
Clarence
Buurrna,
Bobby
NyIntrepid eerielists performingbresth-teldng stunts
Tlie
Mlisp.s
Sarah
Jean
and
ed Mr. and Mrs. John Kort SunAERIAL CYCLHT
NWZin « Mg IMB HUB MB
j
Ixver and Eugene De Witt have re- Alma Lubbers and Caroline and
attended and took part in the coast Michigan Poultry Association for
day evening.
turned from a week's camping at Dorothy Veldhof of East Saugaguard water fete parade Satur- 150.
Mr. and Mrs
Brandt and
day afternoon.The Sunday sessions
tuck are spending the week in a
in THE
The Japink reunion was held family of Bauer spent an even- Ottawa beach.
were held in the local post's head- Wednesday with 50 present. Res- ing recently at Mr home of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Nienhuis of trailer at Ottawa beach.
quarters. Speakers included A. C. ervations for Thursday include the and Mrs. L Van Heukelum
Muskegon visited at the home of
Mias Margery Brooks, student
Britton of Battle Creek, depart- Beaverdam school alumni associaRobert ('urtis.s of Hudsonville Mrs. Nienhuis’s parents. Mr. and at Chicago university who is
spending her vacation here, will
ment senior vice-commander;Wil- tion reunion for 100 and a stag was the speaker at the CF meet- Mrs. J. Van Zoeren, Sunday
liam Tarr of Ludington, seventh party for the Holland American ing Sunday evening. Mrs. Weaver
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Giebink and sing the offertory solo at the
district commander; and Harry Legion band. About 45 are ex- of Grandville played two accord- children of Grand Rapids visited morning service in Grace EpiscoBaggott. commander of the Grand pected at the annual affair which ion solos.
at the home of their parents. Mr. pal church Sunda>
Mrs. John De Good and son,
Haven post.
will feature a steak roast. Andrew
Gerrit De Cook of Grand and Mrs. G. Giebink Sunday.
There are 27 pasts in this dis- Ver Schure is chairman.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Whitehouse of Donald, of Grand Rapids were in
Rapids is visiting his sister and
trict and mast of them were repreA group of Grand Rapids num- brothers.
Chicago,and Mr. and Mrs. W il- Holland Thursday visiting friends
sented by large delegations. Sil- bering 75 will gather at the park
Mr. and Mrs. J.
Proskey liam Davis of Dundee, III. were and relatives.
Mrs. Ben VV. Brower of North
ver held a place of honor on the Friday for a picnic. Saturday res- and Len De Cook attended 'he week-end visitorsat the home of
parade’s reviewing stand. Many ervations include the Lugten re- Hofmeyer reunion last Thursday Mr. and Mrs. George Matchinsky. Holland who has been confined to
ANN ASHLEY
remained in Grand Haven over union for 75. the Vander Wal re- at Johnson Park.
Dorothy, Elaine, and Laverne her home for the past two weeks
CAPTIVATING ,
night. Supper was served by mem- union for 50 and the Holland
Mr. and Mrs. A. Nyhuls at- Ter Haar returnedto their home due to severe knee injuriesfrom
singing touMtrm
an
auto accident of March 21 has
ber* of the local auxiliary.
VFW post for 150.
tended the funeral of Mr. Knap yesterday in Muskegon after visitNine All CIMICAl MEIIIMEIT
at the Beaverdam Reformed ing for the past week at the home been taken to a Grand Rapids
specialist for x-ray examination
cvhurch last Thursday.
of Rodger and Phylis De Weerd of
Unsuccessful Search Is
and treatments.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wabeke and West 13th St.
i
75
The Rev. and Mrs. Lavern VanMr.
and
Mrs.
H.
Vander
Wa)
Held for ‘Tipsy* Driver
Special music at Fourth ReMetier
of Cinmioii*
spent Sunday at North Holland formed church was furnished by der Hill of West Nyack, N. Y.,
with their mother, Mrs. H/Tenc- Louis Jalving in the morning and arrived Thursday for a month's
After receivinga report that his
visit with his parents,Mr. and Mr*.
kinck.
car had struck two posts and the
by Mrs. B. Molenaar and Mrs. B.
Henry Vander Hill. 18th St. and
«
rear end of a parked car, Holland
Hill in the evening.
Washington Ave., and with her
A kMt J m*** «i4 itnkf Not ia « MpwUHv* »ct et rfcytW** (W wJ muwc
’ police were unable to find trace
Gillis Sale of Montello park i*
Forty Women Attend
SIX MELODY MEN
mother, Mrs. Charles Fisher of
of a * drunken driver Saturday
confined to Holland hospital for
Grand Haven.
about 11 p.m.
Yacht Cluh Luncheon
treatmentof infectionon his leg.
M
h wtcSufaq ****** wq «nd d*»e*
.. The Rev. and Mrs. Stanley Ver
Police were informedthe driver
Mrs. Henry Maentz and Mrs. Mrs. Sale is *lso in the hospital
Hey
and
children, Jay Stanley
AcrobcKcton Ryiog
itruck the two posts and the car of
Chester Van Tongeren were high where she has been ill since Jan- and Valerie, of Sunnyside,N.Y.,
Arthur De Witt, 228 Ottawa St.,
I OrifiMt, Motic. btMMM •« pr*Mflt*<iwMi dr*m*tic«>y tytvd ictnei ol on*fR«l
score prize winners at the weekly uary,
arrived iii Holland Wednesday and
Zeeland, as he attempted to drivp
bridge-luncheon held .Tuesday aftMrs. Ross Snyder who has been will spend the month of August
from the alley on College Ave„ beernoon in the Macatawa Bay Yacht visaing relativesand friends here
with the former’smother, Mrs.
tween Eighth anrf Ninth Sts. at the
club. About 40 women attended for the past three weeks has reHAROLD
A Vp. lip, M*n«* tmktit ol comic c*p*n.uppm* *1 emt* cm twin of
Jacob Verhey, 7 West 17th St.
Tho C0U0 owl tko
rear of the former J. C Penney Co.
the affair. Hostesses were Mrs. turned to her home in Elk Point,
MRAibivo
comicality
Mary Belle Jerrens, 86 West
tore.
Dr. W. J. Rooks, of East Hol- Willis Diekemf and Mrs. Bob 8. D.
12th St, filed application for a
V^NOJi
Mrs. De Witt was in the car. Al- land veterinarian, celetyated his Herrman. Luncheon flowers were
Mr*. Fred Kobe* of West 20th building permit with City Clerk
OANCCRS
SporUo^
tpoctram
of
K9M1
end
fo.fofflM
lyndvooaod
wilk
tko
d«nc*
in 0 ImIo
bert Volkema of Waukazoo also 75th birthday anniversaryJuly arrangedby Mrs. Kenneth Camp- St.
L siibmi
submittedto an emergency ap- Oscar Peterson today to enlarge
dwwor «f unforfottoMo
y
witnessed the antics of the drunk- 29 with a family party at his bell
pendectomyin Holland hospital a bedroom of her home, $100.
en driver, police said.
home. He was born in 1865 and
Hostesses for next week's lunch- Saturday.
James Gray in
of Holland paid
j
was graduated from the Ontario eon will- be Mrs. Maentz and Mrs. Mrs. Emma Vfllinger of West a fine and coat
coats of $3 to Munid’
*
^Argentine enjoys the same cli- Veterinary college in 1891 His in David Boyd.
12th St. has returned from a ten pal Judge Raymoftd
Ra
L. Smith
mate as the U. S. except that the good health and is still practicing
SOc
TICKET.
days’ trip to Marquette and the Sunday on a charga of parking
PBOMPTLY FILLID.
seasons are reversed.
a* he has for the past 46 years.
SUBSCRIBE TO THE NEWS upper p*"^*1*!
too near a fin hydrant
ted a couple errors.
Bill Vandenberg held the visit-
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One Stunt

STATES DANGER

of Holland’s Outdoor

G1 LOOKS TO

Club

MEDICINE

—

Wf

Rotary Speaker Point* Out

That Even Iodine Has

•-

Its Perils

r

~~

Castle park spoke to the

Holland Rotary club at Its Thursday noon luncheon in the Warm
Friend tavern last week.
One of the most interestingsections of his talk

was the com

pan

-

son of medicine as it- was practiced by the Syrians and Babylonians
3#X) years before Christ with the
way it is practiced today. For a
comparisonof the way in which
government is now trying to regulate medicine, he read a few of the
laws set down by these ancient
people about paying doctors so
much if they performeda certain
duty successfullyand cutting off
their hands if the operation was

'

HQQI l/.W
• Among the things

he listed as
dangerousif used by the individ-

When the Outdoor club of Holland held an outing Thursday

HURLS NO

night, July 25. at

HIT,

K
|

_
I

Ottawa beach,

the cameraman snapped the above
picture of four club members going through their stunts Phase
in the above picture are (left to
right) Russ Sakkers. Edward Carrier and Louis Carrier aiding
Marie Holmes in her tumbling act

drine inhalers.
iodine is dangerous, he explained^ because if it is used indiscriminately within a few days it will
burn or blister and make a minor
wound severe. It is an alcoholic
Borrman pitching n no-hit. noaoiution and if it sets king, the run game at JamestownAug. 1
alcohol evaporates and the solu- led Jamestown to another victory
tion ceases to be a tincture and over Phillips, 16-0.
becomes strong.
He struck out nine men in six
Benzedrine inhaling is all right. innings and allowed no one to gel
he explained for hay fever suf- as far as first.
ferers and people with low blood
Jamestown scored in every innpremure, but if a person has high ing but the last. They’ collected
blood pressure benzedrine may 16 runs on 14 hits off Vern Vande
false it enough to cause a stroke. Water, Van Langevelde and SerThe next two Rotary meetings ier. R. Fleser. and I. Fleser had
Mil be held at the Macatawa Bay three hits each to lead Jamestown.
L. De Young caught for JamesYacht club.

NO RUN GAME

[

of Religious Liberty

group*, who within their own do-,
main of authority deny to the in-

,

I

What's happening in America,
be said, is that the general desire
to get service for nothing has crept
Into the political background.
The discovery of copper meant
not only fighting and other tools
but also copper salts for medicine,
he relatedin another section of his

ual without a physician'sdirection
Were aspirin,which was already
the leading pain remedy 50 years
ago, tincture of iodine and benze-

Defense

''

not successful.

,

for

pudiate religious coercion, and
that the cultivation of a KenU-’
mental religioustolerance toward

Move

dividual hit religious liberties
should be condemned,because this
“America seems to be awaken- forth in the first amendment of tends toward the betrayal of a
ing to the fact that she alone of the federal constitution,‘Congress basic human right.
Grand Haven, Aug. 8 — Esti"We believe that subtle, and
the nations of power and influence shall make no law respecting an
mates have been made that Grand
establishment of religion, or pro- powerful forces are now at work
is left to defend the American
hibiting the free exercisethereof " within our own country, threatenHaven harbor will show a 25 per
system of government, with its
"We believe that the recogni- ing our democratic institutions;
cent Increase in harbor tonnage
foundation guarantee of free tion and the preservation of reliin 1940 over 1939. thus enabling
that the surest, and most effective
speech, free press and the right to gious liberty by civil governments,
the harbor to retain its position
method of maintaining security is
worship God according to the dic- involve the acknowledgement
she achieved as one of the leading
to strengthen the hands of the
tates of one's own conscience," through their constitution, written,
West Michigan harbors,placing
people of America in the God who
the Rev. B. L. Post, pastor of the or unwritten, that religion, or the
third behind Muskegon and Ludhas granted to every man the right
Seventh Day Adventist church, duty which every man owes to-his
to religious liberty, and therefore,
J
creator, does not come within the we call upon all who serve God,
Increased receiptsand ship- said Friday.
ments will total about 345.000 He said that a large and repre- cognizance of the government.
all who appreciate democraticin"We believe that the time lias stitutions, and all who desire to reteas more than last year when sentative group of religious leadthe port's tonnage was listed at ers of Protestants. Catholics and come for all friends of religious strain authoritarian,and totalitroughly 1.465,000tons. The antic- Jews gathered in Washington,D. liberty to consider that, within the arion aggression wherever found,
ipated total of at least 1.810,000 C., "to discuss what America past 25 years, one fourth of the to join in the defense of religious
tons should compare favorably should do to keep intact the prin- population of the whole world liberty."
with Muskegon, which totaled ciples of government wrought out has come under the sway of dictaDr. Charles Clayton Morrison,
about 1.745,000 tons last year, and by the foundingfathers, and es- tors, who either delimit,or comeditor of the "Christian Century,’’
pecially
guard
the
sacred
liberties
with Ludington. 1,645.000 tons in
pletely destroy the religious libwas the chief speaker in the mass
1939. both also expecting gains of conscience.
erties of the people over whom
meeting which followed this call.
The
following
statement
on
the
over last year.
they rule, and considering this alRev. Post said that he feels with
Grand Haven's rise to iLs for- principlesof religiouslibertywas arming fact, the friends of relithis group "that national safety
mer pas lion as a leading West adopted by the emergency commit- gious liberty should unite in its
and
prosperitydepends on that
Michigan port began in 1937 and tee and ratifiedby the national defense.
unity of purpose which would dihas continued steadily.The port conference:
"We believe that every friend
at one time totaled as high as
"We believe that religious lib- of religious liberty should exercise rect our steps in the way of the
founding fathers."
3,000.000 tons annually prior to erty is a God-given, ineradicable himself to the utmost in the maintransfer of car ferry and U»ke right, to be recognized and con- tenance of absolute religious libMichigan passenger lines to Mus- served by all human agencies that erty for his Jewish neighbor, his G.H. Driver Arrested
kegon in 1932 when the harbor exercise authority.
Roman Catholic neighbor, his Proslumped to less than 1,000,000 "We believe that religious lib- testant neighbor, and for every
After Car Rams Poles
tons
erty is the enjoyment by the in- one else. Profoundlyconvinced
The rapid increase in tonnage is dividualof the inalienableright to that any deprivation of this right
Grand Haven, Aug. 2 (Special)
attributed largely to development choose his religiousaffiliations,
is a wrong !o be challenged, we - Edward Zimmerman. 24, 515
of the ConstructionAggregates without coercion from any source
condemn evory form of compul- Lafayette St.. Grand Haven, failed
sand and gravel enterpriseat whatever."
sion in religion, whether it be exer- to negotiatea left turn at Waverly
Ferrysburg and establishment last
"We believe that religious liber- cised by a religiousbody, or by and Friant Sts. last Thursday
year of the Harbor Industries ty is the ultimate ground of demand his car struck two light poles
a civil state.
tank farm for storage of fuel be- ocraticinstitutions, and that when"We
believe that a basic dis- and was halted when it struck a
fore distribution in West Michitree. Arrestedby city police, he
ever this liberty is questioned, restinction between religiousliberty,
gan
was charged with failingto have
tricted.or denied, by any group,
Shipments of ConstructionAgand religious toleration must be his car under control.
political, religious, or philosophical,
gregates are expected to represent
the friends of religious liberty clearly recognized; that the moral
almost half of the harbor tonnage
should become greatly concerned. right to the full enjoyment of reLabrador husky dogs of Alaska
this year with estimatesplacing
"We believe in the total separa- ligious freedom can lx1 consistent- can pull a sled load of 150 pounds
the gravel plant’s total at about
900.000 tons. This amounts to tion of church and state, as set ly claimed only by those who re- per animal.

ington.

Dr. James Oosten of St. Louis.

Mo, and

Holland Pastor Reports on

TONNAGE GAIN

RISES IN USE OF

8, }940

DUTCH FIGHT

IS

more than 25 per cent
700.000 tons.

Reeman. Aug. 8 - - A vivid deof the invasion of The
Netherlands by the Germans has
been received by Max Bekkering
of Reeman, from his sister, Mrs.

Ottawa County

scription

Rifle Scores
Gerrit De Witt, 46. Bud Prins.
46; Don Prins, 44; Jack Van Hoff.
44; Allen De Vries. 44; Gordon De
Waard, 43; Russell Dyke, 43; Alvin Hoving. 43; Earl Danielson.
41; Joe Do Vries. 41; Harris Nicusma. 41; Abe Vanden Berg, 40; Russell Klcis. 39. Jarvis Ter Haar.

increase

over last year's total of roughly

Transfers

J. Benes, at Assen, Netherlands.

One of

her sons, Dick,

was

LOOK!

Real Estate

in

one of the battlesfought in north-

Jack C. Neville &

wf

to

George

ern Holland, but escaped injury'- Riddering& wf. Pt. SE\ Sec.
34-8-13 Village Marne.
All the family is safe, but faces
Rolland Thomas & wf. to Edan uncertain economic situation,
ward O. Jenkins & wf. Pt. Sti
it is indicated. Written May 30.
town and Dykstra caught for 39: Ralph Woldring. 3k: Frank the letter required almost two NW>* Sec. 1-7-15 Twp. Robinson.
Mrs Gertie Dekker To Ralph
Phillips.
j smit. 38. Henry Borr. 37; Isaac
months to arrive here
De Kraker. 37; L. Michmerhuizen, Expressing Divine thanks for Hoving & wf. Lot 22 Oakwood
35; Fred Van Slooten. .’15; Ranee their escape from peril. Mrs. Subd. Pt. NWU Sec. 20-5-15 Twp.
IS OFFERED TO G.R. Power Plant Held as
Overbeek. 35; Bam Althuis. 34. Benes writes,as freely translated: Holland.
I
Horace J. Beel <t wf. To HowCause of Disturbance Louis Van Ingen. 34; James Spruit. "War with all its horrors went
Grand Rapids. Aug. S-The city
I33; Neal Plagcnhoef, 31; Ted Wy- as a hurricaneover our father- ard C. Lawrence ft wf. Pt. W frl
pf Grand Rapids is considering an
'j Sec. 28-6-16 Twp. Port Sheloffer from Mrs. Benjamin S. HanHaving received numerous com- ma. 30.
land. I can merely say it was
don.
chett of a gift of land for the plaints. relative to a ''hissing-'
terrible. Our son. Dick, had the
Fred C. Me Crea ft wf. To Walextensionof South River Blvd. noise of escaping steam Tuesday
most harrowing experiences dur- ter Streeting & wf. Pt. Gov’t Lot
Mitt
Cobarn
Addresses
MOUth westward and for the estab- July 30, the HarringtonCoal Co.
ing those five days of invasion. 1 and Pt. SE frl ^ SE frl V4 Sec.
ttkhment of a new city park along said the noise was not caused by Missionary Society
For some time he had been on
Twp. Spring Lake.
J Grand River, west of the west a boat being tied up at their A regular meeting of the Wo- the line where they were anx- 9-8-16
Henry Nienhui*
wf. To
belt line road.
docks as many persons were led man’s Missionary society of First iously awaiting the German on- Benjamin Nienhuisft wf. Lot 19
Hie
land
is
located
in
Ottawa
The
f
to believe.
Reformed church was held Thurs- slaught, and of course receivedWesterhoff's Subd. Holland.
ty, the
the only condition being
The noise came from the new day. August 1. in the church the first blow. It was so unexpectI county,
Jacob Vander Schuur To Wilbe named in honor municipal power plant. As exthat the
the park
pa
parlors. Mrs. Nicholas Gosselink ed that many were taken prison- fred Baareman ft wf. Pt. SE‘i
late husband. The city plained by a board of public works
of her late
and Mrs. C. Mooi had charge of ers. But fact is that our Holland SEli Sec. 11-6-13 Twp. Georgedommiasion was hesitant in ac- official here, such noise will redevotions.Miss Ruth Lindsay soldiers fought like lions, and town.
cepting the gift because the city sult when a change is made from
played two accordion selections. many Germans were killed.
Lsaac Kouw ft wf To Robert J.
Ik not financially able to ade- one boiler to another as it is nec"Finally Dick and other soldiers Kouw ft wf. Lot 58 ft W'3 Lot
After the business session,Miss
quately maintain parks it already essary to let the steam escape.
Clara Cobum. missionary from were ordered to retreat first to 57 B. L. Scott's Elmwood Add.
has. However, the service com- He said this change-over will not
India, told about her experiences. Hoogeveen and farther to Fries- Holland.
mittee decided to send engineers occur so frequently in the future.
After the clasing hymn. Mrs. A. land and the dike near Harlingen
George A Speet ft wf. To Anto survey the land and study the
Tiie noise from the escaping Vander Werf closed the meeting It was their duty to blow up every son Boersma ft wf. Lot 1 Beverly
proposal.
steam was said to have disturbed
bridge they had crossed. When Hills Subd. Lot 6 & W', Lot 7
At present the boulevard ex- the sleep of many persons Tuesday with prayer.
Tha^e
on the serving committee they came to Steevwyk they heard Village of Harrington,Holland.
tends to the bridge over Grand night.
were Mrs. W. Vander Haar. Mrs. the Germans were only 2,3 miles
Benjamin Steffens To Ralph G.
river 'at the west belt line. RightA. Vander Haar. Mrs. J Barkrma ' behind them. Immediatelythey Woldring Pt. Lots 3. 4 ft 5 Blk
of-way would have to be obtained
and Mrs. A. Dogger, About 45 requisitioned available autos
10 Hope College Add Holland.
•Cross property lying between the Jager-De Boer Reunion
were present.
Elbert Cook ft wf. To Andrew
reach the dike.
end of the present boulevard and
Is
Held
in
Grandville
"It
was
by
this
that
the
battle
I De Blauw ft wf
the Hanchett property, but it was
Sixty relatives attended the fifth Nickles Are Stolen in
was most severe and soldiers fell *4 Sec. 1-5-13 Twp. Jamestown.
said the city would encounterno
Erie M. Howe To John Grissen
by the thousands. One can scarcely
difficultyin obtaining it. If the annual reunion of the Jager and
Robbery at The Barn realize how substantiallythis dike Lots 82 & 83 Diekema HomeI boulevard were extended through De Boer families last Thursday at
r the proposed park it would swing Johnson park in Grandville. Ben
was built, almost solid concrete stead Add. Holland.
Herman Prins ft wf. To Worth
Den
Braker
and
Norman
Kline
into old M-21 to provide a return
Grand Haven. Aug 8 Special) and reinforced with steel. EveryA. Hower & wf. Pt. N U Lot 7
route for motorists.Eventually it were in charge of sports. A basket
thing on the dyke was moved off
The Barn, located on Water St
A. C. Van Raalte's Add. No. 2
is proposed the boulevardwould supper was sened.
was entered sometime between 4 hut the bullets had no effect on
continue along the river to join
Officers elected for next year and 6 a m. Friday and $125 in the dike and rolled into the water. Holland
Paul Klelnheksel ef alTo Henry
M-50 near the bridge.
are George De Boer, president;)
"His most horrible experience
I nickles were taken from the
_
Kroll
et al Lot 27 Riverside Add.
John Derticn. secretary and treas- amusement devices.
was with bombings. He had r--i
Twp. Holland
urei ; and Jack Hop. John Boersen I Joe Davis, owner of The Barn, ceived orders to fight against liie
I Bridal Shower It in
Martin G. Elzinga et al To
and Henry Bouwman, sports i stated it was his intentionto emp- parachutists, and said to m-:
Peter Vriesenga & wf.
'i
committee.
Form of Beach Party
I ty the machines Friday and de'Mother, it is terribleto see these
NE‘4 Sec. 23-6-14 Twp. Blendon.
I- Mrs. Jack Bos and daughters
posit the cash in the bank. No men hanging on a parachu'e
Wm. F Chadwick ft wf. To
Concrete pavementsran be madei clues were left Doors on the eii^t and lift up your gun and kill
were hostesses at a surprise misLyle A. Frazer
4 ft 5
skid-re.sistent
by
acid
treatment.
>
ride
of
the
building
were
forced
them.'
cellaneous shower Wednesday
Blk 2 SunnysidePlat Twp. Spring
• open by use of a crowbar.
"It was quiet here in Assen Lake.
JUly 31 in the form of a beach according to London
party honoring Mrs. George Vanexcept when the bridges were
John Kramer <£• wf To Melvin
den Berg, the former Annette
blown with a tremendous noise. Stehouwer Lots 48, 49 & 50 SW
BOs, a June bride. The honored
Germans up to now have not Add. Lament
the
|£ guest was presentedwith gifts.
l>o the red us very much; their beBeniamin Kuite <?• wf To Vesta
Gaines were played and prizes
havior is quite normal. It is very Burt Pt. NEIi NW>4 Sec. 28-6were awarded to Mrs. William
painful,however, to live under a 13 Twp. Georgetown.
Czerkies, Mrs. George Overwey
strange government.The first reHenrv Wesseldyk To Albert
and Mrs. Tony Westerhof. A
suit is that clothes, shoes and Basch & wf Minnie S'i NW>4
two-course lunch was served.
other necessities are not obtain- SWVi Sec. 19-6-14
Int. NEU
Those attending were Mesdames
able, but we hope this will soon SWU Sec. 13-6-14 ft NEU NEU
William Vanden Berg, William
be regulated. We ourselves have Sec. 24-6-15 Twp Blendon.
Czerkies. C. Prins, T. Westerhof.
plenty, hence don't worry about
Bertha Cohen To Louis Simon
G. Overweg. C. South. S. Dykema,
us. Life goes its normal course. Pt.
Sec. 6-8-15 Twp. CrocR. Vender Yacht. C. Veenstra. H.
but autos are not used, and the kery.
De Free, P. Bontekoe, H Bpnteold-fashioned buggies and wagons
Henry Costing ft wf. To John
R tee, M. Hertz. J. Loyer, N.*Bonhave made an appearance.
R. Dethmer.sft wf. Aleen E. Pt.
tekoe. H. Bos, the Misses Sallie
frl
Sec. 36-5-16 Twp.
Kuna, Sena De Jonge, Florence
Park.
Helmers, Wilma Kootstra. Elaine
Holland Man Marries
Johanna Oasterhof To Henry J.
Hertz, Wilma and Agnes Vanden
Looman Pt. SW>4 SE>4 Sec. 32Girl of Hamilton
I Berg, Ruth and Hilda Bos. Out-of5-15 Holland.
guests were Mrs. Louise
Miss Lillian Boerigter, daughLouis Simon To Martin Lever.*tra, Mrs. Clarence S teenter of Mr. and Mrs. George ett Morningstar & wf. WU SEU
dam and Mrs. Bert Vanden Berg.
Boerigter of Hamilton, became Sec. 6-8-15 Twp. Crockery.
A previous shower was held
the bride of Henry De Jonge of
Benjamin De Jager To Roland
Friday evening with Mrs. William
Holland, son of Mrs. Germ C. House & wf. Pt. SW frl U Sec.
|T Vanden Berg and daughters as
SchakelaarJuly 26.
4-6-16 Twp. Port Sheldon.
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DQUAR DAYS

hostesses.

The

Mbs Gertrude Bouwman
If

Wed John

F. Kleis

ySr. and Mrs. L. D.

Bouwman,

39 East Sixth St, announce the
Ugagement of their daughter,
ertrude Mae, of 3233 Warren
fife, Chicago, to John F. Kleis.
m of Alderman and Mrs. A. P.
Step, 255 Lincoln Ave. The wedWill take place in September,
itt Bouwman is a 'nurse in
Reese ho«pita! in Chi;

' -

WLLS AUDITED

'

.....

—

*

Rev. and Mrs. Howard Qlenn Teiielnk

Haven, Aug. 8 (Special)
committee of the

bride

wore a

U

floor-length

gown of white chiffon with a lace
jacket and a corsage of white Teacher Entertains
rases. The bride was attendedby
Mrs. W. Hock, sister of the Gass at Party
Mrs. Jacob Van Voorst enterbridegroom.The best man was
Gilbert Boerigter, brother of the tained her Sunday school class of
Sixth Reformed church 'Hiursday
bride.
After the ceremony a reception August 1 at Kollen park. Games
was held at the /home of the were played and , prizes were
bride’s parents with 35 guests awarded to James’ Hillebrands,
present. A two-courselunch was Ronald Korteringand Bruce Van
served by Mrs. Fred Smit, Flor- Voorst. A picnic supper was servence Bolks, Doris Ende. Music ed by the teacher,assisted by Mrs,
was furnishedby Arthur Hoff- Ray Van Voorst and Mrs. L.’W.
man.
White.
Mr. and Mrs. De Jonge will 'Among those , present were
make their home at 359 River Bernard Hibma, Bobby Kole, Jim.
my Van Wyk, Jimmy Hillebrands,

Ave. #

. ’

Stanley Kleeves, Bruce Van
Mrs. Howard Glenn teusink, ity Reformed church. Her husChinese custom of growing long Voorst. Donald Dokter, Ronald
aupervisori met.in the the former Anna May Engelsman, band, the Rev. Mr. Teusink, is
finger nails originated as a sign
on last Thursday is shown cutting her wedding pastor of Ottawa Reformed of nobility. It was deemed impos- Kortering. Earl Bariceland Harold
Achterhof.
billa of the county for cake at a reception following the church. The couple is taking a
sible for the long-nailed hands to
ceremony on July 30 fn Trin- wedding trip to the west coast
perform manual labor.
...
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mental music. Charles Bosch led operate a junk yard in the rear ol
Martin and ton, Charles, of New
the song services,accompaniedby his building.
York city are spending their vacaMildred Ver Hage on the acAid. Steffens reported that Aid.
tion during the month of August
cordion.
Vandenberg, chairman of the Civic
with their daughter, Mrs. RayThe Women’s Mlaaionary society mond Van Raalte, In Cooperavilk
The families of Mr. and Mra. Improvement committee,to whom
LOANS - $25 to
of First Reformed church held a
Herman De Vries, Mr. and Mra. this matter had been referred,was
The Rev. Qerrit Timmer and
o Endorsers — No Delay
regular meeting In the church family of Clymer, N. Y., are visHenry Roelofs and Mr. and Mrs. now back from Mayo's and he exHolland Loan Association
parlors last Thursday afternoon. iting in the home of Mrs. George
Overruling objections of Aid shouted:
Jacob Kreuze were notifiedof the pected to have a report on this
10 WHt 8th, 2nd floor
Mrs. John Tanis presided and Havordink, 31 West 18th St. Rev Cornelius Kalkman, Sr., common "What kind of a council is this? death of their uncle, Klaas Lam- matter at the next Council meetconducted devotions and she was Timmer will preach in the pulpit council Wednesday night voted to
One council makes a law and the bert, who died at the home of his ing.
assisted In the program arrange- of his former charge In James- rescind its action of a previous
Clerk presented petition from
next council knocks it In the sister, Mrs. Nick Kreuze. Funeral
ments by Mrs. John Kronemeyer. town Sunday.
services were held Tuesday with propertyowners living on West
. ......for
- payment. (Said
meeting and empowered the city head."
Council
Others taking part in the topic
burial In Zutphen cemetery.
Dr. and Mrs. H. J. Mawelink are engineer's department to dlapoae
24th St. east of Washington Ave. claims on file In Clerk's office for
He
voted
"no"
when
Mayor
discussion,dealing with the work
Mra. Gertie De Weerd and Mra.
spending the week traveling in of sand and dirt £rom street and Henry Geerlings called for a vote
Declares Proposal of
requestingthe constructionof side- public Inspection.)
of the Reformed church in India
Bert Glupker and daughters of walk on the aouth side of 24th St
Allowed.
sewer projects on private prop- on the motion.
Northern Michigan.
and Arabia were Mrs. H. OldebekGamtJ Rapid* were recent visitors between Maple and MichiganAves
Threatens to Lead
Board of Public Work* reported
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Smith of Chi- erty, if aequested to do *o, rather
Kleis
said
he
had
received
numing and Mrs. John Hoffman. Mrs.
the collectionof $32,359.36
than haul It to the city dump fdr erous requests from private prop- at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
cago
are
spending
two
weeks
at
The Mayor stated that there
U.S. to War
H. D. Strabbing was social hostess
Leonard Van Eas.
Treasurer, $40,613.05 for miioe£3
their new home near Port Sheld- disposal.
erty owners who desired thla sand
for the afternoon.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Jacob Peuler and was no appropriation for this ad- laneoax Items, and $77,78951
J.91 fOT
for
The matter came before council and dirt to fill In their properties
on.
Washington,Aug. S— "To furthThe Rev. Fred Wyngarden of
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Van Dyke of ditional expense and he had there- tax collection*.
ReinhardtE. Peters has return- at its meeting July 17 but no act- and he felt It could be used betfore
requested
the
Hospital
Board
Zeeland are taking a trip to New
er his personal political ambition, Clifton, N.J., a former pastor of
Accepted.
ed to Norfolk, Va., after spending ion was taken because of several ter in this manner than be trucked
to hold the matter over until this
the local American Reformed
Jersey to visit friends.
President Roosevelt would, by inClerk re|)ortedBond* and In* (
his vacation with Josephine Alder- protests. Action to prohibitthe to the far end of the city for dischurch conducted the services
Mr. and Mra. Jacob Heyboer meeting to see whether the Coun- crest coupon* due In amount of
volving us in war, sacrifice the
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs dumping of sand and dirt on ''pri- posal In the city dump.
there last Sunday.
of Jamestown and Mr. and Mra. cil did not wish to reconsider Its $26,542.50.
vate property was taken by council
Kalkman contended there were Leonard Van Ess were recent visi- previous action and wait until next
lives of a million American boys
Mrs. William J. Clough and B. Fraam, 345 Columbia Ave.
Ordered paid.
Mr. and Mrs. John Veldhof, Jen- sometime ago following a contro- various streets which need filling tors at the home of Mr. and Mra. year before putting In the sideand gamble with our freedom son, Jimmy, of Saugatuck visited
Clerk presented report from 2
versy over the use of city trucks m more than private property. He
nie
and
Marvin,
Mr.
and
Mrs
Cong. Clare E. Hoffman of Al- in the H. D. Strabbing home last
Raymond Van Ha tarn* In Zee- walk. There were objections,howCity Impector Wlerama for July*
Leonard Folkert and Barbara Ann for such work.
objected to the city entering into land.
ever, from property owners preslegan, Mich., charged here m a Friday.
1940.
blast at the president'sconscripThe Rev. I Scherpenlssere- motored to the Cascadesin Jack- After council adopted Aid. A. P the trucking business "in competient. Mr. Steketee appeared before
Accepted and fliad.
son
Saturday.
Kleis" motion, which had been sec- Hon against the private truckers
turned
last
Tuesday
afternoon
the
Council
and
reported
that
he
tion proposal.
Clerk
presented communication
The
regular
bi-monthly
chest
onded
by
Aid.
Albert
V.
Faasen
who pay their taxes here and are
"This man in the White House from New York, where he with
was representing the property from Police
and Fire Board recomIs Just as aitibitious as an Alex- many other minister* of Allegan clinic will be held Tuesday,Aug Kalkman Jumped to his feet and trying to make a living."
owners living on the south side of
mending that the Board of Public
13,
from
1
to
4
p.m.
in
the
old
county
took
a
course
of
study
at
ander or a Napoleon;Just as cal24th St. between Washington and
The Rev Charles Spoelhof of Maple Aves. He slated that there Work* be authorized to aecurt inhospital annex, 12th St. and Cenlous as a Nero," he asserted in Union college.
bxii. N. J was In charge of the was considerable Inconvenience to formation and to be given powtt
Miss Elinor Voorhorst spent the tral Ave. Dr. F. H. Bartlett of the
letters to his RepublicancolChristian Reformed church Sun- them in not having a walk from to purchase a new Fire Siren tor
Muskegon
sanitarium
will
be
the
leagues in congress In which he past week-end In Chicago.
the Fire Department of the Gty.
day evening service.
Mrs. William Ten Brink and examining physician, assisted by
urged them to bestir themselves
Maple to Michigan Aves. since
Approved.
Mrs.
M.
Ten
Brink
of
this
place
The
membership
certificate
of
Miss
Winifred
Fisher
of
the
Ottawa
to limit the president'scontrol
many of their children go to LongClerk presented communication
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Keegstra fellow school and he wax afraid
and Mrs. Don Schaap and chil- County Health department's nursover the defense program
dren, Mrs. John Mast and daugh ing staff. There is no charge for
and
child of the Franklin Street that when snow cornea in the wlnt- from the Park and Cematary
He added:
An estimated crowd of between
Christian Reformed church Grand
^ would be dangerous to have Board recommending that th# con“No doubt your boyhood days, ter, Mrs. G. Van Dyke and son, the examination.
ttlute people of this country and Rapids was transferred to the lo- the children walk in the streets tract for paving certain drivaa in
Mrs.
Frank
Moomey
and
Mrs
S
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Franklin
Van
Als800
and
900
people
gathered
ai
like mine, were gloriousones; days
the New Cemetery be awarded to
John Bouwman and daughter, all burg of Winona, Mo., and Mr and Spring Grove near Jamestown laid upon all the responsibilityfor cal church.
with plenty of time for recreation
which they would be obliged to do
the Michigan Colprovla Company
of all kinds— happy days -and, of Holland, enjoyed an outing at Mrs. Donald Van Alsburg and Wednesday afternoon and evening evangelizing the American IndiAn The annual Mission Festival of if there are no sidewalks. After of Grand Rapid*. Michiganai per
Milham
park
in
Kalamazoo
last daughter1, Jean, of Detroit are in observanceof the annual Col- vnuth at this critical stage of the of the Allendale. Bauer, Beavormost important of all, days of opsome further discussion on the
Friday.
spendingsome Ume at the home onial Mission Fest of the Churches I d-v. lopmental progress.Dr. Alber- dam, Borculo, Coopersvillr.East* matter, it was moved by Aid. Men- their propoMl to trueup the furportunity. Unless we are utterly
The Misses Florence Lugten. of their parents, Mr and Mrs J of the Hollapd classls area. Jacob ,l'" PiHrrs closed the afternoon manville, lament. North Blendon. ken, seconded by Kleis, that the face of the existing gravel and
selfish, we wish to know that our
2-Inch twoJuella Brower, Florence Brower D Van Alsburg, 85 East 21st St.
Tigelaar of Jamestown presidedsj,'ss,,,nwith prayer and the bene Rusk and Walker wax held last matter of financing this sidewalk furnish and lay
children will live under like cirand a Grand Rapids friend left
course pavement consistingof 1H v?a
dit ion
Thursday
in
Qemmen
Grove.
Improvement
in
the
condition
of
at
the
afternoorf
session
and
the
cumstances. You realize that, unbe referred to the Ways and Inches after compaction
last Monday morning on a motor
i of MkhiThere was a large gathering of Speakers for the afternoon were
Miss Rena Bylsma, 55, Holland song sen-ice was led by Rev. Nicless we bestir ourselves they will
trip to Washington. DC, and junior high school teacher, who holas Goaselink of the First Re- children In another part of the the Rev. P. Holwerda, who gave Means committee Adopted.
gan State specification
not have the opportunitieswo enClerk presented communications gate, and ti inch after
other points of Interesten route.
grove and an interestingprogram an address. "Jewish Mission." The
was injured Monday night when formed church of Holland.
joyed.
from
several churchesin the city of Michigan State CP-1
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Van Gre- struck by a car driven by Marinus
was presented by them under the Rev. J. Bolt spoke In the Holland
“Al! too long we in congress vengoed and daughter of Holland
The Rev. Gradus A. Aalberts of
auspices of Mrs. Edith Walvoord language on, "Home Mission" and supporting the position taken by cation ns a surface. Their
Dornbos,
45,
340
Pine
Ave.,
that
have been the tail of his kite — were visitors in the home of their
the Harlem Reformed church led
in which representatives of vari- the Rev. J. Van Brugger address- the Ministerial Association ir) for this work is 56c per
without a kite-tail's steadying in- mother, Mrs. Henry Kline, last ran upon her lawn at 593 Wash- devotions Martha Bolhuls, her
ous Sunday schoqlx took part. The ed the audience in behalf of "In- which they recommend that the yard on any quantity of
ington
Ave.
was
reported
today
fluence.We know he Is Incompet- Sunday.
sister Winnie and her brothers.
offering received from them dian Missions." Musical selections Tulip-TimeFestival be conducted square yards or over. The mmm 3
by her physician. Miss Bylsma,
ent. Some doubt his loyalty to our
Misses Della Van Dor Kolk, confined in Holland hospital,has Gorrit and Harold, of Hudsonville amounted to $10.
as a six-day celebration.Said celeto spend not to eaeaed
form of government. Why then Helen Kuite and Fannie Bultman
sang two special numbers, James Nykerk directed the were furnished by Allendale and bration to begin on a Monday and anticipates
$4,000 In accordance with the acbeen placed in a cast.
Lament.
Miss Nellie Lam. teacher
should we not, in conference, take have completed their course of
"Jesus, Wonderful Lord" and
sports program following the aft- a' Zuni,
M„ Mission school close on the following Saturday, tion taken by the Common Counaction which will bring forth a study at Western State Teachers'
"Kneel at the Cross ' with the guiernoon session. The laymen de- conducted the children'shour. so as to entirely eliminate Sun- cil at Its last meeting. There has
plan for military training in college summer session and have
tar accompaniment played by the
feated the men of the cloth 8 to Goaing prayer was by the Rev. H. days from the program. The fol- been some small preliminary exschools, colleges, local oommuni- returned to their respective
older sister.
lowing churchea sent communica- pense for surface drainage, and
2 m a baseball game which was Keegstra.
ties and elsewhere, which will give homes.
Miss Clara CoLiurn, native of
umpired by George Schuiling.The
The evening program featured tions: Central Avenue Christian a small amount will be needed
our nation needed protection withMiss Gladys Lubbers spent the
A large crowd of our local Hudsonville. and for the past 22 Jamestown team defeated the an address by C. Stremler on Reformed church, Immanuel for supervision and intpeeUoo.
out entrusting to the hands of our past week-end in the home of her people attended the annual Col- years missionaryteacher at the
Martin team 10 to 8. Abundance Missions among the unchurched church, Bethel Reformed church, This will leave an amount to be
dictator (shown to be such by past father, A Lubbers.
onial Mission assemblyof the Re- girls school in Madanapalle, India, of refreshments were provided unand an illustratedlecture by the Third Reformed church, Fourth expended for paving of approxiMrs. George Schutinaatenter- formed churches of the classls of gave a vivid and interestingdeslegislationand the Chicago conder
the
auspices
of
the
Ladies Rev. A. De Vries of Borculo, "A Reformed Church, Fourteenth mately $3,600.00 whidi amount
vention!our freedom, our inde- tained a group of relatives at din- Holland which was held at Spring cription of her work there and
Street Christian Reformed church, will pave* approximately M00
ner last Sunday, honoring her Grove in Jamestown Wednesday told of the remarkable progress Aid societyof the Jamestown Re- trip through our Indian Mission Sixteenth Street ChristianRependence?
square yards.
formed
church
and
the
net
pro- field."
“If we are worthy of the con- husband on his birthday anniver- afternoon and evening
the people of India. She
formed church, and Ninth Street
Approved.
ceeds
wore
devoted
to the missionSinging
was
furnished
by
the
fidence of our people; If we have sary. Included in the group were
The Rev. Arthur Maatman of was dressed by request in a beauti- ary cause.
Christian Reformed church.
Clerk presented copy pf report
Walker
choral
society
and
a
musithe ability which congressmen Mrs. Dena Schutmaat and chil- the Oakdale Reformed church of ful grey silk Indian "sarle” the
George Schuiling presided at the cal number by Coopersvllle.OffThe
Mayor
ordered
these peti- of the Annual Audit recently comdren
of
Holland
and
Mr
and
should have, the courage of which
Grand Rapids conducted three ser- gift of one of her former pupils.
pleted by Malhofer, Moore, De
every American boasts, is there Mrs. H. VV. Schutmaat and daugh- vices in the Reformed church last The kindergartenteacher In the evening session which featured a erings were taken at both session*. tions referrod to the special comsong servicein which Comic Stek- The activitieswere closed with mittee which was previously ap- Long and Kraft, certifiedpubtte
ter,
Evelyn,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
any reason why we should not
girls school of which Miss CoSunday
etee and Rev. Gosselink played prayer by the Rev. A. Persenaire pointed on this matter. Aid. Stef- accountants.
make a vigorous and a successful Wallace Kempkeps and daughters, Mrs. Harvey Cook of Jackson is burn is the principalwas formerly
Gerk further reported that
several cornet and trumpet duets of Eftstmanvllle. •
fens, chairman of this specialcomDonna,
Norma
and
Janice.
fight to defeat the president's
visiting at the home of Mr. and one of the pupils. Another teacher with Mrs. J. Marcus accompanyMrs. S. Lenient was a visitor mittee, reported that their com- typed copies of thla npert are en
The
teaching
staff
of
the
present purpose— to draft men in
Mrs. Julius Pomp this week. Her was brought to the institution ing at the piano. Rev. F. J. Van at the hom£ of Mrs. Bert Horlings
mittee would have a report at the file in hie office for the informatime of peace; to send them to local school for the coming term daughter, Mrs. McNitt, also of years ago as a child widow of 13
tion of the Aldermen and aH othD)k of Central Park conducted last Tuesday afternoon.
includes Marvin Smallegan, princinext Council meeting.
serve in South America or wherJackson. Alma. Dorothy, and Mary and is the only Christian Sn her
devotions after which the Trinity
Marvin Vander Ploeg spent a Report* of Standing Committee* ers who are Interested in toeing
ever his fancy may dictate; In pal; J. Folkert, grammer room; Ann Nabor of East Holland and family In spite of the social ostra'
Nathalie Nyhuis. intermediate,
Women's chorus sang two num- few days with his uncle, Carl Van Commute# on Way* and Means
short, to involve us in an unnecesLorraine and Norma Pomp are cism and persecution she has had beis, "Come Jesus, Redeemer" Westenburg of Grand Haven last
Referred to Way* and Maana
and Wilma fagg, primary.
to whom was referred the comsary war?
to endure.
The Rev. Ivan Dykstra conduct- enjoying a week's outing at a cotand "Nearer My God to Thee" week.
municationfrom the Park Board, Comtnlttee.
"Let us not be content with opThe Rev.
M. Vecnschoten,
tage
at
Ottawa
Beach.
ed the sendees in the First ReMr. and Mr*. Ben Nyman and suggesting putting In of sheet pilunder the direction of Mrs. Earl
Motions and
position. Republicans have the inLast week Monday, July 29 a recently returned from China ww Vanden Bosch.
formed church Sunday. 'Die Chrisdaughter, Lucille,of Grand Rap- ing and a crib at Kollen park, reAlderman
Raymond reported
telligence, the patriotism and the
presented to the audience and
tian. Endoavor .service in due eve- baby gir} was born to Mr. and
Rev. Henry Poppen. who has ids were recent guest# of Mr. and ported having met and considered having received a letter
fcburage to draft legislation which
spoke briefly of his experienceif
Mrs.
Oscar
Oldebekking.
They
ning was in charge of Miss Josebeen in charge of the work of car- Mrs George Harmsen.
H. Houtman, Manager
this matter.
will give us mechanicalpreparednamed her
i there where more than 2,000 bombs
phine Kuite.
Blueharriesunier cultivation Due to the considerable expense Tulip Time Committee,reiatt*
ing for more than 60,000 refugees
ness, trained manpower,in the
had
been dropped by the Japanese
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Floyd
Albers
of
Miss Dorothy Voorhorst of Chifrom Amo\ city who fled to the are tiring picked and marketed of sheet piling, It was the recom- to an ordinance In the City which
American way, without depriving
cago is visitingher mother, Mrs Grand Rapids were guests at the upon the territory where he Is island of Kulangsu where the Re- this season hv Henry Potgieter. mendation of the Cornmittoethat would confer upon the Tullp-Tlme
I pur people of a single constitutionhome of Ben Albers, Sunday even- working. It took some time for formed church mission is located,
B. Voorhorst.
Bert Van Dyke is making his the Park Superintendentbo in- Committee concession ripiti at
al right; without the establishthe Veenschotensto accusfom
Mr. and Mrs. John Hoffman and ing.
gave a very vivid and stirring ac- home with his daughterand son- structed to use logs In place of Tulip Time. It was the Tulip Time
ment of a dictatorship.
Mrs. Ralph Steketee, Mrs. Neil themselvesto the sound of air- count of his contacts with the in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Grassmid
and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hoffman
sheet piling In filling In along the Committee'srecommendationthat
“Why not ce&se being either rubattendedthe wedding of the Rev. Voorhorst and Arlyne visited Mrs. planes flying overhead without the Japanese military leader with and family.
Inside of the present cat walk. The If this matter of licensing aH these
ber-stampsor ineffectiveprotestHoward Teiusink and Anna Mae Julia Voorhorstof Holland Mon- thought of possibledanger.
Dick Arens, Sr., of Zeeland is Committee reported that Mr. Van concessionsof differentkiiidi were
whom he had to negotiateand told
ers? Why not call upon the Reday
afternoon.
A brief memorial service hon of the high esteem with which the visiting at the homes of relatives Bragt had stated that he had a con- left entirely to the Tulip Time
Engelsman July 30.
publican organization leaders for
Visitorsat the home of Mr. and oring the memory of Dr John J.
Mrs. J. Hulst and son. Jarvis,
American missionarieswere re- here for a few days.
siderable number of logs on hand Committee, they might have g
a conference,select from our memKlemheksel.Jr., De Boer whose death occurred
of Diamond Springs were guests Mrs. James
Miss Edith Timmer of Grand for doing this work. Ho would better control over It than they
garded on the part of both the
bership those best fitted to draft
of Mr. and Mrs.' Glenn Dannen- are Zena and Anna Scholtenof April 29. 1940, in India was con- Chinese and Japanese leaders.
Rapids was a Pearline visitor last then use broken pieces of cement have at present,and further,they
opposed legislation.Then let us berg last Thursday.
Hnrnson, S. I).
ducted by Dr. W. J. Van Kcrsen.
The offeringat the evening ser- Wednesday evening.
and other materialfor filling in might be able to work out -fham1
back it vociferously,wholeheartedMr. and Mrs. Merle Rigterink of dustrict secretary of the Board >f
Mrs. 1. Scherpenusse entertained
vice exceeded that of the afterorder to complete the job. Com- concessions on a percertage basis
ly and with determination.
New York are spending their va- Foreign Missions. Dr. Van Kcrsen
the accompanists of the American
noon and brought the grand total
mittee further stated that Mr so the Tulip Time Committee
"Or do you prefer to sit on your Reformed church In her home last cation at the home of their par- also introduced Miss Nellie Zwcmto $303 68 Taking as his theme,
Van
Bragt had assured them that might derive some revenue from
fanny, go home in November and
Thursday afternoon. Guests in- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rig- er, formerly of China, Dr. Alber "Missions, th«- Heart Throb of the
this would work out very satisbe asked why you exist politically?
terink.
tax Pieters, formerly of Japan; Christian Church”, Dr. Lester
cluded Mrs. Gilbert Lugten, Mrs.
Matter referred Jointly to the
factorily.
If there fx a reason for our being
Miss Dorothy Mills of Montello Miss Hannah Hoekje. formerly
Gerald Kleinheksel cared for his
Marvin Kaper, Mrs. Joe Slotman.
Kuyper of the local seminary
License and Ordinance CommitAdopted.
here as an opposition party, why Miss Janet Brink and Muss Evelyn Park is a guest of Luella Pyle missionaryamong the Kentucky
showed some striking analogies uncle. Rev. Hekhuii, who is very
Claims and Accounts Committee tees together with the Tulip Time
not give our constituentssome evifor a few days this week.
mountaineers,and Rev. Herman between the heart action in the ill at his home, Tuesday night.
Schutmaat.
reported having examined claim* Committee.
The Rev. and Mrs. Richard El- Vander Ploeg, formerly home misdence of It? On my recent visit
Mrs. Lenard Diesenaarand son,
Evelyn Lampen and Wilma NyAlderman Smith reported that
human body and the work of misin the sum of $10,995.75, and
home, I was $Lsked not a few times enhuis enjoyed a lieach party at zinga of Peoria. Ill , are spending sionary of the Reformed church
sions in the bod\ of Christ, which Kenneth, visited H. J Kleinheksel recommendedpayment thereof.
the
Municipal Judge had aome
What the Republicanparty, as a Ottawa beach Thursday with a their vacation with their parents, in the west.
ia<the church. The fact that both for a week.
difficulty on account of the ComAllowed
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brink
party, was doing to save this counSophia Van Der Kamp has regroup of friends from Holland,
Psalm 86 was sung in the Hol- are the center of life, the center of
Committee on Public Buildings mon Council of the City of HoV*
Mrs. Ed Hartgerink and Miss
try from the New Dealers.
has been seriously ill in Holland
land
language
while
the
atier- emotions, and absolutely vital to turned to her home after studying reported recommending that they land not having passed the necesJohanna Hartgerink of Kalamazoo
"Willkie’soverwhelming victory
at Kalamazoo Western State be given authority to act In having sary resolution which would enhospital was returned to her home
wore Sunday evening guests at noon offering was receivedThis growth and maintenancewas
demonstratedthat our people are last Thursday afternoon.
amounted
to
$131.
Rev.
James
stressed by the speaker. Dr John teachers college.
the three rooms In the Clerk's able the City to get under the prothe home of Mr. and Mrs. John
looking for a leader.Congressmen
Mr. and Mrs Ed Van Der Kamp and Treasurer's offices painted visions of the so-called State
Mrs. Ivan Sutter has returned
(Chief) Ottipoby of the Winne- R. Mulder, professor of theology
Rigterink.
who are rubber-stamps, or who from Holland hospital, with her invisited Mr and Mrs Gillw Van .sometime this fall.
Housing Art.
A poultry men’s picnic was held bago, Neb. Indian mission gave m at the Western Seminary closed
Just sit without thinking, or who
fant son, Jerry Ray.
interestingand humorous account the session with prayer and the Der Kamp and family Tuesday
Mr. Smith stated that the OriAdopted.
at
Tunnel
park
last
Tuesday.
The
even sit and think hut do not act,
Jess Kool, Verne Van Order, H
ginal Hoaxing Act adopted In 1917.
of
his
experiences
among
Hie benediction.
night.
Committee
reported
recomfollowing from here attended: Mr
will be a drug on the market in
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Kleinheksel mending that two rooms at the provided that all cities of over
D. Strabbing and Hugh Van Order
and Mrs. Gill^rt Immink and famNovember.
and family and Mr and Mrs. Ed Dornbos home be papered at an 100.000 inhabitantscome under
enjoyed a few days of trout fishily, Mr. and Mrs. Jake Kleinheksel
tertained their father, R Kroods"Will you insist to your memNyhof and family spent Tuesday expense of approximately$20.00. the provisionof this Act. However,
ing in upper Michigan streams, the
and family, Mr. and Mrs. William
ber of the steering committee that
man of Vriesland Sunday.
latter part of last week.
at Tunnel park
in 1939 the Art was amended so
Adopted.
Nyhof and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Plans are being made for the
we offer some effectiveopposition
Mr and Mrs Milton Timmer- Committee further reported that as to provide that all cities over
Little Anne Van Sweden is reJohn Nyhof and family, Ruth
to the President’s new spending,
Sunday school picnic of the Re- man spent Monday afternoonat
covering from the bums she suf100000 population automatically
The Huyser school reunion
Poppen and Gertrude Nyhof
formed church lo be held on Aug. Grand Rapids Several from here there is a leak in one section of
Vote-buying program,disguised as
fered a couple of week* ago.
come
under the Act, and further
J
lu\
be
held
on
Saturday
at
hi
the
City
Hall
boiler
and
recomMrs. Mary Nyhuis has been
23 at Hughes park at Hudsonville.
a preparedness measured
attended the MissionaryFlest at mended that the Damstra Plumb- that cities between 10,000 and 31
ser
school
grounds.
The
progi
in
called
to
Muskegon
because
of
the
"No motive other than constant
Drenthe last week
ing and Heating Co. be instructed 100.000 population could come Undeath of her brother, Frank Gosl- is scheduled to begin at 2 pm All
anxiety and concern for the future Increase in Marriage
present
and
former
teacln-rto have this leak repaired by weld- der this Art providing the proper |
ing.
of our country prompts this letLicenses
Is
Reported
ing it. They reported that th<' resolution is passed by the govpupils
and
friends
are
invitnl
to
Sylvia Kleinheksel and friends
ter."
COUNCIL
estimated cost of taking this out erning bodies of the cities. Mr, 1
from Holland motored to Detroit attend.
and having it welded and replaced Smith therefore offered a resolu- j
The servicesat Reformed churni
The families of Mr and Mrs.
Grand Haven, Aug. 8 (Special) Saturday where they visited at
ASKS TO
was in the neighborhood of $77.00. lion which reads as follows:
— A sharp increase in the number the home of Mr. and Mrs. Francis were conducted Sunday h> ui' William De Vree and Mr. and
Holland, Mich., Aug. 7, 1940
RE IT RESOLVED, that the 1
Adopted.
of marriage licenses issued in Wabeke and Mr. and Mrs. William Rev. Paul Van Eerden of Holland Mrs. Henry' Elders were notified
FETE CONCESSIONS June and July as compared with Vander Von.
The common council met in reAid. Menken request*' i a report Common Council, being the legisHe was a dinner guest at the honv of the death of Mrs Katherine
the same months of last year was
The C. E. society was in charge of Mr. and Mrs. Thys De Jomm Korneolje of Grand Rapids. gular session and was called to from the Sidewalk Committee on lative t>ody of the City of Holland,
A proposal that the general TiJ- reported Wednesday by County of George Schuiling of Holland The Rev. D. Mulder of YhILn Funeral services were held July order by the Mayor.
the matter ot laying walks on the adopt the provisions of the said
llp Time committee be given "full Clerk William Wilds. But it is
Present: Mayor Geerlings, Ald- east side of Maple A\e. be- so-calledHousing Law. and there31.
Tuesday evening. Arthur Hoffman Springs. S. D., will be in chaii;
control over all concessions" and only speculation to' report that the
Lenora Mae and Geneva Van ermens Kleis. Arendshorst, Kalk- tween 19th and 21st Streets. Mr. by come under all the provisions
of Hamilton and Miss Sylvia Klein- of the services Sunday, Aug
to license them during the annual increase in weddings was due to heksel sang two duets with instruThe Sacrament’ of Baptism w i- Haitsma of Zeeland spent a few man. Faasen. Steffens. Menken, Menken reported that property of said Housing and Zoning Laws,
Tulip Time festival was submit- possibleimminence of military mental accompaniment.
Adopted unanimously.
administered Sunday at the Chr.*- days at the home of their grand- Raymond, Smith, Mool, and the owners in this vicinity had petited to common council Wednesday conscription.
The City Attorneygave a brief
tioned for this walk a couple of
The John Plasman family en- tian Reformed church to Manlvu parents,Mr. and Mrs Leonard clerk.
night by Aid. Bruce Raymond on
During June, 1940, 88 marriage joyed a picnic with their children Jean, daughter of Mr. and Mi's. Van Ess.
Devotions led by Mayor Geer- months ago and the matter had summary of this State law for the
behalf of S. H. Houtman, genera] licenses were issued. 0*ly 57 were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dick
Vander
been referred to the Sidewalk information of the Council memlings.
and ‘friends at Du Mont lake last Andrew Schreur.
festival manager,
bets. Mr. Lokker stated that thla..
granted for the same month last Saturday evening. Those present
Minutes read and approved.
Committee.
The Rev. G. Geels, pastor of the Molen and family attended the
Baker
Furniture Co. picnic Saturf After reading a letter from year, aH increase of 31. In July,
Law specificallystates that priPetitions
and
Accounts
Aid.
Kalkman.
Chairman
of
were Mr. and Mrs. John Plasman. Christian Reformed church is enHoutman, Raymond moved that 1940, 49 licenseswere issued and Sr., and children,Dorothy, Juella, joying a three weeks vacation iie day at Tunnel park.
CTerk presented several applica- the Sidewalk Committee,reported vate dwellings and two-family
Charles Bosch conducted the tions for building permits.
the matter be referred to the li- in July, 1939, only 33 were and Junior, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
that he had investigatedthis mat- dwellings do not come under the
will spend a week at Gunn Lake.
services in Eastmanville infirmary
cense committee and the general granted, an increase of 16.
Granted subject to approval of ter but due to the fact that some provisions of the Act unless the c jgL
Plasman and Glenda Mae, Mr.
The Christian Endeavor society
Tulip Time committee for considand Mrs. Johnny Plasman and held an outdoor meeting Sunday Sunday afternoon. Special music City Engineer and Fire Chief of the projierty owners were fin- necessary resolutionis passed by .• \
eration. At the request of Aid.
Jerry Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Jake evening. Albert Van Farowe uas was given by Rosena Heyboer, except Permit No. 378 for duplex ancially unable to stand the ex- the governing
Jemima Ensing and Vivian En- house. This applicationwas refer- pense. he hesitated to bring in a
Albert V. Faasen, the council’s
Aid. Kleis reported that someVanden Brink, and Mr. and Mrs. the leader.
slng, Albert Heyboer and Alvin red to Board of Appeals.
ordinance committee also was Intime
ago the Council had
port
ordering
this
sidewalk
conAlfred Lampen and son, Howard.
Mr. and Mrs. P. Klynstra, Mis.
Enaing.
cluded in this group.
Gerk presented oath of office of structed. Mr. Kalkman further action to instruct the Gty Engl*
Mi®
Lois
Voorhorst
returned
Agnes
Barnes,
Mrs.
Purlin
Vnvek
(From Today'* Sentinel)
The Rev. and Mrs S. Vroon, Harry Koops as member of play- stated, however,that if the Coun- neer to dump all surplus dirt la Rsfl
"As the committee’spublicity
Thursday evening from Camp Oak attended the funeral services of
and program aids ’ the con- Raymond Knoll of Route 4, is Opening which has closed for this their nephew, Lawrence Elzinga Ruth and Paul of South Holland, ground commission.
cil so desired,he had no objection the City dump. However, he felt
convalescingin Holland hospital
III., were supper guests at the
cessions,it Is only right that we
to having this walk ordered in. that there were occasion* when it
Accepted
and
filed.
season.
of Grand Rapids, Thursday.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Clerk presented applicationsfor After some discussion, it was was very impractical to make: ft.;
ihould ask for some of this In- following an operation performed Mr. and Mrs. Willis Hulsman
A daughter was bom to Mr. and Van Ess Wednesday evening.
come,” Houtman wrote.
and daughter, Jewella attended Mrs. John Meidema on Saturday. The school reunion was well at- license to sell soft drinks signed moved by Aid. Menken, 2nd by long haul when dirt could > bei a
Mrs. • J. Vivian and daughter,
dumped nearby on private properL Houtman said that the^festival
by Benjamin Du Mez, 360 Michi- Raymond.
the Van Dragt’s family reunion Aug
.
few|
tended Saturday afternoon and
commilttee could assign the conces- Marjorie,are spending
gan Ave., and L. Michmershuizen, That the sidewalk be ordered ty. He recommended thfit
on
Saturday
evening, which was
Miss
Fanny
Vliem,
has
returned
weeks visiting relatives in Den-,
evening. An interesting program
constructed within a 60 day Council rescind its
ilpns, provided they are operated
to her home In Fremont after waa . presented. The Rev. S. 310 Lincoln Ave.
ver^Cok). They left Saturday by held at the Zeeland State park.
and instructthe Gty
bi proper places by proper perperiod.
Granted;
* '-r
spending a few weeks with her Werkema opened with prayer,
as near as
disposeof thla dirt at or at
lons, on a percentage baaia.
Communication*
from
Boards
and
Clerk
presented
application
and
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs, H. Speakers for the afternoonwere
r^GUlis Sale has returned home G.H.
possible to the point of ori|ifi in
City Officers
1 Houtman proposed to class beer
bond
for licenseto construct aideBowman.
from Holland hospitalafter being
Gerrit G. Groenewoud, Dick VanThe claims approved by the older to save expense.
wagons and other similar' advertis- treated for an infection.
IN BED
The deacons and their wives de Bunte and Peter Leeatma. walks signed by R. Nyenhuis and
Adopted.
ing as public nuisances to remove
Hospital Board in the sum of
of the Reformed church met Tues- Others taking part in the pro- Henty Vander Heuvel.
•The Rev. James
Ottlpoby,
Aid. Kalkman took exception to
from the streets during the festi- missionaryof the Reformed
$4,08155; Library Board, $318.05;
Bonds
approved
and
licenses
at the home of Mr. gram included Jack Werkema,
Grand Haven, Aug. 8 (Special)
val.
Park
and
Cemetery
$2,766.07; the action stating that thl*
Mra. Frank Dq Boer.
church on the Indian Mission —Mrs. Hester Vander Lee, 63,
Philip Tokke^ and Esther VeltClerk presentedcommunication Police and Fire Board, $3,849.53; be In competition witti
field/ will have charge
Mr. and Mra. John Warner and ema who gave a dialogue, Doris
302 Clinton St., was found dead
trucks which now
from
StandardGrocer Co. protest- Board of Public
Flnt known printing pren tet weekly prayer service at
in her bed this morning by her children of Vrieslandwere visit- Ensink, Edith and Shirley Brower
upon hauling dirt fof a living.
up in the New England states in Reformed church tonight at 7:1 daughter, Mrs. Jane Dirkae. Death ora Saturday evening with Mr. and who sang, Vivian Ensing, Jemima ing against the lack of positiveing
, Account, $1
~>lonial days was at Cambridge, Pujaction
by
the
’Council
in
permitPlant
Construction
Ensing, Rosena Heyboer, Albert
was unexpectedalthough she had
Huyser enJ*
jSjft
Peteraon, Off
?be Rey*- and Mrs, James M« been, in 1U health IhreeL^an,
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Park Are Thoroughly

Slips at Kollen

HE WEEDS FIELD

-At Monday night’s common

Two Othen

council meeting, the Oxford Varnish Co., located in a part of the
Story and Clark factory building,
asked $1,600 for a percentageof

Work Near

Livestock Lost in Blaze
on Farm Southwest
of Holland

A summer electricalstorm
which swept across Holland and
vicinity
i

I

Monday atternoon

result-

ed in the death of a lludsonville
vouth, the destruction of a barrv
and its contents and threatened
damage to boats on -ike Macatawa and Lake Michigan,
Sweeping out of the west about
3:30 p-m.. the rain was accom-

These four new slips at Kollen
pr.rk have been thoroughly Initialed by boatsmenof this vicinity.
For example, four cruisers and
three speedboatsused the slips

J

I

j

_

Dedication Planned at

|

Is Attaiftne4

YS

Charge
Here on Drank Ck

LEAVE ON

VOYAGE

Central Park Chapel

alez, 45, of St. Louis, Mo., pleaded

Special

Dance to be

Dme

HeM

and was assessed a fine and
on
This
costs of $14.40 or 10 days in the
. Saturday
county Jal). He was endeavoring to
obtain money to pay the fine.
Banalez was brought to Holland
Carter Brown, Jerry Breen and
payroll they claimed due them
early on Wednesdayby Deputy Us Scheaffer left the Castle early
from the city.
On July 15. 1937, the Wood Sheriffs William Van Etta and Monday morning with ten boyi
Reproducers Co., located In the William Kruithof who were called and four canoes In the stationwaHeap building on Fulton St., en- to Forest Grove to make the ar- gon and trailerfor the annual
tered Into an agreement with the rest.
five-day canoe trip on the Au
Albertus Schrotenboer, 20. route
city whereby it agreed to operate
Sable and Big Manistee rivers.
6,
Holland,
paid
a
fine
and
costs
for Id years and, if the payroll
They will be back Friday afterwas over $50,000 per year, the city of $5 after pleading guilty to a
noon.
charge
of
speeding
Tuesday.
agreed to reimburse the company
The ten boys who qualifiedfor
3 per cent of the amount.
the trip by passing canoe and R*d
The Wood ReproducersCo. has
Cross swimming tests are Bob
ceased manufacturingand L. V.
Steketet, Johnny Robertson, Phil
Casto, president of the Wood ReGoodspeed. Platt Nobel, Dick
producersCo., who is now presiNeedham. H. Meyer, Marshall Mildent of the Oxford Varnish Co
ler, Austin Brown, Gil Carter and
claims the latter company fell
Bill Costen. They avill spend the
heir to the agreement.The city
first three days on the Au Sable
disagrees on the contention the
and the remainderof the time on
agreement was with the Wood Re(Snepiall
Manatee.
Grand Haven. Aug. 8
producers Co. and not the Oxford
Gnderellas, Simple Simons and
—With
Aug.
6
the
final
day
for
Vanjlah Co. which claims its payall the other fable and fairy taje
roll In J939 was $63,000. there- filing of petitionsfor non-partisan characters will assemble on the
fore the claim of $1,600. The mat- judiciary offices, nominatingpeti- dance dune when the next special
ter was referred to City Attorney tions have been filed on behalf party for which Mary Goelltz ii
Howard Fant for considerationand of six candidates for the offices of chairman, is held Saturday. Asjudge of probate and circuit court
a report at a future date.
sisting Miss Goelitz are Kay and
commissioner.
Us Scheaffer,Suey Goelitz, Tomguilty

SIX

CANDIDATES

NOMINATED

ARE

ARREST BOYS

New

July 26 night while city and Chamber of Commerce officialswere
1.
formally inspecting the completed
Dr .John F. Kuizengaof Phnce>
project. The slips were construct"bout 4 p.m. Monday
i ton, N. J . will be the featured CalilorniaFamily
Two 13-year-old boys have
ed by the city at the suggestion
been turned over to Ottawa proof the Chamber of Commerce.
bate court for dispositionof their
i
;
cases following their arrest MondaughterSi Barbara and Edyday night and Tuesday by Grand
IS FIRST
of Hudsonville. Emelander was | 7:45 pm. in which the 20-foot adJudge Cora Vande Water, in- my White, John Lavine, Jean Co^Rapids police and Deputy Sheriff
working alone at one end of a row dition. new lighting system and the Mae, arrived in Holland last
GIRL TO
cumbent. filed her petitions Mon- ten and Sally Robertson. This wflj
William Van Etta of Holland.
while two companions were a other improvements will be dedi- Thursday from Oakland. Calif.,
wit
day night as a candidate for re- be the first event of its kind at the
cated. Dr. Kuizenga, resorter at
work at the other end.
The two boys are alleged to
IN
and
are
visiting Mrs. Hodgkins
election as judge of probate.
have broken into the home of
Dr. John K. Winter, Ottawa Central park for many years, will
Ostle.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Yer
Peter S. Boter, Holland attorMrs Stall at JenlAon. stolen her
county coroner, who investigate preach the dedicatory sermon.
Vesper services last Sunday fci
Three automobiles were involvMiss
Mary
Martindale.
daughter
ney. filed his nominating petitions the amphitheaterwere in charae
car for a "joyride" to Grand Rapreturned a verdict of accidental
Another event of the week-end Houwe. 519 Michigan Ave Mr
ed
in
an
accident
at
Eighth
St.
Mr. and Mrs. Carew Martin- ids to see a show and to have
with County Clerk William Wilds of Dr. Joseph Vance of Detroit.
death by lightning.He reported at Central park will tie the hymn Hodgkins formerly resided in I of
dale of Lansing and Macatawa been involved in an accident on and Pine Ave. about 4:20 p.m. on Tuesday. Edward Soule of
the bolt of lightning struck the sing Sunday at 9 p m. with Gar- Grand Rapids.
Ernest Mathew, an eleven-year-old
They traveled 2.446 miles and made two flights in the Holland Butterworth road in Grand Rap- Tuesday, local police reported on Grand Haven filed his petitions boy soprano from Nashville, Terih.,
young man in the back of the head rett Flat erink of Grand Rapids as
Wednesday.
No
one
was
injured.
visited Salt Lake City. I tab. Furnace plane over Holland air- ids.
several weeks ago for the Same sang ‘That Sweet Story of Old”
and continued down the right side leader.
Alvin Van Gelderen, 21, 14 West
port Sunday night, thus bestowThe two told officials they enoffice.
and "The Holy City." Ern^t
nf the body through the right
The song sen ice at the dedica- North Platt. Neb. and Durand,
16th
St.,
was
driving
west
on
ing upon herself ihe honor of be- tered the home to obtain the car
For circuitcourt commissioner. sings in four languages. He attion will be led by John Yander- la., making the trip in 60 hours
leg into the ground
ing the first girl ever to solo from key Then they went to a neigh- Eighth St. and Bernard J. Ros- J. Thomas Mahan of Holland is a
tends the Junior school at thb
- Dr. Winter said the body was rIuls of Holland. Deyotional ser- and 15 minutes During the trip
heavy
rams
fell in Nebraska. They the Park township field.
boring home of John Stryker endahl. 47. 559 College Ave.. was candidate for reelectlon.Matthew Castle Heights Military academy
not mutilated by the bolt except vices and greetings will be given
Miss Martindale, who has over where they stole a set of license driving north on Pine Ave. After C. Locke of Grand Haven and Atwill leave August 25 for the west
at Ubanon, Tenn., and left yestefr
that the hair on the hack of his by Rev. F. J. Van Dyk of Centnl
striking Van Gelderen'svehicle,
12 hours of flying time, received plates for the car.
coast.
torney Jarrett N. Gark of Zeeland day after having visited Jeanetti
head had been singed and hair on park and reminiscences, by Rev.
Mrs. Hodgkins Is the former Tuesday her student'spilot license
Called to Jenison Tuesday. the Rosendahl car swerved and are candidates fpr commissioner. Kremer for over a week. Rev.
his leg had been burned away. John Steunenberg of Virginia
which entitles her to fly alone. All Deputy Van Etta found that one of struck the front end of a car, beMaude
Yer
Houwe
and
was
in
Peter H. Pleune of Highland PresWhen found by the two compan- park.
Holland last summer for a visit her instruction has been , given the boys had left his bicycle un- longing to Clarence C. Boone,
First volume In almanac form on byterian church of Louisvillewill
ions. the body was lying face
John Ter Vree will sing two
with her parents. Mr. Hodgkins this year by C. E. Smith, Holland der a tree. Its ownership was which was parked oh Pine Ava, t^cord was believed to have been direct the services this Sunday.
solos. ‘The Voice of Prayer ’ and
downward.
is a survey engineer for the state Furnace pilot here. She has had traced but when officers called north of Eight St. Police listed written by John Somers of EngThe two who were working won "There Is a Beautiful Land on
of Californiaand this Is his first about 22 lessons since starting in at the youth's home, he was not William Topp. 364 West 17th St.. land in about 1380.
TRY THE NEWS CLASSIFIEDS
Emelander told the coroner it had High" and a sextet composed of
visit to Holland since June. 1929. June.
there, the mother stating he had Arnold Wagener, 216 West 14th
not started to rain but that sud- Gladys Jansen. Mary Aldnc.i,
He noticesmany changes and says
Norma Landwehr. the only oth- spent the night at
friend’s St., and Eibert Van kampen,
denly a bolt of lightning flashed. Peggy Karreman, Peggy Den
the WPA Is not noticed in states er girl taking lessons at Holland, home. He was not located there route 4. Holland, as witnesses.
Looking toward the oppositeend Herder, Donna Mulder and Martha
like Nebraska and that no sales has had about 11 lessons.
Arraigned here before Municiand when officers returned a
of the field, they said, they could Van Dyk will sing "Thanks Be to
tax was needed in Nebraska.
Besides a large group of local second time, they found he had pal Judge Raymond L Smith. Rosnot see Emelander and went to God."
Mrs. Edith Walvoord and Miss enthusiasts. Smith is instructing returned.
endahl pleaded guilty to a charge
Investigate.He was dead when
The building committee'sre- WilhelminaWalvoord entertained students from Grand Haven and
At first, he declined to name of failing to yield right-of-way
the two reached his side. Later port by A. Boerema of Detroit the visitors with a beach party on
about three from Muskegon. Paul his companion but from other and was assessed a fine and costs
the body was removed to the Wol- and the treasurers report by C. Lake Michgian.
Yandenberg of Holland will be the sources his identity was learned. of $5.
brink funeral home in Hudsonville. Madderom of Chicago will be
first student from here to get a The boy lated admittedthe theft,
The young man is survived by heard before PresidentM. Den
private license which allows him stating it was their intention to
Mao Suffers Scalp Cut
the parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ben Herder of Grand Rapids gives his Club It Entertained
to carry non-paying passengers. return the car.
Emelander;three sisters. Mrs. Al- remarks.
The officerswent to the scene
He will apply in Grand Rapids
in Truck- Auto Crash
in Ryzenga
vin Elders, Misses Sara and Janet ;
Officers for the year besides
Thursday.George Eby will apply of the accident, upon learning of
The
"Flowery
Co<>ks
of
F
O."
and two brothers.Albert and Den Herder and Madderom are
Jacob De fey ter, 60, route 4,
next week for his private license it from the youth, but found the
Bernard Emelander.
Herbert Daane of Grand Rapids, met at the home of Lucille Ryz- and Bud Van Liere will apply next cartiad been towed away. It was Holland, suffered a scalp cut in
enga
recently
with
ten
members
Funeral services will be this vice president,and A. Boerema of
found in possessionof Grand an accident at 4:30 p.m. Friday
month.
Thursday at 1 p.m. from the home Detroit,secretary.Mrs. Reka present.A demonstration was held
Bill Zagers and Thurston Ryn- Rapids police who were holding at Ninth St. and Maple Ave.
and at 1:30 p.m. from Hudsonville Broekstraof Chicago is superin- on quick bread and eggs. During
brandt from Jamestown have re- the other boy. Deputy Van Etta where cars driven by Mr. De Feythe business meeting, it was deChristian Reformed church. Bur- tendent of the Sunday school.
ceived their student pilot’s license said the driver of the other car ter and a truck driven by Donald
ial will be in Georgetown cemeThe building committee which cided to hold the next meeting in but have not soloed. Gordon Cogs- in the accident had caught one E. Sherwood, 29, route 6, Holland,
tery.
has directed this fifth change in the form of an outing.
well of Holland expects to get his boy and held him until Grand collided.
A social time was spent and reThe bam which was destroyed the construction of the chapel is
Local police said that De Ffey25 YEARS OF SUCCESS
student license early this week. RUplds police arrived but that the
fire after being struck by composed of A. Boerema of De- freshmentswere served by Mrs
James Boter and Ed Alder, Jr, other one had escaped. The boy ter was driving his car north on
The Citizens' Mutual Automobile- Insurant:* Company haa tha
lightningabout 3:20 p.m. was lo- troit, Dewey Battjes and Barney Ryzenga an# her daughter, Marof Holland are others who are tak- who fled said he slept that night Maple Ave. and Sherwood was
ablest lawyer In your part of tha stats to repraaant you In cas*
cated on the farm of Cornelius D« Witt of Grand Rapida, Edward garet. The next meeting will be
in
a
straw
stack
driving
the
truck
west
on
Ninth
ing lessons.
of a complicated automobile accident
Zeedyk who resides about one mile Den Herder of Zeeland and James held at the home of Della Tucker
Tom Wilson, deputy sheriff of St. Police listed R. Rogers of
The company haa well trained adjusters who are usually able to
south of the Windmill station on Westrate of Holland.
August 8.
Jenison, aided in the investigation Camp Pine lodge as a witness.
obtain fair and Just settlement* without the necessity of litigathe old Saugatuckroad.
Clarence Tyink, route 1. HolThe first resorters at Central
tion. Leas than one-half of 1% of elelma go Into court, yet the
The bolt struck the bam on the park were Dr. John Stryker and
land, reported to police his car
TO
company has paid
west side and the resulting fire John and Cornelius Stryker who Couple It Married in
skidded in the gravel and rolled
also spread to a nearby chicken came in 1899. In that same year
over on the curve at Al’s place
$11,641,000IN CLAIMS
Immanael Parsonage
As preparations went forward
in Montello park at 9 a.m. Friday.
coop.
after services had been held in
The Company offers you every kind of automobileIneurance at
Following a short wedding trip. for the departure Sunday morning
Included in the loss were two cottages, the desire was express“Coat Plus Safety" price.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Koopman are of Company D. Holland’s national
horses, two hogs, a loft of hay and ed to procure a tent for the purat home on route 5 after their guard unit, for three weeks trainApproaching
Marriage
See Your Local Agent
several chickens.One of the horses
pose of holding meetings both on marriageFriday in the parsonage
ing at Camp McCoy. Sparta. Wis.,
escaped from the burning bam but the Lord's day and on other days.
It
Announced
in
City
O. A.
A SON
of the Immanuel church. Mr. announcementwas made here
the animal was st> badly burned
66 W. 8TH
PHONE 4609
A 24 bv 36 foot chapel was built Koopman Is a son of Mrs. P F.
Mrs. A. H. Waalkes announces
that
every
member
of
the
local
First
round
pairings
in
the
an
that it had to be shot.
in 1903 with Dr. Otte of China Koopman. 84 East 18th St . and company will be expected to atthe engagement and approaching
Or
Write
Wm.
E.
Robb,
Secretary,
Howell,
Michigan
nual club championshipgolf tourMr. Zeedyk's grain crop escaped
directingthe work on what was .o Mrs. Koopman. the former Arlene
marriageof her daughter. Marian,
jT-i
nament at the Holland Country
possibledestructionin the fire as be known as the Union Reformed Ter Meer, is a daughter of Mr. tend camp.
to Peter Veltman. son of Dr. and
"No
one
will
be
excused
from
club were announced here by FTo
he had not started threshing op- chapel of Central park. It was and Mrs Henry Ter Meer of
Citizen’s
Int. Co.
Mrs. Douglas Veltman. The wedattending camp and all guard-men Lee Klels.
erations.having planned to begin
Beer- are expected to report at Holland
constructed on a lot donated by- route 5. The Rev. C.
ding will take place the latter part
HOWELL,
MICHIGAN
Vem Tuls is the 1939 champion
that today.
Mr. Zaalmink w ho owned muc h of thuLs officiatedat the single ring armory at 2 p.m. Saturday to aid
of August.
and 15 other golfers in the cham
Several boats were reported to
ceremony.
the land at that time.
in loading up." the announcement pionship flight will endeavor
have broken their moorings in
The bride wore nave blue net
Doctors, ministers and laymen
prevent last year's champion from
Macatawa bay during the heavy- all joined in the task of building redingote with white accessories said.
It was said Tuesday that six
taking the 1940 tourney.
wind which accompaniedthe storm
and
her
attendant.
Mrs.
John
the temple. Those who could not
new recruitshad been obtained to
First round pairings follow:
but no serious damage resulted
Koopman. wore twin print cheer replace guardsmen who base been
come sent their sons.
Vern Tills vs. James KlomparCoast guardsmen from the Holland
Rev. A. Krickard preached the j John Koopman attendedhis bro- released becaase they are marClarence Jalving vs. Larry
station aided in returningthe first sermon and following him as ther as best man.
pm;
ried and have children dependen's.
Gcuder; Joe Chamberlain vs. Dr
boats to their moorings.
pastors of the new chapel
The following guests were presAt Monday night's drill in HolW. Hoclcspma: Clarence Lokker
The wind was said to have top- Rev A Buursma Rev. Muilenberg 1 ent at a reception in the home of
land armory, inoculation and vacpled over a couple of small sail and Rev.
bnde s parents:Mrs.
F. cination of guardsmen was cm- v*. Bernard A rends hors ; Eddie
boats. No damage was reported
Rev. John was the first pres;- 1 Koopman. Mr. and Mrs. Henry pleted by Dr. William Westra’e. Rackes vs. H. W’abeke; T. Van
at Holland State park.
dent. In 1909. John Kloote was ! Ter Meer. Miss Joan For Meer.
John Brand who has been com- Haitsma vs. A. Slikkers; Harold
O. W. Lowry, route 4. Holland elected president and served until
Koopman. Mrs. Floyd Koop- pany cook for the past few years Jalving vs. A De Groot; J. Pelon
was stopped by two local police 1925 when Peter Broekstra was man
man and
an(' daughter, Lois. Mrs.
~ returned Saturday night from vs. George Slikkers.
officers on West 17th St. for
, Jack Wiersma and son. Le Roy.
Saginaw where he has been cmelected in bus stead.
speeding.When the officers learnI Mr.
and mrs.
Mrs. jam.
John r^pnu.n
Koopman and
ur. ana
<,nu p)oyed at lhe Bancrof( hotel and
Suit to Collect Tuition 1$
ed that he was on route to Maclaughters, Karen and . \dellp. accompany the Holland unit
is
atawa bay after having been ad- Rotendahl
Fred Tiersma, Joe Deters and tQ camp t0 sprYe
Started in Grand Haven
<

panied by severe lightning.
Donald Emelander.1H. route
.....was killed i^tant
Hudsonville.
.
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Arraignedon Wednesday before
Municipal Judge Raymond
Smith, on a charge of being drunk
and diaorderly, a Mexican who
Grand Haven, Aug. 8 (Special) identifiedhimself as Rosalio Ban-
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vised his Ivankin had broken .ts
Scene ol Wedding
moorings, Lowry was permitted to,
The marriage of Miss Norma
continue on his way. The Lankin
was returned to its mooring un- Jean Rosendahl, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. B. Rosendahl of 559 Coldamaged.
lege Ave., to Arthur Ix>uls Van Or-

Miss Anna Deters.
Several pre-nuptial affairswere
given for the bride including a
shower given by Mrs. Henry Her
Meer and Muss Joan Ter Meer; a
shower given by Mrs. Floyd

BRANCH

IS

OEMS BETTER MB (REAPER SERVICE

OPENED IN

BIRTH DATA

Grand Haven. Aug. 8 (Special)

—Suit has

been started in circuit

Howe,

the Howe school
against Guy Edson

DEMAND court by

liul.,

of
of

Grand Haven, Aug. 8 (Special) Hudsonville.
der son of Mr. and Mrs. low- 1 Koopman and Mrs. John KoopPlaintiffsclaim that Grant, son
—Due
to the unusual demand for
Manager to Continue
ard Van Order. 177 West Ninth man, and a shower given by Miss
certified copies of birth records of Guy Edson, enrolled in the
St., was solemnized last Wed- Anna Deters.
Operation of S.L Club
school Sept. 6. 1936, and Edson
nesday at the homo of the brides
The bridegroom Is employed by and the like, the county clerk s ofsigned an applicationAug. 27, 1936
parents with the Rev. Nicholas General Motors in Grand Rapids. fice has opened a branch office on
Grand Haven, Aug 8 Special Gosselinkperforming the single
the first floor of the court house, for that school year, agreeing
— A stipulationwas filed in Otjust below the county clerk s of- to pay tuition of $850, plus other
ring ceremony.
expenses. Part of the tuition was
Hamilton Girl Is
tawa court Wednesday in which
fices.
Miss Ruth Ploegsma sang "O
paid, but Grant was dismissed
Andy Rice. Jr., will be allowed :o
Promuse Me" and “I Love You Given Shower
from the school Jan. 4, 1937, the
continue to manage and operate
Truly" with Mrs. Arthur Geerds at
A surprise miscellaneous shower
suit claims, for intoxication and
the Stuart Point club on Spring
the piano. Decorationswere of was given Wednesday. July 31 in
disrespect to officials. The school
Lake until Oct. 15 on a icntal
OF ZEELAND DIES claims that at that time $699.59
white, pink and blue. The couple honor of Janet Brink at the home
basis of $50 per month.
was attended by Mr. and Mrs. Arnwas due, and requestsfor pay* Suit had been brought by John old Overway,sister and brother-in- of her mother, Mrs. Martin Brink,
Zeeland, Aug. 8 (Special) — ment of the balance have been
in Hamilton. Many useful gifts
and Anna Prawdzikof Grand Raplaw of the bride.
were persentedand games were Klaas Lamberts,89. of 140 South denied. Damages in the amount
ids, owners of the building,askThe bride was attired in pink played. Prizes were awarded to Wall, St., who would have lioen of $1,000 are asked.
ing an injunctionto restrain Rice
georgette and carried a bridal Mrs. Richard Elenbaas, Mrs. Gil- 90 years old Aug. 14, died in hisThe entrance application profrom operating the business and
bouquet of sweet peas, pink roses bert Lugten. A three-course lunch home Saturday.He was lay- vides that any student when disInterferingwith plaintiffs' possesand snapdragons.Her attendant was served.
ing with his sister. Mrs. Klass missed forfeits the amount of his
. sion of the premises.
wore blue satin with a corsage of
Among the Invited guests were Kreuze. He was a former resi- tuition.
Part of the testimony was heard
pink rosebuds and white sweet Mesdames Richard Elcnbaae, dent of Jamestown and lived in
r Saturday and had been continued
Richard Brower, Gilbert Lugten, Zeeland 16 years.
peas.
until this morning.
A reception for 30 guests fol- Marvin Kaper, Marvin Ver Berg, Other survivors are two broth- G.H. Driver b Given
lowed and a buffet luncheon was Wallace Kempker, Misses Evelyn ers, Lambert of Lansing and John
Five-Day Term in Jail
served by Mrs. H. W. Draper and Schutmaat, Mabel Joostbems, Lamberts of Cutlerville.
Martin Van Hekken to
Bertha Joostbems, Ruth Illg,
Mrs. Arthur Geerds.
Grand Haven, Aug. 8 (Special)
Build New Home Here
Both the bride and groom were Clarice Brink. Viola Lohman,
—Leroy H. Francis, 26, 1556
Freed
Froa
Local
Jail
Helen
Sale,
Gertrude
Boerigter,
born here and are graduatesof
Franklin St., arrested by Grand
Martin Van Hekken has filed Holland high school. Mr. Van Or- Grace. Mary and Bernice Brink
When He Repay$ Fundi Haven city police Monday night
application with City Clerk Os- der is employed by the Security and Miss Grace lllg and Mildred
when his car ran into the gate
car Peterson for a building permit SportswearCo. and Mrs. Van Or- Lugtihied.
G R. Halsey, alias C. R. HtiUi post at the entrance to Grand
to erect a new home at 24Ur St. der by the Vyn Co. Immediately
of Chicago was released from the Haven state park was arraigned
and Central Ave. at a cost of $3,- after the reception the couple left Local Girl Engaged
city jail Friday afternoon after he
before Justice Grorge V.
on a wedding trip to Sault Ste.
had returned funds he collected!
:er on a charge of driving
the home will be a 33 by 29H Marie and Canada. For traveling, to Jackson
from local touristhomes when
intoxicated.
, foot' duplex, of one and one-half the bride wore black and white
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Maatman promised to route tourists past tl
stories and brick veneer. The ap- sharkskin with white accessories.of the Park road announce the homes, police
p<
said today.
also calls for const ruc- They will make their home at 166 engagement of their daughter.
Halsey was being held in default of $8.50, plus five days in the
of a double garage, IT by West Ninth St. after August 10. Mary Jane, to Lester James Dog- of $200 bond for trial on a charge county jail or 60 days if the
&|eet at a:cost of $350. '
ger of Jackson,son of Mr. and of obtaining money from Theodor# $5&50 is not paid.
Ten U. S. cities sell their sewage Mrs. Simon Dogger, also of the Hackett, 35 West 17th St. and
Pennsylvania’s state police move- sludge for_ fertilizer, receiving 25 Park road. The wedding is to take Mrs. Roy «B. Champion, 36 West
Idaho has 12,000,000acres of
jnent toGUvjlOEiDIn 1905.
public domain.
cents to $3.50 a cubic yard.
place the latter part of August 12th St
I
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The same telephone equipment

.

• .-designed

by the Bell Telephone

Laboratories and manufactured by the Western Electric Company
is

.

•

used thronghout the Bell System. This centralisation of research

and manufacture produces the
most economical way. It

is

finest

one of the reasons why people

America, includingyon
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—oiui pay

— than any

less for
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standardisedequipment in the
all
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Michigan, enjoy- better telephone service
other people in th# world.
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